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((d)) Nam'e never regarded as uncomplimentary i~· r 
NT. . I 
I 
2. He was an ap9stl~. ' 
a.) Wide range of apostles (one sent I messenger) -
Barnabas, i.e. Acts 14:14 
b.) Gave room for false to enter in. I 
c .) Became a more deman qing term. I 
I Cor. ':1 "A minot an apostle? am I not free? have I 
Ac~ 1:22 IIBeginning from th~ baptism of John, unto t~ 
Matt. 10:2 IINow the names of the twelve apostles are i 
d.)pa. u. I .• alwa.ys .. ' . Say., .. s .•• he ... I.s a. no. po .. stle - tho .. challengei 
exctf>t in LJ..&..,Th~ss. I PhiL &. Philemon. 
e.)9.~t,~f }1~~U,~)\. f~S.~:- . - . I 
f.) 11i~~'k:'1-t~ l.ufbCJljfy~f.God Soklce.hels 
'q," .. 9P1Szt~· . . 
3. !It'si!JSe9r;ftly cML1.,blld wUbleiW~. 
a.)fJ(nrist11 originally an adiective - n",oirted.1I 
b.) I.came a proper name like ).~. ' 
c .) GoG's will made him an qpostle. 
(l) N~t a reUa ••• fot-rloper ~........,:...:oy~ 
.i~.r' -LCfgFin • 
(2) A~'I"-" 
d.) :-~~~~~~ 
Rom. 10:15 ., ~~t .,. .... 
I Cor. 1: 17 ItFor .... ' . ". .... .,... net.to _,tt.l~'~: 
e .• J k tRer. 01'). m8$$,..to preach fliQ;t~.~t4fmlti/ 
.. the needs of _n&"we kn~ wAit it is? 
f. ) Who o;e yov, ."yf\Gw? '.. ..' . . 
9 .} Is iHe on endl.$'m(f~ or areth.'pU~$!~· 
, behindus? 
\ 
\. 
4. Also had a buddy in Timothy:. 
a .) Most precious of a II to the heart of Paul. 
b.) Not an apostle but a true chilc;J. 
c.) He's l1the brother" - definite article shows he's 
well ~own. 
do) HELha~otbin9 to.90 ~wilii!:!g the ~tt~ 
e.) Paul stood by his scorned helper. i : 
I Cor. 16: 1 0-11 .. Now if Ti motheus come, see that he! 
f.) Great brotherhood c whom we unite. 
B. Who A,e .Xs,u? 
10 Itis the Church of God at~orinth 0 
2. Church n0e!t~~IJ's..fo!.~~~ 
all believers - saints, disciples, brethr 
not an artificial name for a select few 0 
, "Legitimacy of congregation depends 
on I idea Is " intentions of heart than on • • 
.l~fb.m part of Greece. 
Ma"It •.•. ,.;. . • ;~ ..•. _~rn ".rt. 
8. Are we en ltW ..to ,tory. 
(~C .! )11inis with whic I work.., 
1. ~ra<i!' 
a.) Unmerited fO\for. 
b .) Empowers.. . 
1 
I 
I 
:t~; 
2 Cor . 8:9 llFor yeknow the grace of our lprd Jesus 
c .) Mentions at start 8. end of each episfte. 
d.) A Iwa~ procee~e. 
2. Peace. 
a.) Not in material security. 
b.) Chances & changes take their toll._ 
c.} ~venly peace. . 
3. ViQ God & Jesus. 
a .) Equality of two seen. 
b.) God bestows a.11 His gifts to us thru H is Son. 
c.) Blessings thus fointly given. 
4.)GM . 

A. have that backwards. The reason 
the 
read that same 
the 
who 
c. Joe 
II. tell you a 
A. Dr. Joe and 
L He was my 
2. Was he 
chair. 
3. Though he'd give me a lecture on 
enamel--looking away from me--he'd 
suddenly pounce into my mouth with 
both hands! 
4. Ruth was the one that taught 
flossing. 
5. What were both doing?--giving me 
a better grasp of life--replacing 
alloy with gold. 
B. Dr. Joe was a deacon and Bible teacher. 
1. Knew God's truth and taught it. 
2. Fearless expression of his beliefs. 
3. Was about as strong in his opinions. 
4. First man who ever proposed I make 
$100 a week preaching. 
. Loved 
Loved 
2. 
4. Loved 
Now I want to 
1:12-14 
B. 
2. 
a es calm 0 S sIncerity. 
His character would stand the 
searchin gaze of God. . . 
3. §~lite 
~;"'c~t~with~etnbers 
of .. ~C Ul!Gh. 
4. Conscience must be regulated by the . 
Scrp. 
5. RefifeIfii)'~F"rsar[tl:::::::nont;f;r:naV'~this: 
sa . 44: 20 " lStwt;k;eN··%ni(i);t.·;;0a·';i)tf¥'!M·;;m","n;~fi.t'hn.n d " 
im if he treats others 
D 
E. 
F 
2. Life must entirely and unreservedly 
be devoted to God. 
3. ~.tber the rEJ-ling ang 
shpng it a sieve so that the purged. 
m~be uaaduIterated or eisEL what is 
fdlflnd unstained as 
ligbt 
Sometimes 
views of the will of God--we ask why? 
2. Is this • even in 
of God? C!tIIVf(;~lt 
1. There comes a judgement and he will , 
give reason for all things. 
2. To do the will of God should be our 
most consuming desire. 
1 Co :'. ·'Y. " ~':,' ••• ;~.":,"'" 
Isa. _.M.l!ldml~_.!i!'n •• tr~ 
" 
" 
, 
i 
IZech. 
I 
<I 
I 
i 
4. 
I).~t 
l-oute) 
13:1 II ~·""'.'~6pened ... • 
f~m'&mIitfrit!'m~l\ness " 
2. ___ ..... t
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THAT REMINDS ME OF HIM 
2 Cor. 1: 12-14 
I. I read a passage and think "That reminds 
me of -------." 
A. But I have that backwards. The reason 
I say this is because the person I'm 
remembering has earlier read that same 
Scripture and seeks to make it the 
model of his life. 
B. How grateful 1 am for those who 
pattern themselves after the truth of 
Christ. 
C. I believe C. W. Bradley did exactly 
this. 
II. May I tell you a few things about him. 
A. Things about C. W. . 
1. Chose a lady that was Ward-Belmont 
schooled--,with all that that means. 
2. Successes in school as a single man. 
a) Worked his way to a good 
education. 
b) Pursued it to advanced degrees. 
c) Bachelor of Ugliness. 
d) Class President. 
e) Met Margaret Trousdale with mule 
and wagon 8ct Kennett, AR. 
f) Baptized her husband-to-be. 
g) Spokesman for Graduate School. 
~ 3. Preached in hard places in NY and Carolina. 
om. 15:20-21 READ 
B. Services to church with a great record 
of success. 
I 1. Heart attacks. 
L 
2. 
2. Roberta's illnesses. 
3. Disappointments come but nothing 
stopped him. 
4. Taught children--taught in 
Universities--all to glory of God 
and devoid of any slander. 
C. His ministry ma.rked Py encouragement 
to others. '-r;~~If/~f7ft 
1. At your rheefi~gs. ~--A #.pA 
2. Rebuked when he felt error'""1rr 
I unfairness came. 
I 3. Utterly dependable. I 4. Scrupulously moral. 
. III. Now I want to go to my Passage: 
2 Cor. 1:12-14 
A . 11 For our rejoicing is this" 
1. How many things are ours as a 
Christian that calls us to "Rejoice 
evermore. 11 
2. Though Paul would speak of a 
personal matter--all of life has its 
happy moments. 
B. The Testimony of our Conscience. 
1. Makes claim of his sincerity. 
2. His character would stand the 
searching gaze of God. 
3. This a statement of absolute integrity 
as he dealt with members of the church 
4. Conscience must be regulated by the . 
Scrp. 
I 5. Remember Isaiah--Don't have this'~ 
lIsa. 44: 20 "Is there not a lie in my right hand' 
I C. Came in Simplicity. II 1. Can pray for him if he treats others Wrly. 2. Great advantage comes in appealing 
_ to records. . ...... ~ 
3. 
comes a judgement and he will 
give reason for all things. 
2. To do the will of God should be our 
IJ]?:st~oIlsllmiI1g desire. 
1 CO~i.,\'Fil;z0i}~~lt;;;~t:B0'<'3!1lt1otlf~~giliO;rY'0'f· G6~ II 
I sa. ~fSl/+;,F,;iltp'&1t~s.oi);'~,fit1€t;J:[s;w}i:I& 
" C hO(Jse~"tt[~'i't"~~«'t'h~;f;;p.li~ast1)(me'l a;nd 
II n.l;~ii;ij;J~0l~;~tl;;;my;·."e'&vena:ttt~1 
3. Do nothing to accomplish our end 
that will not bear the light. 
4. Read what Hezekiah said of his life: 
I sa ~<,~i~4"W,~1l'f~~.;P.~;€~r:~;;;thee:;in;t.l.nilth· . 
':~ Wi~jll;~;:a;:;;~;~f~;~;f;;)}e~rt 
~~~;~~~;;.~ll~~~,j& ... good . ill tb;y;:sight 
4. 
G. 
Zech. 
Ps. 37:9 
Funeral, Dr. 12/14/ 
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L 
B. 
( 
"Now this our boast" (NIV) 
Rejoicing, proud confidence. 
2. lie kIIiOWS his aims are simple and 
his purpose holy. 
3 .1~tmscience. 
a) M&l'fil:l:t~d~emen t . 
b) Approves when we walk in light 
of word. 
c) ai,~·p1Qle&l!""'F 
Acts. 23: 1 
d )a01Wt1~11wesltar1i<fulblelfoiBel1!a·· testin g 
coH'g;~H'ee? 
C. "We have had our conversation in the 
world. " ~ellloeJ 
1. 
, o'Ve:rtarri and then 
tUl"iN· ~~~k· ·te fio~mal. 
a).~~ 
b) ~hat;s·mo~e seri~~~~~,;~~ 
th~~~lW~~i<:~riS'i~'Q~'i!,sineere-­
oath d;;;;id'0~f ·~ental reservation 
in Pres. oath. 
c) Kill confidence in one by innuendo. 
d) T 
u 
e) 
f) It's sincerity 
3. ~._A._ .. ~ 
M (i()d"'; 
a) 
4. 
b) 
scores 
fi 
f 
c..a.to 



D. NoRest in Spirit. 
1. Mind could not rest, anxious over Corinth & 
Titus. 
2. Did he worry? 
3. Was it wrong to so do? 
2., 
4. No man at best when concemed over continued 
failure of friends •. 
5. "Mad ll is a perfect tense. Feels this uneasiness 
as tho stj II present. 
6. NO is emphatic. 
7. Rest = relief, relax. 
E. Found not Ti tus my Bro. 
1. Deeply loved him. 
2: Earnestly wanted a report. . 
F. Took leave for Macedonia. I 
1. N0rmally; he'd seize any opportunity to evc::mgell 
2. But couldn't stay, wanted to see Titus so keenly. I 
3. It caused him to pass up an evangelist opportunit~ 
4. Macedonia ~ Greece .. North. I 
5. So relieved when word came broke into doxologyj 
6. His departure not fickleness as he's o,ccused. I 
2 Cor. 7:2-7 IIReceive us; we have wronged no mOn, i 
7. His parish entire Gentile world. I 
11\. Ptijsl & the T ri umph . 'I 
A. His doxology ... thanks be to God! 
1 • Are yovever so full you have to say s0methlng. 
2. 06 events unfold that so wa.rm your heQrt you 
burst ,out in adGration. 
B. God causeS 'us to Triumph in Christ. 
1. T~is capable of 2 meanings: 
a.) Roman conqueror led slaves in humiliation as 3hel 
ho • I saw IS VI dory. 1 
ttNaked 1 wait thy love's uplifted stroke! 
My harness piece by piece thou hast hewn from me 
And smitten me to my knees 
I am defenseless utterly. 11 
Thompson IIHound of Heaven ll 
b.) Paradox - in bondage to Christ is secret to 
freeCfbm. 
c .) Saw life as triumph, not fa i lure. 
d.) His continual triumph. 
e.) Best part of triumphant pageant. 
2. Note clipping from Barclay. 
C. Varied Reactions. I 
1. We are the Savor of hi~ knowlec%Je.in every p1ac4 
a.) Message,n~t man, gives theswee,h:lfoma.c, I 
b.) Gospel serviceable everywhere. 
c.) Does the incense of our goodness fiHthe city? 
d.) NOte cqtholicity of gospel & fact he can radi(2t 
it everywhere. 
2. Salvation or Perdition. 
Death to Death or Life to Life. 
a.) By our rEfloction to goSpel we have either salvati 
or ruin . 
b.) Gospel confirms some in their sin. 
'e.) Keep however tJie balance ofsovereignty of G 
& the responsibility of man. . 
d.) See its power - I ife or dea'th" matter,. " 
e.) Some folkmade better, bod folk worse. It's 
. like Hghtthat blinds'the sick:~yei ~ Mluminadt 
'fIle' oq • 
\, 
, 4. i 
f.) Some have total loss <:?,f spiritual sense & go die. ! 
g.) To reject gospel is, to~'perish. 
Ji.) Some have heavier riiJin because gospel was 
preached to them. 
D. Who's Sufficient? 
1 • Qt. implies he is. 
2. Gospel is too. 
3. Paul reol;ly didn't ans. his qt. - left it dangling. 
E. Peddlers. 
1. Monycorrupt gospel. 
c.) Use it falsely to selfish ends. 
b.) Like peddlers who use every cheap trick to makel 
a financia I profit. 
~,) Business is for thems.elves & not the good of the 
people. 
d.) Tbey weakened it, adulterated gosp~l. 
e.) Served cbeop wine, well water;~, 
of.) He's an unholy huckster.' I 
g.) .Some add to gospel to make it more palati~le to I 
others, I 
F, Way it should bel I 
1. Sincere" , , I 
a.) Be a channel of trutl'tj not an exhibitionist. I 
b.) Unmixed honesty; not HI hope no one thinks of I 
that passage! It blows my argument. II 
c.) Sincerity should dominate us. I 
2. Of God. 'J a.) Truth commissioned by God-, - , " 
b.) Des ire nothing but pure truth. ' 
.' c.) DoclTineccime to you pure, keep it th~_woY' 
\ 

bi~ .harbif!~h(&:ir~g$ to a happvending. 
Vers~ 14 to··lpareditf!;cult to~del'stan.d by ~. 
t;~lves, but when they 31'eSetaga!nst the b~l,!kground 
whiCh'W<lsip.P<lul·$th0l.l~hts they .. ~()Ille a vivid. ~cture. 
~«Ul$~a~;. q(~~.I~ .~nth,e4~+m .• ~.t.ti~~!t!f 
Cht!~t~ ... auOtl1en he .. ~(}e$ .on to. being ~sweet 
seefjt'·ot'Cbrtstto. me~ a'pe . .......... .ioso~e~iS=the 
t:>etf\ll1l~ot'+leath an(l.tO othets-$e .pe~Ulll.e ofUfe~ 
InPaul'!unind there is the pfctul;e.of a Roman T.riu1?t~ . 
~"1d )r:thi'isfas'~ ·~ilf"lffg~ . 41onqnit6t. .l'tK(bi~best 
ll(1n?Uf Whitl1 '. '"ou1d be'givel1 to. <I.l victotions ,R0tnan 
general \Vasa 'f dumPfl. .. ~t(n:e .he t:0111d win ithemj1st 
~J:i~y ·certainConiitilln.s· .• ~~ must . have been the actua,l 
con:iman~er-"in:cbiei in thetield.'Ibe .. C~P~_!ll~t 
ha;:\1!!.~~,<.:~trtl'letely finis"!led, ~lle' . l!afi{i~. and~e 
Victorious troop~ brougbi 'home~~' . .. thousand of the 
enemy at least ··;:nll~· have fallen in-one engagement. A 
204 


WHA T I'VE GOT & C WHA T I GIVE '1 
II Cor. 1: ~l-2 4 
I. 1lJJ;:IS nl r.lltf.Jrlfil~~~atll tells--
r~item~ •. ,c*AQ, ~ &iessings 
lfjte 11f~1i.~;'.""'en. _ .. uli"~ 
afd~. he' &aow&wone inoiaencehow 
th . ts his life. 
II. So I ask us--w~':", '~aUs so 
m ificent, and ~_ ,~.~ j1--is 
,0 .W1l~~J;lY ~~n's ~~ 
iIII ~~_~,""'" L'1W._";! ." i • ~f"-;~5';iiJ '~'''';'''.4ig; 
12 Cor.1:~~21 ,~~w he which stablishes" 
. A. 
g, 
a)~' ?etWf'f1zJ ~ k 
b) .... Plt~~~~? 
) E 1- nrh d c -I L.1" 
d) Ceul i 'II T ' ; i ;; 7' 
2. One translation--make _fhln~ 
a) Arkansasihad headlines ab01fol 
safe brid'ges. 
b) It's like the 
3. 
a) Closer 
b) More like Him daily. 
c) " UJ.i_;P'"S@'f.ft'(~ ... ,.,.w~· 'are 
aiLWJl~ this. 
4. Ws mun, ; b j b JUMs. I i 
5. Eun I gEEs f e 7 i Hida@ possiblel 
bWesus 'W/lt/lfl:t> 6. Jess & Jig 1 If _m~@f 
so t we. 
.,"~.~~~-:''''~ 2. 1. We b. 16 tBlIGod. 
2. We are '-. ' '&3 God's property. 
3. If IIF 1 1 g tc 86atp,,@rrfltM~tbe 
faUt' ? Fdth QUP -Jutt[fi@Pl§ in all 
rJprqy alPin f' I d. 
4. Act of anointing in NT always act 
of God(??) (Lipscomb). ,d, J.t./A", 
1 In. 2: 20-21 i.tk- h1~ i?1l UAl-t-tl't¥J -rIil1!1f-, m~~"" 
1 pet~2ie£~G~~~ tk- Pt"~i\~~ prill"" ~ 
1. Seal shows ~ & JI; np 
2. *if $ [ SF common ter used in 
commercial & legal circ1'es--as we'll 
see in "earnest." 
3 • InWPifil!en i- tlah'Lilll ] L)P*'. 
- zfztf'beUjiifi)£ if Ifflijlliil; .• li$~·1Jt1 Bwned 
:r.n~~/~ anG) ???h1il&cJ.w~~l""~ 
of~ ~ction. 
4. Seal guara.ntee.s • 4 dJl~s-~is a, 
Wlil :tY--lq Dr 10. nO II 
li.ess. 
5. L ~I. \ 
Rom. 8: 16 tJ'1'f'i'~" wfW-;~ 4/.!Ji "til' fp,wf 
s. Va·:: : ... 
7. Guns:!?? 1 18ly of the goods--
in.l 7 L (as we 
live day to day), ~ 
D·~;,tt.::=~~·I~:~f)n 
of '. 
carp!f mz* thll tIRJ:W[J f '] J $iPact (a a Jones & Johnson with Dallas 
Cowboys). 
IV. 
2. 
6. 
7. 
all comes at 
Why did he change plans to come? 
Was it ~e, co .. ~ice or 
per~~~e--or was it out 
of his c  for the church? 
4. Was the change prompted by pure 
selfishness? Afraid? 
B .i~t,tOOilis-<~ severe' ',he' put; himself 
~.der oatfi~ 
v-23 "Moreover I call God lor a record" 
1. A~1lc?;;Wt~e is 
_ng. 
2. See~~JlP_'"ito God's 
ju~ll;;~'f4ii~{;f~etrating 
ligillt. 
3. He' 
s p <::1:1J~.uJL j::, 
13 2 
D. 
L 
2. 
2. speak to 
3. cut the 
4. 
and gave us a glimpse blue 
waterll-never domineer but guide & 
discipline. 
A. M~t, ... *,_tc.;(!!;/~~'We";~minion€lv{eI'·your 
~~{~~~~~ ... t'~~~1nfh--
a~_~'~~~.Ji;~~?~ltt1W--via 
:t15\h. 
2. C~~l\t~i'l~~iUM{_ieve 
b~~~~:v. 
3. Private judgement is liable to error 
but is a risk that must be taken for 
sake of freedom--without it no one 
can come to maturity of mind or 
character. ( Interpreter) 
3. 
4. good, one 
went mud and a 
water--one to throw mud at the 
moon, the other to wash it off--
what was tll~.moon dQing all that 
time? Cipja;'ui'en) 
5. Y Q;U have D.omasterovel'> you, you 
aregr(l);unde€linthe faith. 
6. 
ave Lectur - 4/4/94 



SUCCESSFUL SPIRITUAL SURGERY 
2 Cor. 2:6-8 
I. All of us know cases where physical surgery 
did not gowell-- IIthe operation was a 
success but the patient died." 
II. We also know when life was saved, re-
covery achieved. 
III. It works the same way in spiritual matters 
and I want to tell you of Successful 
Spiritual Surgery. 
2 Cor. 2:6-8 '''Sufficient to such a man" 
A. The man and his crime. 
1. We do not know his name. 
a) Offender not identified. 
b) Was it I Cor. 5--man of incest? 
Many doubt this. 
c) Was it one in 7: 122 
2. We do not know his sin, whom he 
offended nor how. 
3. We do know it troubled the church. 
B. Erdman makes these points. 
1. No church should fail to discipline 
offending members. 
2. The punishment not by the will of 
anyone man but the majority of 
the church. 
3. Supreme purpose 9f discipline is 
to reform' & reclaim. 
4. When he repents, forgive and treat 
with affection . 
5. Severity & lack of sympathy m-.y 
drive to despair & place him again 
under the power of Satan. 
3. 
hurt PauL 
But he knew 
whole 
church 
no other nor 
you want one. 
. to act graciously toward 
and to encourage. 
Vindictiveness & unforgiving 
spirit as sinful as the offender's 
deeds. 
Matt. 18:21-35 
d) Must forgive if we are to be 
forgiven. 
e) Paul now goes with them that he 
should now be forgiven. 
2. Comfort him. 
a) Restore. 
b) Let peace come. 
d) Be strong together. 
3. Avoid Swallow Up With Sorrow. 
a) Swallow--from lion devouring 
its prey. 
1 3. 
!I Pet. 5: 8 
!Heb. 11:29 
!I Cor. 15: 54 , 
b) Work for restoration & reibrmation 
of the offender. 
c) Don't force one to give up and 
be lost. 
d) End of discipline is to save one 
and deliver him from his sins. 
e) He knows his error--to continue 
punishment would be wrong. 
4. Confirm Your Love 
a) Genuine expressed love exists 
for him. 
b) Human justice not always per-
formed with an even hand. 
c) Hard to know timing of forgiVeness~ 
wish for his success. . 
d) Confirm--to validate--show this 
valid love. 
e) Reaffirmation shows the church 
had continued to love him even 
in prison. :
1,1 
f) Make your love for him a matter I 
of certainty. i 
g) True Christian love is spontaneous'l 
unforced, cannot be commanded. I 
(Nelson) 
h) Expressions of love for him 
ought to be as public & 
unmistakable as the expression 
of disapproval. (DL) 
E. So here is "surgery" with a happy 
ending as sin is overcome. 

I JUST tAN'T STAY AND PREACH! 
II Cor. 2:12-13 
I. In two most unusual verses we see magnifi.-
cent truths. They are: 
A. It's great to want to preach the 
gospel. 
B. It's inspirational when the Lord opens 
the door of opportunity. 
C. It's true there are times when even an 
apostle cannot prea.ch·& seize the 
opportunity. 
D. It's uplifting to see overriding love for 
a brother and another congregation 
that takes precedence over everything. 
II. From Ephesus to Troas. 
A.!"When I cam to Troas-- II 
1. Those dear folk must have felt 
"snakebit." He now resumes 
narrative broken off in v. 4. 
2. It was a famous town & district. 
a) Highly favored Roman area. 
b) To them represented ancient 
Troy, cradle of their mythological! 
race--l0 miles away. 
c) Founded 300 Be. 
3. Yet them .. earlier but 
vision of Macedonia. 
Acts 16:9-11 (READ) 
i 
could not stay-~ 
I 
4. Now another opportunity and he 
leaves without any work. 
5. Later did find a thriving church 
there. 
Acts 20: 6-7 
2 Tim. 4: 13 
--we must choose. 
B . Lord 
. 16:9 
4:3 
:27 
2. It 
3 
Rev. 3: 8 
Isa. 45:1 
and hearer. 
sake 
4. "Opened of the Lord". 
s. 
both 
5. Normally we seize what's set before 
us. 
C. But there are times when we humanly 
cannot seize the opportunity. 
v-13 "I had no rest. .. but taking my leave" 
1. It had been tough in Ephesus as he 
faced much opposition there. 
2. Comes to meet Titus and hear how 
Corinth accepted his "painful letter" 
only to find no Titus! 
3. Added concern of Titus' whereabouts 
and welfare. 
4. Circumstances otherwise would have 
been favorable for preaching but he 
· Does the have 
on? we understand a break-
7. No record 
8. No wonder 
, dear 
9. So concerned over & 
meshing , he 
not go on. We are human. 
10. Circumstances can render us to be 
utterly incapable. 
11. Paul left and went to Macedonia--
not through the open door. (He'll 
find Titus and get a good report!) 
12. So if ever you get floored--so did 
an apostle. 
13. Even Jeremiah said, "I will speak 
no more in thy name." 
D. It is marvelous to see the love he had 
for Titus & Corinth even in face of the 
open door. 
1. Paul calls Titus my brother. 
2. Titus not in Acts unless Acts 18: 7. 
3. Was a Gentile--got a whole letter to 
himself. (Gal. 2:1-3) 
4. He is in 2 Cor., Gal., 2 Tim. & Titus. 

N LETTER AND tAW 1 
I I~" r. 3:6-11 i 
I. Ifahyone is f W' r with New Testament expression 
he surely is withilaw & letterll , l1Spirit & letter. 11 
A. Th i nk ot othe.,l: 
1. Apple of his ~ye Pro v . 7:2. 
2. Son in thegospe I . 
II. Our 1st quest is to see what is being contrasted &, 
2ndly, what's the meaning of the contrast. 
A. Paul's a Minister of the NT. 
1. Not of the letter. 
a.) Gram matos. 
b.) A thing written. 
c.) Character of the alphabet. 
d.) Old covenant was based on a written document. 
e.) See: 
E~.34:29-35 "And it came to pass when Moses 
2. 8I,Jt of the Spirit. 
,a.) Unlikely this means Holy Spirit, yet some so 
translate it. 
b.) from pneuma = breath, wind. 
c.) Not a thing written by a scribe, but breathed 
by the Holy Spirit, says Hobbs. 
d.) I see it more as inward, honest application. 
8~ ~~~it mean? 
1. Some explcnations not acceptable: 
a.) Moses received a. double law I one literal & 
one spiritual. He wrote the former later God 
said: not write but communicate it only to wise 
men. 
2. T 
b.) Scriptures do not possess a superficial sense 
whereby the limited capacities of multitude get 
one meaning & the mystic arcane sense applicabl 
to none but a select few. This violates fundamel'1 
principle of the Bible. 
c.) Literal vs. spiritual. 
Actual vs. allegorical. 
Thus don't pay literal attention but be governed 
by spiritual meaning. 
d.) Condemnation of written form of teaching. 
2. ,What's closer in meaning? 
a.) Difference between externally written law at 
Sinai on stone vs. law written internally on 
heart . 
b .) No contrast between outward verba I form of 
Moses law & spirit underlying them .. 
c .) Is it the difference between a wiittten code and 
one that has the transforming power of the HS? 
d.) Or is it the old governed wholly from W/out & 
•• » the new from within. (McGarvey) > 
e.) Or is it condemning slavish obedienoe that make! 
work mechanical. 
f.) No cry againsf)he . litera I. ".The literal sense is 
the root & gro.und of all, & the anchor that 
never fails, whereunto if thou cleave thou canst 
never go out of thtwey.·> And if thou leave the 
. literal sense, thou ,canst not but go out of the 
way. II 
• Kill vs. Life~ 
A. Ki II - Death. 
1. Verdict of law breaker is death. 
Ezek. 18:4 llThe soul that s i nneth, it sha II die. 
Prov. 11:19 l1Rtness/tend to life, evil death 
Rom. 5: 12 l1AII have sil7lned 
6:23 IIWages of sin is death 
2. Calvin, nThe office of the law is to show us the 
disease in such a way that ,it shows us no hope of 
cure; whereas the offi ce of the gospel is to bring 
a remedy to those who are past hope. II 
3. 3000 died day law given - 3000 saved at Pentecos 
4. Law demands perfect obedience, it's impossible, 
thus death. 
5. Still law revealed God's glory. 
6. Law in itself not evil or death dealing. 
Rom. 7: 1 0 IICommandment ordained to life., 
Prov. 4:4 IIKeep my c. & live 
7. Old covo",difJgnosed diseasei:)Ut gCilve 0.0 cure. 
B. Life. 
1. Christ is the only perfect law keeper & thus new 
man'Tbves God's laws & is Clble to fulfill its 
precepts. 
2 • Christ is believer's ri§hteousness. 
3. Christ's obedience reckoned (counter) to the 
S'inner on the ground that the penalty of the 
sinner's disobedienceyhCls,been borne by Christ -
this is tustificCltion. In sanctification whereby 
the HS ,causes ,the ,believer ,to". grow in obedience 
and in likeness of Christ. 
Eph. 4:13 lITill we all come in the unity of the faith 
"if 4:, 
4. New covenant mea. are ~~~wed c sense of I 
invigorating spirit & he re~o~ impotency. 
lV. What's this about Fading? I 
A. Play on Moses face. 
1. He did not veil his face to hide the shining but t~ 
hide the fading. I 
2. Longer Moses away from God, more his face fade; 
3. Christ needs no veiling.., His glory never passes ! 
away. 
4. Old was born to fade. 
5. Israel failed to see this symbolism. 
6. A II transient things have some glory, but that 
which abides has a greater one. 
B. Glory that ExcelletA {V. !:fa). 
I 1. Excetl = to throw beyond.) . 
2. Steadfast = steady gaze. . I 
3. Contrasts moon fading with the sun of righteaU&n~ 
4 .UWhem 'sun is' risen, no need for· lamps. II I 
5. "A_ candle has no light at all when held in' the\"j 
lijlJt of the sun. ">1 
6. Unspeakable comfort: ! 
a.) Everlasting gospel. i 
I Rev. '4:6 IIAnC:t J:saw arlother angel fly in the midst o~ 
I b.) Everlasting'coveoont~ " .. I Heb. 13:20 "New the God of peace, that brought OI~ 
I c .) EverJos'ff!l9 mNation ~ I· ' I Heb·~ 5:9 itA nd being f'h<!.tde perfect, he. became the au 
I ...... 7. "2nd best i~ the worst enemy of the best. 1\ ~~~.~-I3..~O,. I , ' j l_'~I __ . __ . __ 
\. 
A quotation from HerveiuS: 
"The letter kilts in that it causes us to sin knowingly; 
but the spirit gives life in that it causes us to fulfill what is 
commanded. That the spfrit be added therefore to the letter 
and thelefter to which the spirit givesUfe nb longer kills. 
Accordingly. we ought not to r~ordthe.l,ettet as condemned or 
reprehensible. The tetter dloneforbiddfnq ev" and commanding, 
good, kills the souls ofthosewhotrbnsg~it. But the spirit, 
whO throUgh thegn;lce:,pfthe n~ coveriant Is in the heart of the 
believers, nOw gives life to thefr souls' by iostJfyingthem, and 
thereaffer wt~1 cause theirbodtes together with their souls to 
live everlaStingf)l'. It" • 
, ~ . 
This quotation from Rudolph Bultmann 
, "The reason'why man's situation under t~e. law is so 
desperate is not that the low as an inferior revelation 
mediates a limited or even false knowledge of God. What 
makeS' his situation so desperate is the simple fact that prior to 
faith there Is no true fulfillment of the law. That is why the 
ministration of the law is a'ministration of death, or of 
condemncition; that is why the written code kills; that is why 
the taw is the taw of sin and death. The reason why man under 
law does not achieve rightwisingand tife is that he is a 
transgressor of the law that he is gui tty before God." 
\ 
'. 
, 
r~~ tHE REFLECTION THA T CHANG ED A MA N 1 
II Cor. 3:17-18 
I. What makes me what I am? 
A. Am I what I. eat? 
B. Am I what I bnrGthe? 
C. Am I what I drink? 
D. Am I what I stare at? 
1.) Nudity. 
2.) Nothing. 
3.) Jesus. 
II. Men do reflect what they gaze upon. 
II Cor. 3:17-18 "Now the:lord is that Spirit: and w~ 
II. We want to see 4 Points. 
A. The Lord is what Spirit? 
B. The connection of the Lord & liberty. 
C. The change Reflecti.on· Brings. 
D.At what via results in my life am I gazing? 
IV. The Lord is What ~irit? ' 
,I j A. The Trinity is hard to understand, :~possible to I 
master. .. . I 
I 1. Pqul has been discussing the Old& New Testam~ 
/
1 '~. VeH on face of some under Moses· who coul d not I 
: .in reading OT see Jesus.. I 
I 3 .• On turni.ngto Jesus the veil is token away • I 
I· (0) Now see it fully. I (b) Prophecies take meaning. 
1(<;) VeH was symbol of sl,ayery. 
II. . .(d)Christ the substance ·of which the law was the 
, shadow. 
i (e) Veils come in various sizes: preju,dice, wishfu 
L . thinking (allmercy I no wrath) fragmentary ~ 
-~--~--~---~~~.--.~-- -.--;.~-~- -- ---~--~-~- .. ~~~"'-"-~------~-~--
His own, II 
Y. What is 
A. IIWhere 
1. When C 
bestowing grace on 
N. Q. Hamilton 
of Lord & Uberty. 
Spir,it; the Lord is is Uberty'~ 
is given His rightful place, we 
to 
of Moses -
3. What have ? !. 
4. Unveiled shows no self interest between us &. 
4·1 
Christ. 
C. We all behold. 
,. Difficult translation. 
2. Is it like a mirror? 
3. Is the mirror the word? 
4. We behold - not glance! 
5. The pictures around your house have impact on . 
children's minds. 
6. Ancient mirrors of metal & thus reproduction 
imperfect - thus we have not fully arrived. 
7. Different views ofRSV & RVon mirror. 
8. Lord makes us mirrors to reflect the brightness of 
His face. 
9. The light is transforming. 
D. We are changed into what we gaze upon. 
1. Like Moses our faces are transformed into what 
we see. 
2. We are to continue our staring! Don't stop. 
3. We faintly give back that w~ch we adore. 
4. He's the model - we are copies. 
5. Note value of Christian contemplation. 
6. We gaze on a movie star ,then duplicate style ot 
hair & dress. i 
7. Jesus the Image of the Invisible God - Col. 1: lS 
E. We grow from Glory to Glory. i 
1. Moses faded - is that the reason he hid? I 
2. We grow brighter daily. II 
3. Ours from inside & does not fade. 
4. It's continuous - from one degree of glory to .J 
another. /1 
______ ._ ... _ ._ .. ..1 


~~~,.~~ rp~-,"·~· 
THE CtIRI~1'tAN'S CONSTITUTION 
, 2 Cor. 4: 1-2 I I. 
I 
1M 1I1I8S. 
V -.O) tfB' t ;··;e..·/···:w..·"' ...... '~,'&.;"..; ..... ;;d, 'tll 
" U·· l""··~.I!f"":e~"'J,i';.~ ::I1Ii1i~.: 1. i' 
4. 
a grace. 
gave us the task. 
b) :or.i'M\iQ~;it a'iob? , 
c) . HI."".. marked Paul's appreciation 
for it-;l;.do we just like to hear the 
sound of _~~.~:i," 
d) .. 
--mercy is shown the guilty. As 
Alice Cu~mings said,'a,i>$;are aifl~"';j;::~<;ao weprat for 
,~~~:::,.).e?" 
III. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
B ....... 1111 
1. ~IRet;ll.i:ng.s 
SQm.e Tl'anslations 
a) " S ~;pe(l'y Ji}:[i'()Inpt~J~;,;dtl;Y,','f:S':R:'alrn~ 
b) S)Jiam.ee!o.:nee'a:ts'ffoWfVf~w. 
c) U nd . el'jh'ailllaa:Q;··dijsg'l'~~et'Q};jtlfeth()ds 
d) Al1$:'hameful. cone~a'lm~rtf. i' 
e) ::!:.thalJ~e~~t~.f01":~~, 
f) T.ne secl'et waY$:· that anybody j 
should feel a.$:hamedof. 
2. Honesty is mOl'al excellency. 
3. 
) 
2. 
. ..~tahy , 
achievel 
3. J •• 15 l"(g;sm'lted to no 3PtS, se._as , 
tricks, Plat bj!Ji wet" WOH simn1i(-:--
to ble!Jis mm_ ' 1'.",.'. '. ' 
:: ;.;~~n~' triCker~i.ttt;;;gees, 
~._\\.i~j~~l1I;:·.·1 
6. J?;~ulwas: ol>v~~usly sineere. 
Cor. 1 : 12 ," 
D'1I1B.'H-.1,P·' I,~~~~~~~~~t~o· 
him. 
2. i\iDeceit. 
a) AdiWti 
b) TJft,th, ctmnot be pre.chad as tho 
aided by lies. 
c) ~;~"M"wp&ftg"emp'~''Ol' 
~~l&~" ;$i:~»ifi@'ant~'fJtfn§. 
('Kent) 
Appeals to consciences of men. 
Surely such will let you see such 
preaching comes from God. 
3. }#s public and pdva1~.~~n~.J;§;ptgf:..l... i 
4. ~~o::h~~ft:o:c:~n!ftr~!~!r:I{?~Il>; 
believer & unbeliever. 
5. No appeal to fear, interests, i 
superstitions, vanity--but to #:1( 
consciences of men. 4i}f~;'t'(;1e 
5, 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
, earnest service. 
7. Jesus, "I am with you alway." 
8. ~~~~~r~~~,~e;~~;~4£21~,~,~"f?J 
Harding Graduate School - 11 7/89 
one words 
one words 
a free 
to see what 
clearly at 
GREAT QUOT 
P. 212-213 
to 
main business is not 
a distance, but to do what lies 
In the 
and read words that had a 
on A at the Montreal 
General Hospital, he was worried passing the 
examination, worried about what to do, where to 
go, how to build a practice, how to make a living. 
The twenty-one words that this young medical 
student read in 1871 helped him to become the most 
famous physician of his generation. He organized the 
world-famount Johns Hopkins School of Medicine. He 
became Regius Professor of Medicine at Oxford- the 
highest honor that can be bestored upon any medical 
man inthe British Empire. He was knighted by the 
King of England. When he died, two huge 
A4",*,,<W0'k0-_@":;7 
~)Il.()NE TO IlRM, ahout hi,s colle~iate • . letic ahilitie!s, my uncle was re-
counting another story at a retent 
family gathering. '" had to give .. p 
tennis because I got tennis elbow," he 
, explained. "\ had to quit football a:nd 
btliiketbtlll bectluse of turn "I rtilah>C in 
my ",fi,('e. I ~\Iso boxed, but finally had 
to give, that up because of my hands." 
"Y,*r hands?" the family chimed 1ft. 
"Yes:' he said. "The rel:ert~e kept 
S*.epp1ng on them." 
I-r----~ 
THE INCOMPARABLE CHRIST - Sanders - P. 29 
true is false and 
among the most dangerous errors, because 
so near the is the more likely to lead 
astray. 
Henry Ward Beecher 
GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS - Sweeting 
P.254 
(ftWf.', ((Vul.dZeu£. 1IP~.d ex 
ra~/UYIPlIli ~ ~ 
d ul/, fl1P1YJ6l!:. '&1.1;1': 
~) 
-- - --- -- -

D. L. 
AND 
P. 253 
s -
is 
it 
People who presuppose that man is not subject 
any higher moral law than what man himself determines 
will behave much differently than those who believe 
that moral law is predetermined by a higher Being. 
For example, when it comes to sexual behavior, what 
one person considers to be immoral may be viewed by 
anothr as a matter of personal preference. A man or 
woman who adhrees to God-given moral guidelines or 
boundaries in this area will make much different 
choices than a man or woman who presupposes that 
morality is determined solely by human reasoning and 
that any form of so-called sexual expression is fine 
as long as it is engaged in by two consenting partners. 
DIFFERENT WINDOWS - Christian Overman - P 95-96 
Mistakes 
The man who is incapable of making a mistake 
is incapable of anything. Ab raham Lincoln 
I may have my faults, but being wrong ain't one 
of them. J ames Riddle Hoffa 
GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS - Sweeting 
P .186 
Epitaph 
) 
This is the grave of Mike, O'Day 
Who died maintaining his right of way, 
His right was clear, his will was strong, 
But he's just as dead as if ~'d been wrong. 
Autaot UftlmewB ~ 
GREA T QUOTI. AMD ILLUSTRATIONS - Sweeting 
P. 104 
~II 
CHARACTER 
I am only one, but I am one. I can't do everything 
but I can do something. And what I can do, that I 
ought to do. And what I ought to do, by the grace 
of God, I shall do. 
Edward E. Hale 
A dear old Quaker lady, distinguished for her youth-
ful look, was asked what she used to preserve her 
appearance. She replied sweetly, " I use for the lips, 
truth; for the voice, prayer; for the eyes, pity; for 
the hand, charity; for the figure uprightness; and for 
the heart" love. 
Jerry Fleishman, Ladies' Home 
Journal 
GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS - Sweeting 
P.41 

HIDDEN GOSPEL 4, 
. Jr Cor. 4: 1 - 4 I 
r. Becauset;he' apel ha's :been placed in the 
hands oiea ~.e~sels '(II Cor. 4:7) 
there is al chance of the stewart 
'::hh1ing~t ... !.II Cor. 4: 3, ! 
A. Men em" ;'vl;irious "inethods of OPscurin; 
1. Some .' ·'·naU,t,;eligion. . 
(a) C~'li' Mdhs0i} - llGod", 
"SaMn" . 
2. Some gi ve only occasionalservice. 
(a) Birth - marriage - death; hatching, 
matching & dispatching. 
(b) They are often on our ~'prospect list" 
of contributors - perhaps ,"conscious 
money"? . 
3. Others claim a lcwe for but their action 
deny full life conformity. 
(a) Here the younger generation gaps. 
It's the '~put your money where your 
mouth is t • application of "Put/your 
performance where your preaching 
is" attitude. ' 
B. No doubt there are other "hiderst' but th 
main question now is "Am lone?" 
1. I'm sure God didn't intend a hidden 
gospel. 
Cor. 4:3-4 "But if our gospel is hid it is 
2. Does my life blind some? . 

(c) Resurrection. 
2. But could it be other things? 
(a) Does prayer work - and need it be 
employed? See Clip #3. 
(1) A storm on Lake Ponchatrain, 2 
fishermen in danger, "Lord, 
haven't bothered you in 15 yrs., 
get me out of this mess, won tt for 
15 more." 
(b) Does Thanksgiving work. (Turkey 
said it was a pain in the neck - A CC 
chorus ,clip) . 
. (c) Honesty in action (Pennington clip) #4 
C. Numbooss, Dumbness &. Prejudice 
1. I just don It feel any more. 
(a) Dow Merritt clip #5. -' , 
2. I don~t see opportunities & needs . 
. (a) "With the world a possible volcano, 
the hushandmen were plawing at the 
base of the mt. " 
3. Blind spots. 
In. 1:45-46 "P. findeth N. & saith 
(a) Do-it-yourself religion. #6 
III. But what would "uncover" the gospel? 
A. Paul calls it a "manifestation of trutb" 
in v.. 2 -Then all see! 
B. Let the. light ,shine. .. '/ 
II Cor. 4:5-6 Read 
Isa. 9:2 "The people that walked in d. 
Matt. 4;16 - Quotes above. 

PERSON 
By Herbert Gipson 
AMARILLO, TEXAS 
HERBERT L. GIPSON 
MARCH. 1969 
"God's wrath is revealed 
down from heaven upon all the 
sin and evil of men, whose evil 
ways prevent the truth from being 
known. God punishes them, be-
cause what men can know about 
God is plain to them. God himself 
made it plain to them. Ever since 
God created the world, his invisible 
qualities, both his eternal power 
and his divine nature, have been 
clearly seen. Men can perceive 
them in the things that God has 
made. So they have no excuse at 
all! They know God, but they do 
not give him the glory that helongs 
to him, nor do they thank him. 
Instead, their thoughts have be-
come complete nonsense and their 
empty minds are filled with dark-
ness. They say they are wise, but 
they are fools; they exchange the 
"Because men are such 
each other. 
them over do the 
their hearts 
shameful 
truth about God for a lie; 
and serve what God has 
created instead of the Creator him-
who is to be forever! 
Amen. 
"Because of what men God 
has given them over to shameful 
passions. Even the women pervert 
the natural use of their sex into 
unnatural practices. In the same 
way the men give up natural sexual 
relations with women and burn 
with passion for each other. Men 
do shameful things with each other, 
and as a result they receive in 
themselves the punishment they 
deserve for their error. 
"Because men refuse to keep in 
mind the true knowledge about 
God, he has given them over to 
corrupted minds, so that they do 
the things that they should not. 
They are filled with all kinds of 
wickedness, evil, greed, and hate; 
they are full of jealousy, murder, 
fighting, deceit, and vice. They 
gossip, and speak evil; they think 
of more ways to do evil; they 
to others. 
God's law says 
in this way deserve death. 
continue to do these very 
ap-
do" 
in the of his own sin while 
he supposes that he is 
a than they possess 
who are constrained to walk in 
the narrow path of righteousness. 
Moreover, even when this shoeking 
condition is reached, the sinner 
is slow to admit its existenee. He 
will not confess his bondage;' pef-
haps he scarcely feels it. Thus the 
J ~Y.Y:§"'~!1Qign1!:Dl!r~rtl~s:te(L;ni:~S}i··· 
IH?U.QI1.JYheILQ.IlL.LQxiLQilere.d .. de., 
l}veE~mce_!!,.~!.h~~~~~~EL .. 2.~1L 
~hgJL.:i3.)~ But this only proves 
the bondage to be greater. Jb~ 
wor~~radation of ~~erYE~!h~~ 
it so benumbs the feelil]gL.~~ 
~~us~:.:;..!~~~.1l:nlines~J it§ . ..Yi£;tims 
ffi1l:t_,~<:>!!I~~L!h~l!! .. .42~:ggLnoJ:ire 
their true condition. The reality 
'ortI1e'- bonaagels-soon proved, 
however, whenever a slave tries to 
escape. Then the chains of sin are 
felt to be too strong for the sinner 
to break. Then he cries, "0 
THE APPEAL 

surrounded by a civilization en-
gaged in the drive to "make it" 
and a culture that is bombarded 
constantly by the variotls meqia of 
communication. Signs, billboards, 
stbredisplays,newspapefs;t<=icl'io~;' 
alld t~l~~isJol1 .• ~n"elRP' '. '. ,a 
>'.Y .CQc(c)on·\~ti~~lll~~-N;'f~~ ....... ' . i~~1t 
}.C!: is"i~deed'diffi~unt~'firidtiIJJe for 
the process of prayer in our com-
plex environment. 
"The reason that I beat the 
AustiIaiiS;=~~mC:B.a.poleo~na=·­
p':lE!Dju~~l'l~nin~Q.mLoi..his..brjl:· 
liant victories, "is that t~.Y di4n:t 
knowfhe-:-valUe"offive-iillnutes. " 
-,,~-~_~ .. ~._o~ __ .~~_~.~._~ __ ~~=-=-~ 
Five minutes for~LiiilllJLa-, 
she;>t1 tIm~ blithow imQortan..Lfi\[e..,. 
nilQ.1}tes can be! l.u.. fivemiD..utes.~ 
the earth revolves 6,000 miles in 
its orbit. In five minutes an~ic... 
'current will circle the gl02.~3,000 .. 
tiJ]!es.-mllve minutes a ra¥~ 
light travels 55.9 million miles. 
"-H'~ we-' are to make. time tOr 
prayer, we must do it by a sched-
ule for life into which we fit this 
airlines 
and the 
work to finest detail. 
the 
Look over your day and find all 
the activities you can streamline, 
and from which you can take 
away some time. IL.Q1~.L.Q1£'ln ris- ~ 
ing earlier in the morning in. order 
to~meef~Goa'''in'-f1re-~:c'<'W''()f'''afi' 
e~:;:~~a::~~u:::'E'fi1i~~lI~~JJElii~an . Ie" .' .... . 
"theiv': 
"": AbnoimaT-days will come to 
upset our schedules, but if we look 
ahead and anticipate these days 
we can select the things that must 
be done, eliminate some of the un~ 
necessary activities, and distribute 
our time so that the place for 
prayer is found. Determi!1.l:l,tig!Li~ 
the~_.s.ecn.:1~_oL..ke.eping_._<L-time..-­
schedule. 
-Yn--illy highest moments of 
prayer, I offer myself to God for 
his service. Stqgdert Kennedy put 
itY'!QQ.~h::.~l1~n ·be~sala;-:::::I5:ayet-~ 
is.JIQt.!!.n el.l~ w~ilin~JYhat 
y.reF1!.~ is the on!Y,JY-'.lJ'-.OL_~. 
be~-whaL..G~ills~-l:l:s .. -t()·~· 
be." For this reason ..Lm.ust find 
·time.io.~::-::-----· • 
Used by permission from December 11, 1968 issue. 
Church of the Nazarene, 6401 The Paseo, Kansas City, Mo. 
JAM\!S F. FOWLER 
,am, Ala. Last week when the Alabama Christian College 
Chorus journeyed to Birmingham to sing at our 
Homecoming program they stoppedata Holiday Inn 
for breakfast. Everyone in the dining room was 
sitting quietly that morning. so the chorus decided 
they would their prayer of thanksglving for 
food. pel' sons in the dining room were 
so impressed that they asked for more singing. 
One man was sO moved by it that he came over to 
inquire about the group. He expressed apprecia-
tion not only for their singing ability but for their 
dedication to Christian principles. He then gave 
the school a $100. 00 bill. 
BRETHREN, is it possi!)' 
granted the contrib"t1 r 
Jesup 
~b1f . ;f.~'ted a'· 
. .rumrchatteft.1ii:~ . nation·' e, 
fr6m 49%fb ~Z% in . the' last 
decade. The' decline, primarily 
among young adults, was attri-
''lmted by. ~s'furS WU~i~~pi'ea:d 
di:"approvalof the tendeney of 
clergymen to preach sermons 
about gJ)vernrnentMaffa:iri rather 
than W f1~1 with persaa1 prob-
lems·~'spiritual c.r.rrie~.~' 
'Thi~ is further, evl,d~nf:e that 
the people, young and ~ld, are 
looking fora religioUS gr;~t~at 
stands for sl?metning in thei{!i.iiri:t-
.ual reairn!)\J.eyer has there beeR 
a. ~:t'eate1i 'I~portu?ity for the 
Lolld~s Gh1JXCf}l! . 
Sam 
to pat 
peor 
to j 
Led 
sis~ 
La\ 
tr:i 
ar 
{ 
...... w·ft;·cJl··0illVan~ 
subtle form of idolatry with self 
as the idol. 
AI! religious activity personal 
go~ness, tithing, church attelJ,d. 
ance, preaching or whatever is 
less than ~orthJess ~Q . God ail IQllg 
as you retam POSSeSSIOn of yolltse1£" 
He. doesn't want all that religious 
b.!:lzzing; he wants you! And he 
can't have you as long as you have 
you. 
Why does God want you? I'm 
not really sure. We have a few 
exciting hints: we are going to 
rule something magnificent; we 
are going to inhabit heaven; we 
are going to be part of some awe. 
some plan in etern'ty. In ot er 
words, we to be orne 
"little go s 

It,efiecting upon the past years work in Africa, Dow 
Merritt recalls, "When'we entered Africa in 1926, no 
'more than 30 college. :graduates could be found in the 
~tre country. T~lre Were: no churches except the 
1tJrtl.~U grQUp of t'€0f1'le Wittt3:ro. W. N. Short, one of the 
c_~t .s!onaries to Africa-," Now there are over 90 
, , schools in Northern 
111.11,11 ~~ !rom the United~tates, he 
sOld(~.i l:".cftUrcn. n I see a 
~,a:nd.when I visited from 
c_.;ry. The church has grown 
$t;lciah:le like it ~$iad to be., 
:trel.'E!d~l~;a. ~~~ ~ildilliattd~M 
__ t;~ t~dftjJJ livl.,; 

r· WHO'S lOST? II Cor. 4:1-4 
I I. Perhaps no more important qt. comes to us than 
'Who·s Ipst?" 'I1ww m~'V d,'dl'\!~~ 
A. If I am J went to be saved. ~tl. I J -Ic,,~ 
B. If you are, I want you altered. Wi ~.L~ 
II. B!lt how shall we decide it? (!,av'Pl ~ 
A. 1st thing to s.ee is - 1 don't decide it 2AI~ 'I 
1. Not that you must be in limy chur I. , # 
, 2. Not according to ,my likes or i I es. . 
3. Since the subject is disagree e can't be dismisS! 
with~'let's forget it. II Liberal - no one; legalist., 
everybody. . 
B. 2nd ther is onl one standard to de ide it - it's : 
~ ~w. Won 1w.11i1' ~ s 3:1 1 
1. The lo has been air enough to gIve us insights! 
as to His thinking. I 
2. ~iron Groves said he'd always guessed accuratel~ 
w at the judge was going to do. 
3. That word of God surely can outline His thinking 
John 12:47-48 "If any man hear . I 
III. I ran some references on lost, Perdition, Damned--I 
now whatever the Bible says on this I'm reody to I 
accept. Surely it will answer "who's lost. II 
A. Accepting the false guidance,of men. 
1. Tl'leir teachings are off. 
Jude 11 "WO? unto them, for they have LJ.....1 . 
(a) Story In Nl1'_: 16. D y\o..d~ W WII~ J 
(b) Rejected authority. i~~1; 8_~ .'. 
2. Tepcper didn't ca.r.e~ 3. ~~ 
, j, PJ-2: / - 3 - ftJ..fAt ~ - C'.unIt~J.ere$l(j 
__ ._~ ____ ~. _____ ~ ______ ~_~_ ~ ___________ ' ___ • _____ ~~ ______ '_M __ '_ ~_~~_. _____ • _____ •• ____ _ 
\ 
1 Mott. 18.:.14 l1E"ven so it is not the will i: 41 
I Jere. 50:6 liMy peoplechath been lost I 
I Matt. 18:11 if For the Son of Man is come to . 
r B. ] 'lr~ deaf ear to ~ospe r • . 
i I Cor. 1: L8 11 For t"he preaching of the cross I $10 1IJ~ • 
I )J Cor. 4:3- ttBut if our gospel is hid ~ 
I,CII Thess. 2:10 'With all deceivableness of unrighteous~ 
i /;rnlJ-//S,'W, - /J~JQI<?lIl'l7 ~~ Sf< . , iJ f.;.!:.~ 
z.. l2iltf l1e:f - d"d 1005<:" he.Mf; f)J'htd. 
!l f.l.tddeM ~/11f;; tlf a1km.::; iNYtsc~JtXl5rJ VIC;!' 
" 2duJh~~ ~J.~ . . (!AJ ." 
4, (;"tfw/e e;ru/B:z.v~ - locc! Iflcr,. ;b ~IIJI ;b ,n ~ 
c. Disbelieving i 
John 3: - 'A as Moses lifted 
Heb. 11 :31 liB faith, the harlot Raha~ ~I~ rot c 1k.m 
2 Thess. 2:1 "That they all might be d.fJw t;J.td-UfI"t, 
Mk. 16:16 "He that believeth and is lld'bd ,lccsl.\At it'\ 
Lu. 13:3 III tell you nay ,except ye Ivr\d. 
, 
\, 
\ 

"'-.. 


\. 
L 
reasons. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
are we not 
A. Paul answers. 
Cor. 4: 
B. 
. See 
A. It has 
L 
Thess. 2: he called you 
2. My 
. 2:16 
2:8 
3. Not pretentious but humble as it 
came by God & Scriptures. 
'Gal. 1: 11 
:1 Cor. 15: 1 
B. It is to be loved as your own. 
IV. The Hidden Gospel 
A. We don't hide it, we proclaim it. 
B. But for some it's hidden. 
1. Fault lies with the hearer. 
2. To be a Christian demands a decision-j 
some won't make it. 
C. It's addressed to the mind--needs to 
hear & learn. 
heart--
A. Satan 
In. 12: 
14:30 
:11 
• 2 
B. He is not some 
C. s God that rules . 
. 4:25 
D. Satan 
In. 5:19 
. 3:22 
, 1. His power a sham. 
1 Tim. 1:17 
2. He is of this and every age. 
3. Not denying his existence but that 
he is God. 
4. Sad to see world power to a no god 
as these heresiarchs teach we should. 
5. Scripture uses word god not in 
regard of dignity it suggests but in 
weakness of those in subjection to 
such. (Hughes) 
,VI. Results of this Blinding 
A. See not the light of the glorious gospel! 
of Christ. 
1. Christ is the revolving point of our 
lives. 
2. The Cross was planned as carefully 
as the Creation. (Laurin) 
I 
3. . 
3. J~sus is called Lord 30X in 2 Cor. 
4 • He is the Image of God. 
iJOhn 1~15 [" 
,Col. 1: 15 
a) Reveals Him 
In. 14:9 
b) He is our salvation. 
B. We preach Him not ourselves. 
1. Emphasis on preacher's feet. 
2. Not on his head--so don't follow 
man. (Holland) 
Rom. 10:13-17 
C. Jesus is Lord and we are Servants of 
the Church. 
1. Paul a minister not a master. 
2. He does not plape himself under man 
with his prelatical pomp of those 
that disfigure the church--Christ 
alone is master yet for Jesus' sake 
he becomes the servant of his 
fellowman. (Hughes) 
3. Satan wants to prohibit true know-
ledge of Jesus. 
4. See God in the face of Jesus. 

2 
LET ME 
B. 
. lVl,llst grieve the Holy Spirit to say 
this--but it's true (not like Henry 
Evans, sore breast, who had a 
"mimeograph" . 
2. His recognition is Heaven noted so 
that you don't think this is a minor 
skirmish. 
~,,,lQ'e'nctifie~ 
1. "God of this world"--Holy Spirit. 
2. Prince of this world (In. 14: 30) 
Jesus. 
3. Prince of the power of the air 
(Eph. 2:2) Apostle. 
4. Literally "God of this present evil 
age. !' 

3. 
3. R~ects fai1!h because he does not 
w~nt to live that way. 
4. ~(m:1i1'!!IrI"'Mei~Mhi:n:g" adorn--
~Rey, ~~r, ppitw:n:, popularity. 
5. Truth of God to our conscience 
I reveals our sin and the true remedy 
i needed e (D. L.) & Satan does not 
I want this. III. ~~ ,~~t? Jv-4 "LIght of glorious gospel of Christ, who" 
i A •• _ 
I 1. iatan saeks to blind--God to 
3:6 
8 
9 
enlighten. 
2. Satan seeks to Alide Jes'lds--God to 
!Iilow Him. 
3. Ow'Ce we see Jesus we cast off Satan. 
4. ¥ long as gospel is hid.den we are 
lost. 
5. Gq.o. reveals Jesus--nothing short. of 
discovery of Christ wilL save our 
souls. 
6. Clod leads to the perfect knowledge 
of His Son. 
A~~~ 
1. limstry of the new covenant. 
2. Office of ministry most honorable 
and useful thing a human can 
execu te.--if perverted more injurious 
to society than a ra.ging pestilence. 
r- 4 
3. ~t think--I can preach & live life 
01 Jesus. 
B. ""U.ikl:i;"'~9;Mye$--POOcp Subject 
M~--Yet Ii Sad Possibility. 
1. "Proclamation cannot promote its 
bearer--only its subject." (Elwell) 
2. Preach not our own thoughts, self-
exaltation, honor and glory. (LiPscmlb) 
3. Not to exhibit talents, genius, 
learning, production. (P. C. ) 
4. Not speculat~~e~:1~:I~~) 
5. ~~~~::~~e:~~ +;~a fl0V 
advantage--not otherwise." (P. C. ) 
6. "He who would catch fish must not 
be seen." (P. C • ) 
7. Though Paul spoke freely of himself" 
he did not set himself up as a 
savior of the people. 
8. Seek not our own honor but the 
salvation of souls. (Simeon) 
9. No point in preaching ourselves, 
we can't save anybody. 
C ••• e~i~~~ __ . 
1. ~sus to be proclaimed as the 
rightful Ruler. 
2. lljac fit ~acl1ing to make mankind 
s.ee Him. 
11 Cor. 9: 19 
! 3. lbat the Holy Spirit revealed tQ., 
I m!D He taught the world. 
I '4. See Jesus as a historical person: 
I divine person, Lord, mediator, living 
1 Rom. 8: 34 
L_~~ ________ ~ ___ ~_~. _____ :_~ __ ~ 
I 
Col. 3: 1 
5. Paul's rivals preached themselves & 
sought to m8:!5e preaching a contest 
betWeeii-tileffi and him. (McGarvey) 
D. ._ •• _,~",~:vants, f~.J,estllS' ~ 
--1. I am not Lord--I'm a Slave. i 1 Cor. 3: 5 
2. His relationship not a spiritual 
overl~rd but as a willing servant 
'i as well as a concerned father. 
(Expositor) 
1 Cor. 4:15 
3. Jesus his model, a servant. 
I Phil. 2: 7 
4. 
5. 
6. 
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II 
abandon 
2. 
3. 
1. man 
a) Pres~JJ.t tense--is 
b) ~rp'ieiliGres sllow we grow 
~Qer. 
c) 
process -
d) Q~'ft:iYi~~:CJl.~~~~a,~~sth0wbole 
h;Q;llHiln>·· e0fts<tituti<>ft· with . all 
faeulties .& energies; mental & 
muscular. 
2. Inward is renewed. 
a) Inward has;~_l--not just hidden 
anatomy! 
b) As physical energy is constantly 
changed to a higher form (rivers 
don't just run to sea, they turn 
tur bines )?~i'~i~:.~~~tJ:~,:;.«~"smus t 
g~Qwsp.if:i.tUialty~. 
Acts 
R. C. teach. 
2. 
us not 
against us. 
b) body can 
(Barclay) 
3. Glory 
7: 5 5!dti~t'& ,~=*~~Qikl-J5 .. S 
b) E~~'~~"!'f?h'$;U'£feriIl'g:s.ar'f'fOrgotten 
il1l1,theglory of heaven--even as 
you forget the pain of childbirth 
in view of the joy of a child. 
a)-upon. 
b )Z~~.,~(t:~nU6n . 
c) Lot depends on where we are 
lookin~. f j. 
e:zrd e>n """';;;eek//j?' 
1 In. 
1 Cor. 
3, 
can see, 
Look at the unseen, 
the 
us 
are real to tho not 
f) 
4. They: are eternal 
see Jesus to 
zj 'lj~l~ 
unseen gIves 
ve. 
a,;::t;tiia::r"r~(itl~~ 
~W~it~~,~ 
a) World would have thought Paul a 
failure with all he gave up to be : 
a saint. 
b) Wlftfff'S:'feterna11 God ,Christ, 
HJ~#;~iS"pirif,Heaven , truth, 
our" 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
a~:~~'g us. 
in 
B. Paul could be thinking of his own 
tent making. 
9. Two bodies of the saints. 
a) 
Resurrec 
creation. 
God. 
2. Not by procreation of man I s ability. 
no hand in this one. 
. Paul shows dignity of it. 
2. :t>19ti.»uS nblJl.{:lAe~heha;~""a body." 
3, 
4, 
5. 
1. Contrasts here. 
2. Comes as soon as we leave here. 
3. 
4. 
120/89 
If one seeks gold, his heart becomes cold metal; 
if only flesh, he dies as the flesh dies, if power, 
he perishes when others steal his power; if he se~s 
only fame, he will perish as others become more ,/ 
famous; if he seeks only ease, he will drad fade 
away. If he seeks fulfillment of his f.alse selveS he 
will become a miserable creature always tr to con-
form to the false standards of this world. 
THE HARD SAYINGS OF JESUS. - McClellan - P. 61 
TO 
TOP 
OFTHE 
MOUNTAIN 
WITH 
HELEN 
KELLER 
Condensed from 
"CHANGE LOBSTERS~AND DA.NCE" 
PALMER 
summer of 1950, 
band and I living in a 
highabovePortofino in 
The view· was extraordinary. 
below us on the right lay the 
harbor, with its romantic jJ .... UJ,L~ ..... "'i~c, 
and the old castle. To our 
the tiny. emerald bay of 
with its white beach 
cypresses. There was, however, 
serpent in our paradise: the 
up the cliff to our house. The 
nidpal authorities had 
<;;H'.U~3''''U to build a 
the mule 
hide we had that 
narrow path and negotiate 
pin tutns,. steep incline and 
A'Nt,· PUBI.,!SHIl:D AT $1!I.9f.1 'MACMII.LAN PUI!II.IGHINQ 
{JQq INCh, IGG THIRO AVr.., NEWYOAK, N,Y, 10l';Ht2 
I been 12 years my 
father gave me Helen Keller's auto-
biography to read. In that hook she 
wrote of Anne Sullivan, the remark-
able woman whom fate had chosen 
to be the teacher of the blind-and. 
deaf child. Miss Sullivan had turned 
the rebellious, brutish little creature 
into a civilized member of society by 
teaching her to speak. I still remem-
bered vividly her description of the 
first weeks of physical· battle with 
the child, until the glorious moment 
when, holding Helen's hand under 
running water at the pump, she 
spelledw-a-t-e-r into the other hand, 
and the mystery of language was 
revealed to the transfixed little girl. 
When I had backed the Jeep 
against a bougainvillea-covered wall 
ACTRESS Lilli Palmer has played leading 
roles on both Broadway and the. London stage, 
and has appeared in more than 25 films in 
the United States and abroad. 
68 
right level. 
The luggage was loaded 
back the J tiep, and I 
jolly Miss Thomson to her 
side it. The hotel porter lifted 
Keller onto the front seat 
me. Only then did· it dawn 
that this was going to be a 
undertaking, The Jeep was. 
there was nothing you could· 
on to properly. How was I to 
the blind old lady from 
of the rickety thing when wI! 
a curve; which had to be 
a fast clip because of the angle .. 
the Jeep'steneral condition? At 
foot of the rocky path, I stOt)pec11 
Jeep, turned to her and 
Keller, we're going to go up 
steep hill. Can you hold tight 
metal on the windshield?" 
She continued to look ;>'ltf,prj''': 
straight ahead. Behind me:,· 
1976 TO THE TOP OF Tl{E MOUNTAIN WITH HELEN KELLER 
Thomson said patiently, "She can't gardener crossing himself. I had no 
hear you, dear"not; see you. I know idea how Miss Thomson WaS doil1g, 
it's hard to get used, to it at first." for the Jeep's fearful roar had lop~ 
I was sO embarrassed that I stam- since drowned out her exclamations. " 
mered like an idiot, trying to explain But I knew that Helen was still nel(t 
the problem ahead of us. Miss to me. Her thin white hair had come 
Thomson knelt actoss the 1uggage undone.a9d fhittered about her face, 
and reached for Miss Keller's hand. and she was enjoying the crazy ride 
Rapidly she moved Hden's fingers like a child riding up and down on 
up, down and sideways, telling' her a wooden horse on a merry-go-' 
in . blind-deaf language what I had round. 
just said. ,J Atlast, we rounded the final curv~" 
"I don't mind," said Helen,laugh- between tvyo giant fig trees, and I 
ing."I'11 hold· tight" could see. Margot Besozzi and. 
,1 placed heI;h~pds ou·the piece of wruting for us. Helen wa.s 
m,etal in front ofh~t.:"qka¥,~'Hele,ilo{ tqe Jeep· and hugg~tl1 
crit#gaily.Th~j~¢pst3;rt~40ff witlr. was.lln~oaged,and Poll,t 
:~ jl!n,1PJ.and,Mis. rhop;)isonJ~Il~ '. T~Omi$On'C ~~s ~pef1ded~d duste~ 
.~et~ sea~ onto.tp~hrgg~Je;~~9al?:~~itF 
'. ·~~l~~~~~:~~~~e,.;j~~:)t~;nl·,.·~/i;.' 
L:.·w~~~, ~ltl) .• Mi$sTl1~wn,/ ... 1aelp~.··. i.' 
.' l¢ss:i:a,S'fb¥~lJeoll:W~~P~~~~: \ ,: ...... ., '. ". . 
". ·l'dhad.plelltyo£ p~s!l~~g~rs.i~ltNt" 
'. Jc;:ep~~1}dt8ey!dt~l,~m.pl~e<t 
',~b.Q:\lt ~ts la~k;;,.~j;~pti~~s.:,~o~q~., 
' ... ,der, w~th;~U~h?se;J).~u~q~rs ~fl:., JR?;~~', 
, " P9~~S, not t9.;;n:t.~llt~l':>hfh<:.hcaVp1:~;· 
turn~thr6uglil ,th~,oii~e tr~~s, whi~h. 
. q~Jy. pat~i~1Iy.o~scllre~~he"Pfecipi~ 
t.Qll~ dropthathad: unnerv:<:d 'quitea 
fe%f oilr. guests~ Helen.~ell~r was . 
'the first passe!lg~~\Vho was (>bliv:i-
pus to the,dang~r;she :w~enchanted: 
by .the . violent. jumps and. onlY: 
. laugneg when she wa~ 'thrown. 
ag~instn1y .shot1l4er. ,She <~ctuaIly 
,beg;;tn to,si.qg~~':rnts is{un,"sh~ 
~atbl~?happ,il~ bpiu!lti~&:u?'~n~> /., . . . . dpwn.Lo~lyl, ~~~~FW~~ ' ...... \'c;~he;t1;lp1e~tQ/~~'\,/\,l''''''<J~,I;; 4"""'~1<1 
.qutqf .the(!ornerp£.~yeye"a$."· .. ·a~me~ec;aJ,l:Sesll.e •.. I ..,.· •• ~.,~·r··~~· ... 
we tor.e. pailt:.oufhouse, .I saw ou..r.."lwas~i~ting. "You. 
, I' ", ,'.,. ,.," , 
lunch, we stayed on the 
shadytettace, surrounded·· by .. trail-
.. ing olustersof wisteria.like ,a thick 
.mauve curtain, the sun glittering on 
the sea below us, Helen Sat in the 
usual way; head raised slightly as 
<;DreamWorld, A hotel managerin Raleigh re~,orts that a guestwoke 
everyone in the hotd screaming, "Ie s in the. phon~· bQok! It's in the 
book!" The manager got the h9use detective and they let the:mselv,es 
th~man's. room,wh~re. they fOl.lndhim in the midst of. a U!l;;UWllJ"'!<;' 
was .. having ,a horrible dream;"the man ,explained when awa!{c!ne,ct.<: 
"I dreamed the incorne-taxpeople wanted .to send me a big 
they'd lost my address I" . . . : ~;Ral.igh 

At What Are You Aiming? 
2 Cor.5i1-10 
I. Whether we are a success or failure 
d(:pends a lot on . that which we~ aim: 
A a Finish school. just t~ say so. 
B. Choose ~ vocation just to have 
~ somethinf?t to d~. _ 
C. Go to ch1:1.rch. ju,st to sit in judgement 
. of those who do. 
II. Paul establishes a great aim 
(2 Cor. 5:1-10 Read) 
A. Please see the "aim" (v-9) "Wherefore 
also we make it" 
1. Do we ever hit anything without 
aiming at it? 
2. Life's no slot machine. 
3. What is your aim? 
a. Wealth 
b. Honor 
c. Power socially, politically 
~ 4. We ned a singleness of purpose 
else we get sidetracked. 
Edison sought to invent a light 
bulb--found 101 ways not to 
build .one. 
5. Is you aim to be well pleasing 
. to God? 
B. Let's. study the Cor. passage arid 
see what would contribute to this aim? 
III. Text-2 Cor. 5: 1-10 
A. (v-1) Fpr we know that if the ... 
1. Some tings I know: I'm in a 
body but will not stay there 
"-",~.''''"'''''''"'.~~..,.'''.''' 
I 
1 
2 Cor. 4: 16 II 
2. I know me must Ii 
a.) Dismantled 
b.) Take apart as a building 
c.) The same moment of death 
marks the destruction of 
the transitory earthly tent 
dwelling also marks the 
taking up of perII]anent 
residence with the Lord (v-8) 
d.) You remember how they 
~issolved paTt ofdhe 
Tabernacle & was put back 
together after movin9 it. 
e.) Life is a pilgrimage, our 
body a tent, so slight, so 
transitory, easily taken down 
f.) "Man is, by terms of his 
existance, a being of eternity 
and he cannot unmake h. ) 
himself" Liddon V 
g.) Our tent 'goes to dust-
subject to debility, death 
3. We have a building of God, not 
a.) God created this body. 
b.) Our next one by him, but 
not of natural generation 
c.) Contrastly--its eternal and 
be not earth, but Heaven 
(if I've got one heref:al!: 
have one there--Heaven's 
real 
.d.) It's being prepared--tent 
is placed and temple 
e.) Our aging booies and 
feebleness; give way to 
permanent ones 
f.) NO matter what happens to 
the body nothing can happen 
1'_ to me" Coffman (STtrz,~ 4 . In this we groan 
:J. a.) Dr. Ray "Where do you ache tOday.?" (Groan 2x) 
b.) Know pain & discomfort 
.Bwr~~. ) "Gates of death look gloomy 
~ on this side but on the other open into the present 
chambers of Jesus" Myers 
d.) "Longing to be clothed with 
~ "- I f J. our Heavenly bodies" Paul 
tUJ16(V ~tnr .. 
Bee 12:7 
1 Cor. 15:38 
h.) No 
6. It is God who made us 
a.) God gives us this holy 
desire 
.) Take off garments of world, 
put on one prepared in 
glory 
c.) Suffering & decay is over 
d.) No alternate--home here or 
home with the Lord 
e.) Gave you earnest of the 
Spirit 
1.) Part payment, proof of 
one to come--engagement 
ring 
.) HOly Spirit--Acts 5:32 
7. Conclusion--lfTherefore" 
a.) Reaa Ii. 
1.) Can't hope for anything 
God has not promised f.) , 
2.) Not hope without (SV 
complying ~ith his 
provisions 
3.) Can't by faith do anything 
God has not commanded 
b.) Our own "We make it on" 
2 Cor 4: 18 "While we look not at the ... " 
1.) To have Christ after 
~rJ-2; hfL1 
t8Y\1~~ 
f.in(/{(~ 
A,M 
~trtJe- " 
e,"JffYl£>ljf1 
I+m~ 
~lfbj'1tt 
3.) 
4. ) 
5.) 
6. ) 
7.) 
8. ) 
death we must have 
gained acceptance. 
in His eyes before death 
Expo§litor's 
Like:~ bird be thou 
·/"Ik.· -
that f9r g '.mentrests 
upon the top most bough 
He feels the branch to 
bend. And yet as 
sweetly sings 
Total purpose please 
the Lord 
Completely surrender to 
His will & way 
He knows what's best for 
us 
Our ambition 
Single verb--make it our 
aim. Summit of am bition 
For we must all appear 
a.) Bema 
b .) All there--none 
excused or tarl-, 
.. ~ . 
2 Tim 4:1 
c.) It's open (f;; 
d.) Christ the Judge 
e.) Judge by what is 
done in & thru 
the body 
f.) We are responsible 
g.) Rewards & 
Punishments 
h.) Happy or sorrowful? 
i.) Manifest--laid bare, 
openly revealed in 
ful 
j.) Judgement is not a 
declaration of doom 
but an assessment 
of worth 
k.) This appearance a 
priviledge for 
Christian 
1.) Get ready to give 
account 
1.) Christ bore the 
burden not the 
guilt of sin 
2.) Felt sins horrors 
without guilt 
3.) Not made a 
sinner but sin 
(Dummelver) 
m. )Seaching scrutinity of 
God ever Real--as He 
knows all about us 
6)--1 
n.) Insincerity impossible 
JOl'one who takes 
seriously the 
judgement of Christ 
(Broadman) 
North Jackson C/C - 9/25/05 
Walnut Street C/ C (2 services) - 10/23/05 
Neely's Bend - 11/6/05 
How should we talk abo 
(U R I0 U S expressions abound in 
these days of politically 
correct speech. Someone described a 
group of mechanics who were fired from 
their jobs by saying, "They were placed 
on non-duty non-pay status." 
And then there was the physician 
whose patient died. The sensitive doctor 
wrote on the patient's chart, "He failed to 
fulfill his wellness potential. " 
Of course, all of us have strange and 
insensitive ways of talking about death. 
We say, "He kicked the bucket." (And 
died from a toe injury?) "He bought the 
farm." (And died from an acute case of 
buyer's remorse?) "She expired." (Like a 
parking meter?) "He croaked." (Compare 
me to no frog when I die.) 
By comparison, the Bible uses. 
meaningful and comforting word-
pictures to describe a believer's death 
and resurrection. 
Old Testament Pictures 
Before Jacob died he gathered 
his sons around him and gave 
instructions and blessings to each 
of them. Then "he drew his feet 
up into the bed, breathed his last 
and was gathered to his people" 
(Genesis 49:33). Abraham and 
Isaac also were "gathered to their 
people," which makes death 
sound less lonely and more like 
a family reunion (Genesis 25:8; 
35:29). 
The death of King David 
evoked a similar expression: he 
"rested with his fathers" (1 Kings 
2:10). In the familiar words of 
the 23rd Psalm, David expected 
to "dwell in the house of the 
Lord forever. " 
Solomon used vivid poetic 
imagery to portray what it means 
to die. Remember the Lord, he 
warned, "before the silver cord 
is severed, or the golden bowl 
is broken; before the pitcher is shattered 
at the spring, or the wheel broken at the 
well, and the dust returns to the ground 
it came from, and the spirit returns to 
God who gave it" (Ecclesiastes 12:6, 7). 
The prophet Daniel foresaw a time 
when "multitudes who sleep in the dust 
of the earth will awake: some to everlasting 
life, others to shame and everlasting 
contempt. Those who are wise will shine 
like the brightness of the heavens, and 
those who lead many to righteousness, 
like the stars for ever and ever" (Daniel 
12:2,3). 
New Testament Pictures 
A devout old man named Simeon 
waited faithfully for the coming of the 
Messiah. "It hM been revealed to him 
by the Holy Spirit that he would not die 
before he had seen the Lord's Christ" 
(Luke 2:26). When Mary and Joseph 
brought the Christ-child into the temple 
courts, "Simeon took him in his arms and 
praised God, saying: 'Sovereign Lord, as 
you have promised, you now dismiss 
your servant in peace. For my eyes have 
seen your salvation ... '" (Luke 2:28-
30). "Dismissed"-what a vivid way to 
describe Simeon's approaching death! 
The Lord was like a teacher saying, "Class 
dismissed," or like a commanding officer 
giving the order, "At ease, soldier!" 
l> David Faust 
unt of Transfiguration 
--tJ.f:a:llf:.Ri'l'r ight surrounded Jesus as he 
talked with Moses and Elijah. "They 
spoke about his departure, which he was 
about to bring to fulfillment atJerusalem" 
(Luke 9: 31). Peter used the same term in 
reference to his own death. "I will make 
every effort," he wrote, "to see that after 
my departure you will always be able to 
remember these things" (2 Peter 1: 15) . 
"Departure" translates the Greek word 
exodos, literally the 
"way out," like the 
way God led the 
Israelites out of 
Egypt and into the 
Promised Land. For 
a Christian, death 
isn't an inescapable 
trap. Because of 
Jesus, we know the 
way out! Death is our "exodus," 
our departure-an exit, not 
extermination. Someone has 
said, "Earth's exodus is Heaven's 
genesis." 
According to the apostle Paul, a 
believer's death and resurrection 
will be a glorious transformation. 
"Listen, I tell you a mystery: We 
will not all sleep, but we will 
all be changed-in a flash, in 
the twinkling of an eye, at the 
last trumpet. For the trumpet 
will sound, the dead will be 
raised imperishable, and we will 
be changed" (1 Corinthians 
15:51,52). 
And the final book of the Bible 
offers this Beatitude: '''Blessed 
are the dead who die in the Lord 
from now on.' 'Yes,' says the 
Spirit, 'they will rest from their 
labor, for their deeds will follow 
them'" (Revelation 14: 13). 
However, one popular 
euphemism for death never 
appears in the Bible in reference 
to a Christian. FirstJohn 2: 17 says, "The 
world and its desires pass away, but 
the man who does the will of God lives 
forever." Instead of saying, "He passed 
away," we should learn to say, "He lives 
forever!" IL 
..... 
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L 
II. Our text is 2 
A. 
2 Cor. 
3. 
4. The body is a 
B, 
i 2 Cor. 5: 1 "We God, an house" 
1. Tent replaced with a temple in 
time past. 
2. So we have a permanency. , 
Phil. 3: 12 r{rf PfJ r J,~ J zrf;;;tfltli" PJ''kef'' 
3. 'tt' is tted for the ty life beyond 
(Nelson) 
4. One day we get a better house ~ 
(Erdman) 
5. The flesh will not be amilihilated 
but spiritualized, glorif!t\4,and 
b:El8.utified as the human body of 
Christ was at the transfiguration -
(Augustine) 
e) revealed to 
but 
c.~1. e::=:)~. 
? 
,,J • 
We sigh anxiety. 
2X says we groan. 
burden of sin. 
(v-2) 
a) Wee ·ksf)'W/' ;i\0~d:for 
sQ~t~mg: we want it. 
b) W~:'~~':~i~~~!iJ:d'j1:lin'~l(;Jthetif'. 
(1) Slaves & prisoners of war 
naked. 
(2) Metaphor changes - from 
shelter to garment. 
(3) W~warit to die'ititoglory 
starsfitle intosuItlight. 
(Interpreters) 
V-6 
4. We 
5. I know 
"Now he that hath 
Earnest 
"There 
1. 
2. 
3. 
(1) Deposit 
(2) Lit.. engagement ring one 
gives to seal the promise of 
marriage. 
(3) Pledge to consummate what 
one has experienced . 
(4) This pledge is a Person 
b) It's the we now 
we are always confident" 
courage possible. 
"If as I believe" is the thought - . 
4. b~ 
confidence. (Kent) 
5. Faith lets you see the invisible. 
V-9 "Wherefore we labor that whether present" 
1. 
2. 
3. We to greater heights. 
(Tyndale) 
4. NG1f~~~~I~A.E~ta. 
5. S~~"~~~~e. 
6. Wherever we are we try to plerase 
the Lord because that is what human 
existence is all about. 
7. ~~41!f.~~~~Ml~m~~'" 
",""en. 
8. 
5. 
( 4) Ra:$.~~£l;,,~b:tl¥,~,tc~~; l,~.Y'~l;Q;f the 
bIiiiBili'~,ii or halL 
b) Nete,u ffi);l'et'Y;"0i:,J'ttdgement -
cel'·tain""g..·,u:l'li:ve·ra.ah 
Heb. 9:27 
Acts 17: 30-31 
Heb. 4:13 
1 Tim. 5: 24 
Rev. 20: 11 
a) ~lUir~!9~}~~~tl1lt~':"d~~q;d~p'on 
h~./:W;.e';;,~t .. ~.to;·····.···M'iV·. 
b) H~i?h.as·''P'~i:d,.iQl';;}0l!1;pH:Bift.s;ith11S;·' 
~;~;~~hm:llitii\tf?l;j!b:~l~~¥'~~~< 
-- - - -.----- - .-~.----, 
Ps. 103:12 Qt;,!~"'i?5ike. 15ff{)fYt 1kld,,~1f~· 
Heb. 8: 12 ~ I wl'/I ~ ~('()i~fuP i:> '/I,tZ:Ir U4f;O f1kil'<Jl~ 
Heb. 10: 121l1~mzt\ Q.ff~1'ed I ~i7c< +QlS/~~ ~$" 
I Heb. 10: 14 fVtbaJ off. he ),2,;'/R r' rf&:fAJ :ftxeqe.y hill 
i c) ~ judg~~ ! -,/.J 
!In. 5:22 fitr'tlle-F1J~)f/f $OlU,1- but IIZ/ILMJII4' 1~~~·5:i:71~~~?~~t~~"'; 
I a) Everyc;me there. 
! (1) Each accountable. 
(2) Destiny of redeemed is life. 
(3) We may expect something 
better. 
b) Basic - things done. 
(1) W~es in next world tied to 
acts in this one. 
(2) Recompense. . 
(3) Universal Jaw 0!i~bl1tjOR. ! 
. Gal. 6 : 7 &. /)pt--dec, r;,;;J ~ t1tif tYk:/Pr lt~ 
(4) Weare responsible human 
beings not playthings of 
fate. 
(5) Life is worthwhile because 
we are here to fulfill God's 
purposes . 
• 0 ,.raw 
(1) Not once saved - always 
(2) Good 
(a) Brings reward. 
(b) Ever blessed. 
(3) . Bad - 1).0. ;ewljlrd - worthless I 
I In. 2:28 itbiJe-1n hi}\')} '7II.,:t~Il/lefj4til~itr 
1 --CQl'. g: 151A.t m~ hrweAJolJ fi,ftJtleef I}of-~ ~ ~~ I 
---~----r ---------"----~-~-~ 
. I 
7. 
d) Believer-s' sins are judgErlin 
Ch.:rist &; helievers' works are 
judged by Christ. 
e) Your life is God's gift to you -
what you do with it is your gift 
to God. 
f) We'll see our unworthiness and 
know fuller the power of His 
grace. 






L No 
3 . 
. For 
and look how long do . 
my marriage~~ my~pre~acnTng~~caree~r , 
my 20th Century Christian and farming 
experience-"-I wish everyone could have 
what I have had. (~~ __ !J.~~.~~~_.~y~~!g·~·:::gld 
wit~.J!-~~1'1 h.~~ai .Q._!~ .. fl Thi~.-1!!~,"J1r.~~X~~ I 
likeJ)e~caJl~.~ .. JY~L .. K~.Lt(L.~at . .!'!g~j: ... ~!!~_J t. " 
A. Pinpointing some highlights, I begin 
by citing the thrill of watching the 
Al~t-.An&lticaL:!Pili~s of my fellow 
trustees. :: 
1. From these words you see they make 
AliA's. 
2. Budget presentation--(who taught 
presidents to ask for more than they! 
had last year, "t.Q..£ut~uelfl) 
future plans & dreams, new-aepart-
ments--immediately questions come. 
B. ~~~~~~~~ con-
your 
the 
2. 
"what do it?" 
3. After all, this is the one job you 
pay to keep so its decisions are 
totally devoid of selfishness--rather 
it's the opposite--increase of duty. 
4. If preachers build attendance & 
budgets they get raises, but Board 
the need of a larger pledge, 
I don't consider mine~a ple<!ge--it's 
payment on a magnificent debt of 
gratitude. 
a) Jllib.::,~(l!HLJl~qJh!E!K~~~ves that fast. . . ~~~~"~~'-~.~ 
b) T ~-here'..s fare & thanks for 
w~!!!~g ~.~-~~~'.~~~'~ .. ~~.'~.~.~-.. ~ ...... -.' 
r 
! 
.. 3. 
S. Will accept change for the better. 
a) Clip on Schools. 
b) Never mind clip. 
c) Wl!ll St. .Tournal 
d) Lincoln clip. 
C. Beau1i fll 11X Christiu.n. 
L Sure we've made mistakes but who 
hasn't? 
2. I've voted no--you serve God in 
your own way, I will in His!!! 
3. But I don't recall a shady story, 
a slang word, an angered insult. 
Elders don't even do this we1J but 
you have to put up with preachers, 
Board members with presidents. 
4. Channels of duties are kept--we 
can man to man, discuss doctrine, 
out of place as Board to faculty. 
5. Good way to tell George Benson is 
dead--IInot always right but ney,er 
in doubt. II 
6. An the mates I've met fit the same 
mold. 
a) Cpange view on capital punish-
ment. . 
b) i$lner? Ask Dr. who operates, 
he's my fiance. 
D, End!sgsly Devot!d t~ t;e sehgal t!!:y 
S2r :p:' . . 
i II. .L1. rue, no competition. betwee.n light 
i I ~r.-IJ~\ T~') ,~uses but we've been known to 
'1J01JOv"f>olish the lenses now and then. 5ci7 2. No Philistines in the camp, rather a 
licll. firm belief we serve an excellent fI)l)~ 1 institution deserving of our first O'Vk loyalty. 
3. Bowling Green farmer stopped by 
patrol and asked, "Do you have any ! 
LD.?" "About what?" he asked, I 
f. Pr"bk#lI4~,s*,1 h U.$ .,11 
A) R>~/1 RJetllktt- te{Nt-
~ J)"J()let We btJk~ B. ;;PlJ.,f(/}N r 
j ~;Q~ IJ yt;~ tJ ur-
OCUSA Board, Okla. City, OK - 4/2/93 

- L" ,hia hi It J 
ehr. tG ;'«11 ............... --~'lIlfil.dI' •• 11 n:riAl, ~11 . 
A A¥:1t 1tullllh."11'''' ~ 
8 .• Is its,QIi"L1Hilr 
.C.lsitp· .'.1 
Q •• it._." 
!. 
\ 
'. 
'. 
,5.' _. 
" 
2 Cor. 5: 14-15 11For the love of Christ consfrai neth 2~3 
C. 'r T t PEr'" i 7. . I 
Jer. 23:29 11lsnot my word like ,osc fire? sa!th the Lal 
Acts 4 .. :18-20 11A.n,.d. t.he .. y" calle. d .. ~:~ .. Afl,~,d.f'#. I 
D. ill If r ''1?db,';,'' ~.j -;C" 
2 Cor. 5:10 "for we must all appear ~o e , 
I 
2 Cor. 5:18 IIGod hath given us the ministry of . ; 
2 Cor. 4-:3 tJlf our gospel be hid, it is his to them that I 
Pro, v. 24, : 10-12 (Req.ddl .• ,AJ.fJ ,1 1! J ~ ..t.. : ...r.. I 
E. $I ' ! IL -'~SJ1~ -~
Rom. 13:11 "It is hi time to awake out 
John 9:4 "I must work the works of him 
1\,1. lId.,' " '1' i ' 
A .. at J,.. , 
Ecc. 11:1 ,'t:.tthy br.d U;pon the'" :.for thou 
fcc" ll~' "n the mornJnq,~w thy ... , .. in the 
1 ,~, "~l>ef~' the li»le1 P.Hwt"_n 
.,.d oU_1 let it' Iwse .11' ' , 
i 
\ 
\ 
\ 
{) 
ii"l , Th~' C c"s what its peeple are.' If th~7 
life' f the .. erage Christian can be described 
by sucheva.t;;;aq,,je?tives as prayerless, power-i 
less, spi~less, and fruitless., then it stands 1 
to reason the church will fi,t into, the sanle 
definitien. 
tlTengues, H;eal.ing, and Yeu lf - Den VI .Hillis 
Chapter 1 - Pa,e 4 
While ~ a mission, a task to perform, it is r::ill ~I 
guaranteed I. ;and. strength to endure. Napoleon once sai~ 
fWh it e I am necessary, noth i ng can remove me. fl 
nYour Church and You II - - By Fred Pi erce Corson - Page 97 
We shrink fromshori;g~ourdeepe$t ~o;:.vtctt(M\S wfth ~se . --, 
who moy be unfamiliar: with or hostile toward thellft. Perh~psthis 
i. sbecause people tOdoYire. more certain """" thoeIr ~ .•..•........ u..... ~ ..... sthon they are about their convh::tions. r;;/I, 
I1ConflictandConscience ll !'" By Mark O.Hatfleld -Page 11 
, . 
Our task requires personal involvement in the world. W~ 
cannot abdicate our personal responsibility to aninstitutionare:.:l 
response. Unfortunately, our tendency is to seek escape from 
personal involvement in problems confronting us by endorsing 
institutional solutions to them. We give money to the churoh1s 
missionary fund, we donate clothes to the street mission, and we 
contributeJaithfully to worthy causes, believing that these are the 
only avenues through which we can carry out God's work. Yet, 
what is 1TlO$t: needed is individual, personal involvement. We· 
must make our lives relevant to others; we must involve ourselves 
personally.in situations where we demonstrate the concern and 
compassion Christ imparts to us. 
"Conflict and Conscience II - By Mark O. Hatfield - Page 46 
~ouldn't it he interesting if the new Word1s store on St~ i 
Street hired 200 employees who would finish remodeling thei~ 
building, and when finished would spend all their time waiting on 
each other 111 
The speaker--a regular church attendant--was trying to 
illustrate what he was beginning to see in his local congregation--
that its members spend most of their time simply waiting on each 
other. 
Christ once told a story about a shepherd who left 99 sheep in 
the fold to find the one lost in the wilderness. Someone has 
suggested that todals shepherd too often would rather stay with. 
the one church member left in the fold than go after the 99 now. 
lost in the wilderness. //{l.ih.'\l h. 
"Faithful Rebels" - By Roy Blumhorst - Pages 67~ J 
·Page 2 
The joke about the silent couple who hadn't been ~niC' 
eating for some time isn't far from reality; they were 
riding on a Sunday afternoon in the country, and he spotted 
two mules on the other side of the fence. For the first time 
in three weeks, he spoke to his wife. "Some of your 
relatives?11 he asked. 
She was equal to the occasion: "Yes, on my husband's 
side. 11 
Say It Wits L,ove, by Howard G. Hendricks, p. 79. 
NORTH BOULEVARD BU.LLETIN 
, METAMOR.PHOSES 
.. 
July 31, 1980 
"I had thought the New Testament to be impure, a Source of Pride, or over weening 
selfishness of hatred and of the worst kind of "ttiolence, but as I opened':iJ, I felt myseft 
peculiarl)' and wonderfully taken possession of. A sudden glory, a lightHaSt2):edthrough 'mY • 
soul. I looked forthorns, al1d gathered roses; I dis¢overed pearls instead of p~b~l~s;irJstead ' 
of hatred,love; instead of vengeance, forgivenes$;instead of bondage, freedom; instead of 
pride, humility; instead of enmity, conciliation; initead of death"life, salvation, resurrecHon, 
heavenly treasures." ' 
., 
\, 
isaac Lichtenstein, 
[oTme;rly Ch/efRabbi ojBatiJIAiiJ,Hungary 
our 
derive 
rather than from Jesus Christ, 
our society for Christ. 
anrises. 
surroundings 
and so we fail to penetrate 
Say It with Love, by Howard G. Hendricks, p 117. 
author of 
indieateq 
perso~s mo~t ... s~i.~~bJ~ 
tl1eolQgicalreas~~~ iJi1;or9:~rtt) 
meetpersQna.1 rel~gjou.~ne~~·rrt 
eQJltra.ry to ... th~:m~t.~fi\~J,r 
acc~pt~d:I\a.ste~pl .. . 
ing c~ul"chcha.g.g~s to 
Qrsocial mob.litM. 'I;b~f~~t_ 
growingchu.rcQ:esililil~lj a.9." 
cording to tl)e yea . 
the Presbytel'ian ·tn 
American (11.09 per ce",t) and 
the Free MetpQqi$t Chut\~Jf1.? 
per cent),.~hile tbevn~t~g 
Presbyterian Churchsuffer.e,(ij 
th(lhighest rate. of loss .(1.iper 
cent). 
of 
World. 
"William Carey is quoted as work i 
. to preach 
shoes for a 
gospel of the Lord Jesus. I make 
I Paul a lifetime 
the gospel and he made tents for 
Qs?.9" p. 
J. Schreiner 
can s what I'm suggesting. Your 
ought to demonstrate the reality and the day-to-day rele-
vance of Christian faithboso that your children want it. 
Dr. James Stewart, professor of New Testament at the Urn ver 
sity of Edinburgh, described what he thought is the greatest 
threat to the Church. He said it is not Communism, atheism, 
materialism, nor Cathol iCism; the greates threat is 
Christians trying to sneak into heaven incognito without ever 
sharing their faith. Tragically, these people have the .Ji17 
truth, but not enough to keep them from forgetting that . , 
evangelism is the process of one beggar telling another beggar 
where to find bread. 
Satl,t With Love, by Howard G. Hendricks, pp 26-27. 
the last sentence in the Book of Ezekiel is a strange oneo.:thf i 
It reads, liThe pame of the city ••• shall be, The Lord is I 
there11 (Ezek.48:35, RSV). Ezekiel is speaking about a specific 
city, Jerusalem, and the special circumstances which surrounded 
it at that time. 
IIGod, the Disturber ll - By Alan Walker - Page 29 
! 
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4. 
(c}-Do we c one consent begin to m(Jk~;excuses? 
(b) Is this the day·of salvation?t J' 
(c) Have air necessary things on Gd~'S port been 
done by Jesus 1, 
(d) Are you ready to do your part &·~bttptized intd 
Him? . 
(e) Do you know.many judges who beseech a 
condemned criminal to accept pardon? Or a 
creditor beg a ruined debtor to be forgiven of 
his debt - yet God does you! 
U.t..M-. ~ 1),,-31-72-
~f6l!.' ___ ~ . 
. J.)~~~.~ '~~~~}~?i-2JY73 
L 


All that is His is imputed to me. 
0, lovely and fair is my Lord, 
.. 
And He gives me the robe of His own righteousness 
To cover my sins, says His Word. 
All that I am is imputed to Him. 
0, black were my shame and my guilt 
Which were laid upon Him on Calvary's cross, 
But precious His blood that was spilt. 
Was ever a bargain so wondrous as this? 
0, matchless His love and His gracel 
My guilt for His glory, my pain for His peace, 
My night for the light ofj His face I II 
--Author Unknown 
JJSecond Corinthians" - By G. Coleman Lud~ - Page 58 
-~~------.-,,:~~- --------.~~-~ -~-~ --------~-~--~--~~-"-.-.~-----. -- ~- --- -- - ~ 

IL 
III. 
2 Cor,. 6: 1 "We then as workers" 
A ""£0 wQ~3'~@%#W;l)rb,".;!'._f".~~ 'l?<~~.OJ{%«"~,*.0l!W~ •• ~". . 8~ 
L Paul, with all the changes in his 
life, had one great concern--be a 
profitable minister of Christ. 
2. Saw a team: Paul, Corinthians, 
God. 
3. 
4. He wanted the Corinthians to do well.: 
5. He was a willing channel of God's 
power and wants them to so be. 
6. All to be active partners. 
8. We do not work alone--we 
God. 
9, There 
do and 
man. 
10. not in the 
in I Cor. 3: 9 . 
command. 
2, 
can 
He 
but 
2. Receive not the Grace in vain. 
a )*~1f>.~tt~~ ',' ~~;'@I'em;We'l'l" 
b) Receiving the Grace of God chief 
aim of the Gospel. 
c) God provides--man receives as 
he obeys. 
3. Can be in vain. 
a) Men who receive it. b)\~~k~~~.~~·J,rr~ 
use the 
gift of God's grace, we fail in 
life's most important matter. 
d) How much of his grace to me is 
without effect in my life? 
3. 1 
e) Lose it by flirting with the 
f) 
g) Work does not deny grace. 
Phil. 2: 12 "As ye have always obeyed ... work out 
h) It's imperative Christians stay 
alert lazy. 
continuance~ 
Isa. 49:8 
2. 
b) All we know 
t~. 
c) There is value in an opportunity-~ 
l 
stock market. 
d) Penalty for missing it--wasted 
days never recalled. 
e) Urgfmf. 
Heb. 3: 7-8 "Today if you will hear" 
;.3~ 13 "Exort one another daily" 
3 • In da of Salvation succoured thee. 
a This is e age 0 sa va.!Q --It 
:;;> l;la s cwne. I 1IJ We are not to . reason why God 
---y limits this day. .. 
c) We have onl,x now--past is gone 
ana future may-iIot come. 
d 
IV. 
4, 
what's hard to preach! 
Even now you are conjuring up 
"reasons" not to obey the gospel: 
not at home, plan to later, might 
not last, etc. 
2. Door won't always be open. 
3. Time is NOW. 
4. Tides are clearly felt. 
5 . C~y~~~thtll 
~-~~~~~all ;1~l~',~~.7~di~p.' t 
he was say1ng. 
6. day could be the last one. 
7. We go to Dr. too late--can also to 
the Lord. 
ally--why wait & die! 
5. l 
Matt. 
C. S!-lvation--our commoditl. to selli 
1. No matter ,so great--lt should be 
sought instantly--how quic~ly would 
yq",u accept cancer 'cure? 
2. Miss this and you miss everything. 
6: 33 "But seek ye first the Kingdom" 
3. frr ,. ; Pi II 
a) ~ve enough': tune left-
b) Need to settle temp 
c) Later after some worldly fun. 
d) Easier tomorrow. 
, pry *f 
a Death 
b) Sickness--can't be baptized. 
c) Desire passes. 
d) Heart hardened. 
e) Spirit quenched. 
5.dJ ,. T t ? 1 LE !dEt 
6. Two voices: 
Satan--wait. 
God--come now. 
7 
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I. 
II. 
prize comes close to reward, 
you then will teach the word 
a Corinthian passage 5 
to a job done, 
Cor, 
, Those 5 are: 
.~\!iGl1lFY:ih~mypartI1eT~~l;iiP . 
iv-1 "We~~~]~enas workers together" 
1. Unity of fellowship Christians as 
together we advance his truth. 
2. Though "with him" not in MMS--ouir 
partnership with the Savior as well 
as saints is implied. 
1 Cor. 3:9 "~f'l:6W:work:ers withG(jd" 
3. He didn't ask me to frame the stars, 
determine the tide, or write the 
Bible--but rather cooperate in 
evangeli~iIl~~living his truth. 
B . S~R~lw,mafrftain consistent Christian 
~~ .. behavior·. 
iv-1 "We beseech you also that ye receive not" 
1. Plea for faithful continuance. 
Isa. 
~. 
6. 
T. 
8. 
'9. 
\$alv.ati~tt . 
•........ .' tooome b)r~[</,,/~.:j 
3. t!~t::~ley~ Wfa';om: I 
than ihe hope of ffea\re,p.? . / I 
4 . Promis!L of God relating to his I . 
Kfngdom has been fulfilled throug!l I 
to redemptive aots of Christ· and . I 
the. outpouring of the Holy Spirit~ I 
I 
I' 
.. J 
g occasion. 
Carries idea of rnoc~ery, ridipul~. 
Put no sturnhDng block that would 
cause another to fall. 
6 .. "ijread pos§ibjljty for besmjpehing 
God's grace by its· preachers Bnd 
hence obstacles to be put in the 
way of men accepting the good news 
and thus fault found in our ministry." 
(Broadman) 
7. Further the fault~Q.!li~, can be sop , 
to tfie conscuance of men 81 somebmes: 
downrIgHt wlctied. I • 
8 . B s eech a action tr 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 



L 
2. Not put a 
3. 
2. 
4. 
is easier to be a church member 
than some social club member. 
wouldl 
he was OK.: 
D. 
a) Some doctors, are a 
some but 
I do not need be among them 0 
b) tn~<~61'1fidenee of people 
a:ffJ~lljs:~e,r,ha:s.li'tUepo.w~.t'. nfr 
IIl)~~*,~r:.~~wgteathi$ ,talents', " 
(McGarvey) 
c) P6.~~~.I:~l3f~·~?!"·"~ "*"'li(4l' 
e 
b 
-:)~~~~pel ~ :l 
t:~3 IItJf ~- i 
d~?~!en~~tcUA IJr-~r SIJ,'V,'t I 12 Cor. 3: 6 "lP'f'V' t9(-11'U' , I 
i 3. We do not work alone--represent God!1 
iIV. ~3~====:=::= v[ 6. 
A I 
1. Even in Corinth! 
2. II~ ______ ~ J:)~l.>,_~tter ceas~s 
-- -en 
3. ~t1"~"~'~_$,a."-iJH_-meS.Mge. 
(~~lay) 
4. Purity is the careful avoidance of 
all sins which are against the gods. 
(Barclay) 
13. 
14. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. dy . full--
ke~~~g. ;t~:el-1fIO 
9. Comprehension of truth is vital. 
~"t~1il!lli'~~~ii 1'4~W~ ~
1. Patience, with 
a) Babes 
b) Elders 
c) Forgetful folk 
2. Patience normally 
3. 
4. 
5. 

JOY P. 130 
A TV repairman kept putting off repairing his~~ 
own teleyision antenna after a storm tore off one of 
its arms. When a new family moved in next door, the 
man decided to install his own antenna. He knew the 
neighbor was a TV repairman so he modeled his own 
installation after the expert's. He drilled the hole 
in the same location and turned the antenna in the 
same direction. Carefully studying his neighbor's 
roof, he finally reached up and tore the arm off 
his brand-new antenna! 
Believe it not, you and I are the experts on 
Christianity in this world- at least according to those 
who watch us every day. We are letters written 
by Christ--expressions of his 
his concern. How tragic if 
MINIS 
Lenski comments about the false insinuations of 
this charge: ;# 
Paul is such a lowly fellow, and he cannot face 
anyone with manly courage, he is courageous only 
w hen he is at a safe distance. (2 Cor. 10: 1) • The 
answer to that is the tremendous campaign which 
he is directing as commander-in-chief by demolishing 
the mightiest enemy fortifications (2 Cor.lO: 2-6) 
Timid little cowards who make fists at a distance 
do not wreck fortresses! 
2 CORINTHIANS - A Self-Study Guide - Jensen 
P.86-87 

Newspapers on November 23, 1963, were ablaze with headlines report-
ing the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. Few people noticed a 
short obituary appearing, if at all, deep inside their papers announcing the 
death of a man who had held the Chair of Medieval and Renaissance 
Literature at Magdalene College, Cambridge. itJIfit:"" 
Yet it may well be that of these two men who died on November 22, 1~3, 
the man who will ultimately be remembered as having the greater effect on 
the world is the unassuming professor, Clive Staples (C.S.) Lewis. 
A convinced skeptic early in his life, Lewis became perhaps the most in-
fluential apologist (defender) of Christianity in our century. His best-known 
apologetic work is Mere Christianity in which he sets forth the foundational 
truths upon which all believers stand regardless of their religious tradition. 
It was a task not without risk. Lewis, himself a member of the Church of 
England, writes, "The danger clearly was that I should put forward anything 
that was peculiar to the Church of England or (worse still) to myself:' And 
so he sent the manuscript to a number of different clergymen from different 
groups for their comments which were, on the whole, favorable. 
By doing this Lewis made a significant discovery. He found that thewbrst 
oppoffitionancfnaggIirigcametrom-fhosewho were on ·tne borderline Ii 
their commitment to any gr01l1p, "men not exactly obedient to an:y comllu-
nion:' He writes, "This I find curiously consoling. It is at her centrer wh~re 
her truest children dwell, that each communion is really dosest to every other 
in spirit,it riot in doctl}ine. And this suggests that at the centre of each there 
is something, or a Someone, who against all divergences of belief, all dif-
ferences of temperament, all memories of mutual persecution, speaks with 
the same voice:' 
That "Someone" is the one Lord. Those who truly love the one Lord share 
in the same Spirit. Those who truly love just themselves Or their tradition 
or their sect share only a common failure to bow before the One who is Lord 
of all. • 
APPEAL 13 
One of the earliest confessions 
short but n"U7penH 
is supreme, to cr.l'npth,no-
bends the knee. 
The is that a man is bound to Christ does he become 
free. The Christian is one who is bound his cOlrue~ssllon 
" to Christ as the Master of his life. 
What a marvelous binding it is! And every man who is bound 
faith to Jesus Christ is also bound to everyone else who has 
the Lordship of Christ Jesus as his Savior. 
is 
One faith. William Barclay writes, "By faith the New Testament nearly 
always means the complete trust and surrender of the Christian in and to 
Jesus Christ .... All Christians are bound together in one [faith] because 
all of them have made one common act of complete surrender to the love of 
Jesus Christ:' 
There may indeed be many creeds and many traditions, many expres-
sions of faith. But the one faith which binds Christian people together is 
summed up in three words - "Jesus is Lord!" • 
14 CHRISTIAN 
The 
who 
GREAT 
Memory 
moral 
Dante 
AND ILLUSTRATIONS 
P .19 
When I was younger I could remember anything, 
whether it had happened or not. 
Mark Twain 
GREAT QUOTES A.MD JLJ4l:!§IMn\tljSmn- Sweeting 
I . . 
'( Iroft .l'\liit6 &~ ,.~; . ~ta.gnant 
! I'vater __ . ·tt.p_'i'c,~d fa cold 
I weath_~~_{rC)*,n; ~~i. does I inactio1'l sap the vigms .of~~d. j ~.Vinci 
When 
N. 
Massachusetts 
Walter Trohan. 
AND 
a~BEN CE .") I 
'::::::::;b~"'_"/· / 
The best time for you to hold your tongue is the time 
you feel you must say something or bust. 
Josh Billings 
Many a time I have wanted to stop talking and find 
out what I really believed. 
Walter Lippmann 
BESSER STUMM ALS DUMM - Better silent than 
stupid. 
German Proverb 
If you don't say anything, you won't be called on to 
repeat it. C I" C I"d 
a VIn 001 ge 
GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS - Sweeting 
P.231 
on 
second 
had extra hot 
coals in their possession wouild reach out the win-
dow and place them in the container atop his head. 
Thanks to the thoughtful generosity of a few folks, 
he would arrive at the site with a pile of burning 
coals on this head and a ready-made fire for cooking 
and keeping warm. "Heaping burning coals on some-
one<~ bead" came to be ~ }2oPular expression for a 
spontaneous and courteous act one. person would 
<-
voluntarily do for another. 
DAILY GRIND II - Swindoll - P. 438 
that 
Mark 
AND ILLUS 
P.72 
As a child Fanny Crosby wrote that she woul(l.:#l/~ 
not wallow in self-pity because of her blindness. and 
by adulthood she chided someone who felt sorry for 
her: "Had it been up t~ me, I would have 
ASKED to have been born blind. This way, Jesus 
will be the first face I ever see." 
HYMNS FOR PERSONAL DEVOTIONS -
Jerry B. Jenkins P. 74 
Frankness 
A trouble-making woman once told John 
Wesley, "God has given me the talent of speaking 
my mind." 
Mr. Wesley snapped back, "God wouldn't mind 
if you buried that talent." 
G.S. 
GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS - SweetiIjlg 
P.1l8 








II. I 
to 
I. Some we 
2. Some 
3. 
4. 
same 
2 Cor. 7: 1-2" 
A ."lit;i~j;jjIi~e!~· 
1. Of 
2. Con 
3 . The ideals of life in close companion-
ship with God. (Laurin) 
B 
1. 
2. Check these: 
2 Cor. 12:19"We do all things d.b. for your 
edifying" . 
1 Cor. 10: 14 "D. B. flee idolatry" 
15:58 "Therefore D.B. be ye steadfast,un~ 
.Rom 12:19 "D.B." avenge not yourselves. 
Phil 2: 12 "My B. always obeyed, work out your" 
4: 1 "My B., D. B., longed for joy, crown, 
stand fast" 
D. 
souls have 
wishes. 
God alone 
get him te> do 
what he's assigned us to do--he 
gives us grace to do our assign-
rqent." (Nelson) 
5. All J~ 
a) ~~~~>,Ge:file,m~B9t,p,@ifba~y:v"& spirit. 
b ) ~t~T:tftl1 
c) fMeM'M 
6 • Flesh &,Spirit 
a) ;;!;::I;;=~,~~t~'~~ 
b )¥re5'h~"~"4'900y • 
c) ~~"""~~u""lt~L"gl~~l!,,,JJl.,J~J,\bithbu t 
UJl£hri&~~x,m .til:ispO'sitit51't":' 
3. 
2. mOre perfectibn --even as 
musicians <tQ. 
3. U'fi;~1W.ee inho.liness. 
4. 
p1"oceeds. 
5. TWZ_!being complete &: mature as 
yo.U co.nfo.rm to. his image. : 
Ro.m. 8;.2$ "Predestinate to. be con'ei1med to. the'" 
6. All by faith in fear o.f Go.d. 
7. II ~r Dusine'ss in life is not to. get 
ahead o:t others, but to. get ahead o.f: 
o.ursel'YQ~-to bNak o.ur o.wn reco.rds, 
to. ... 0.. ut .... st .. 1"1 .. ·.~ ...... cOD. l!' .. !" -yes. t ... e'rday..s .. by .o.ur "t~day~.11 ~-r~t«.~ht\~~ r 
III. n~~L~t>~. e'.".'r.nS"13Us ' I . 
1. Emphasis o.n ."'M~ty. "~ 
2. £ ;~y eatedany. i"A 
c 
3. 1st step o.f great ethic. r 
4. Mimni.'rlger clip. 
1. Rfti!le~. 
2. ~_st way to. meet new people is, 
tt7·tw~lt up wrong go.lf ball. 
1. ra JIIJ.".lso:ureedf perso.nal 
e8ichment. 
2. ~ir:ed. 
il f2e *hie:r 
1.~R~~o.y. 
4. 
25/94 
CALVIN COOLIDGE 
DR. KARl. MENNING1l:R. the famous psychi-
atrist, once gave a lecture on mental health and 
Was answering questions from the audience. 
"What would you advise a person to 
do,"asked one man, "if that person felt a ner-
1 vous breakdown coming on?" 
\ Most people expected him to reply: "Con-
sult a psychiatrist." To their astonishment, he 
replied: "Lock up your house, go across the 
railway tracks, find someone in need and do 
something to help that person:' 

T 
There are some 
live 
A. Sure there are 
B. 
C. 
2. 
3. In the church: preacher as a herald; 
elders as bi~hop~ as 
foundation. K?:3fi:~d 
4. If a~ostolic power is .. then 
we havEtlIThe left.S-01~~~ shouTallke 
to~sp-e~ak'~ on this .-~ 
2 Cor. 7:6-7 "Nevertheless, God, that comfort. 
H. Coming of Titus 
A. Here is a pivotal matter. 
1. Future effectiveness related to how 
Corinth aC$;!epted his .apo~toliy 
authority . tlJ~lIa ~. ;;,. ;\<:~~J :de~ lie 
2. Titus not wiirtf'hiihdiln'(f'Jff''bonfirmed 
I • 
his worst fears.ltJt 
II Cor. 2:12-13 
3. But now comfort his via: 
a) Arrival of Titus. 
b) His positive experience (Comfort you gave him) 
4, 
to another. 
He shared 
grief over what troubled 
d) He reported zeal with which 
followed Paul's instructions. 
e) Thus more joy than sorrow. 
B. Fears overcome. 
1. Titus was received. 
2. Titus safely traveled. 
3. Corinth properly responds to an 
authorative letter. 
I see His Joy: 
A. B~ise he is suswineJl-
1. I will adopt you as children if you 
obey me. 
2. Dwelling place with God. 
"I will dwell in them & walk" 
B. F~om Eril Separated... 
1. Avoid fellowship with unrighteous 
people. 
blessed. 
2. 
3, 
Heb. 6:1 
12:14 
Church,Knoxville.TN 
you are, 
1 88 
l 
A little boy was playing all alone i 
in the front xard when a i 
neighbor came along a~d asked 
where his brother was. "Oh," he 
said, "he's in the house playing a 
duet. I finished first." 
Arkansas Baptist 
DUTCH EMPLOYERS 
Dutch employers a few centuries 
ago were noted for their easy-
going, good natures and were 
addressed as "baas," or uncle. 
New forms and terms of English 
authority adopted the word 
"baas" from their fellow 
colonists from the Netherlands. 
The American term "boss" thus 
stands as another monument to 
the independent spirit of the 
founding fathers. 
Horizons, 
, Cambridge Associates 
FLATTERY 
Flattery, now and then, makes 
husbands oud; of single men. 
Page 532 ______ Decem] 

The idea of living to~e overall idea 
that sex outside marrige is not immoral-has changed 
our language. One-night stands are now "brief en-
e,ounters, II perve'rsion is "sexuarl variation, II promis-
cuous means "multi-friended," and wife-swapping is 
tlexflandingthe circle of love." An affair is a"re-
lationshipt" homosexuals are" gay," and dirty books 
are euphemis~;tcally sanitized into "erotica." Con-
coerned to mautllin propriety in a changing culture, 
.ilyP,?st .' suggests that people living together be 
,~.$led f~eonvi:va.nts." But whether they are referred to 
"'levers, :~~a.tes, paramours, or apartmates, the 
;lnte. is to ~ondone the condcut by avoiding morally 
haTsh la.ngua._. 
FAMILY ISSUES - Bob Larson p.20 

I. 
GLORIOUS GIVING 
2 C • 8:1-5 
1 
one' 
for Tina Welsh 
giving! 
II. 
example •. 
i 
i 
I Idlsl 
. 01 
example.1 
1. Note it was.i'_~_.7_lIM~blll"1;.'.IIlIl:dIi.llla~~1I'I_ •• r. 
B. s. 
1. "How that in great trial of ~ffliction i 
a.) __ -"_" 
b:) Did not offer it as a'1 excuse for not giving. 
'---....... _ .. _-..-. ................ -----_ .. --
\ 
\ 
\ 
2. 
abounded unto 
a.) Sirange combination - (;I 
'1-"cthat again. 11 
b.) Interest of others beyond theIr own. 
C.~7 hn.,~~iJjIti'r~'\'\ 
d.) ',-
,. _, o"dl.!"nce. 
e.) 2 of 10veHe 
'1IllIItMty. 
2'1 
f.) Area so poor Jiberius Caesar J1ghtened taxes! 
1" 
lity. 
B. B ._bil JLiL_llll;.'J~~ •• II. 'f1'I1h'~ 
1 • Required no Ul'gi ng • ' 
2. No seffJsh appeab /1 
a .{You'll get a return gift. 
b. tNa .. me .. ' .... on. '. roll /1 
c .} Deduetible fl 
C. 
1. InsIsted orl.ooing more than they should - one 
more biscuit won't hurt! ,I 
2 .. May not have been askedto give - heard about' I 
it & wonted to. ~I 
3.dik J I It ,n,ubaIUa •• [$I pll".lr~, 
D. Take ••• the'feJ of minister to the saint 
:: I .. ~.~ 
~I 
3. 
v. 
A. 
1. 
B. 
, 1. you ve ca 
whose money it is that you have - it's the Lord's! 
, 2. Primary motivation was God! 
I'd.}' Note by will of God - not by whims. 1~~.s"""'Il,.. 
I 
, 
\. 
,158 UFl!. ENDU:BI$ 
TIe oocasion for tlds'riviu( ....... oft\1e 
Ckriatialls ,at J~.. T.ker ~,""'~',' 
. litter. pe;tseeuti9n- ~iJ.i" ,had, ", 'a,-,. th.eir 
aDd theirmeAAs of emplo)1Jl~af. .• ,. . ...... OW " 
tate. and. in deJlpe~ ·:aeed·'of·the' Msistance which' 
dae tbe~ fro~' fellow Cllristilms.. It was this 
need that Paul' was laying ~fore the Cormthians. 
In seeking to stir them up to a proper eifon, he 
ferredto the sacrifices of the Christians in Maced .... 
This is often neeessary in connection with our' ow. 
giving:" We ~ we ~e: liberal and sacri-V ~~l until we beOld the giving 0 0 ;s:--"",w~""'~"'~_ 
R"Btl§lfi.ess'man and .Ii lawyer~ botnChristians, were 
traveling in Korea. One day they saw in the field by 
iIhe side. of the road a young man pulling a rude plow, 
lfhllean old man held the handles. The lauer was 
amused and took a snapshot of the scene. "That's a 
curious pieture! Isnppose theyar-e' very~U"'he" 
s&id to the missionary who was interpreter and guide 
,:~ the pa'fty~ "Yest" was the quiet reply. "That is the 
:\o/"f8mlly of Chi B'oui. When the church was being built 
they were eager to give something to it, but they had no 
money, so they sold their only ox and gave the money 
to the church. This spring they are pulling the plow 
themselves. " The lawyer and the business man by his 
side were silent for some moments. Then the business, 
man said, "That must have been a real sacrifice." "They 
did not, call it tbat," said the missionary. "They 
thought it was fortunate that they had the ox to sell." 
The lawyer and the business man had not much to say. 
When they reached' home the ~wyer took the 'fIkture 
to his minister and told him aoout it. "I want to double 
my pledge to the church," he said: "Give me some 
plow work, please. I have never-yet given anything to 
my church that cost me anything." 
The giving of these MacedoIiians, which is cited for 
". 

19 
not 
1. Tests every church 
2. Even scares and 
the rebuttal - "we are not under 
law" - how shameful is our stingi-
ness. 
3. Reminds me of a football story 
"get the quarterback." 
B. May we learn the beauty and absolute 
joy of giving. 
II. It's a delight to ask brethren to give. 
A. I'll refer to the Holy Spirit and to 
man. 
1. The Spirit speaks in 2 Cor. 8 & 9. 
2. Man speaks in Proverbs. 
a) Brother King: There was a man 
folks called him mad, but the 
more he gave the more he had. 
b) Keeble and shovel: I shovel to 
God; God shovels to me; but 
God's got a bigger shovel. 
B. I want you to hear some beautiful 
words: 
1. My mother asked "what are some 
beautiful words to you?" 
a) I went by sounds like armada. 
b) She countered with "I hoped 
you'd think mother." 
2. Let's look at words the Spirit used. 
III. Words of Beauty via II Cor. 8 & 9. 
A. Brethren--not asking others, but my 
brothers and sisters. 
1. If we don't believe in the spread 
of the gospel why should anyone 
else? 
2. "I'm a-giving while I'm livin then 
I'm a-knowin where it's goin." 
3. Voltaire- "when it comes to a 
question of money everybody is of 
the same religion." 
B. The grace of God bestowed on the 
churches of Macedonia. 
1. I thought that was a salvation 
word. It is primary. 
3. 
2. Here it has to do with money! 
3. Shanks in 21st CC tells of a widow 
who pled to stop payments on her 
husband's life insurance policy--
"he's been dead three years and .. 
I can't afford it anymore." She 
was told she was paying on what 
she already had in thousands of 
dollars--so are we. 
C. Abundance of joy--riches of liberality. 
1. Once Paul had to stop people 
giving--need was met. 
2. One version "overflow in wealth 
and liberality." 
D. Gave themselves to the Lord. 
1. With this gift first the fruits 
follow. 
2. No one asks is 10% enough. 
E. Grace pops up again and again. 
F. Abound in everything. 
1. Faith 
2. Utterance 
3. Knowledge 
4 • Diligence 
5. Love 
6. "This grace also" - so giving keep~ 
good company. 
G. Know grace of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
Rich--poor reverse our poverty to 
rich. 
IV. 
Heb. 6:9-10 
B. Now 
1. "Odor of sweet smell." 
Gen. 8: 21 
Exo. 29:18 
Ezek. 20:40-41 
a) Married young woman. Why? 
Smell perfume not liniment. 
b) Shouted at referee - "you 
stink" - moved ball 15 yds. 
penalty and asked "how do I 
smell from here?" 
2. Sacrifice acceptable. 
3. Well-pleasing to the Lord. 
C. A promise not to turn down. "My 
God shall supply all your needs 
according to His riches in glory by 
Christ Jesus." 
5. 
1. Give in proportion to your trust. 
2. "Now unto God and our Father 
(who will not forget his children), 
be glory forever and ever Amen." 
White Rock Fund, Dallas, TX - 9/30/06 
(Raised $104,000) 

~MmterPt'ft .wr8COUftAGE mvma 
l1'or. 8:8-10 
I I. Surely every~ under~s that Chri~ty is 
a sharing religion. 
A. :But wlmt w,Ow.d make me want to give? 
B. A.3' 71 J tIL •• ,UlJipIlIIJIIIUI Ilm!.":iPaul? 
c. May ~ we' a<1Op1; them today? 
1. Clip on-Icare 25~ worth~ 
2. Don't pull wool over eyes. 
n. As I read Cor., I see a sinful church taught to 
gi v~~ •• UIUiffill.'.JilJ.,eneed 
to .muay. They are: .. 
A. 
2 Cor. 8:1-5 (Read). Story of .Ma.~a's 
giving. 
1. ~4 3 _tiBenJ , 
a. Y Too much grain taken to feed the mule, sell I 
him, plant what I can work, less risk, mord 
J ' l~ors. j 
b. ).Drodght might get it aU - save seed in bin. i 
• I 
c. ) Take risk, feed mule some',aow SOmEll, i 
I 
plant Ilea vily - at harvest who had the most?1 
2,;: Macedonia ga.v.e. i 
a • )~!~.~ction. I 
b.) ~ .!!~tt (~p dOWll). I 
(1)\~"' I 
(2)~. 1 
.  I 
c./~~. ' 
(,1, Al:lw.lQa~Mjoy. i 
I 
\ 
\ 
\, 
--.-..... '7 '-.". , 
(2) ..Abounded to riches, of their liberality. 
'4i.j.'~"' ' 
~3)_ Beyond their power. 
,(4). Prayed with much emreaty. 
(5) 1M their own selves., 
I 3. cit. 
IRom. 15:25-29 "For._ twiili!ii;llti ba:_ "lit a1 
II ,a.) JQnlsa~ml~thad the faith - owed them 
~m~. ' 
, , b.) Paul wanted them Mission :n:iinded (both Cor. 
~ Macedonian). . 
c.) Net~·.~. - each O'ne imiepemtettt, yet 
cooperati ve. 
d.) Gave of own accord, lit: authority. 
4. No~ in passing: 
a.) Di4n't e~piate onwantof sq.fferel=s or 
'i';! ~ .... 
obli~a.tion of Co:r., but told of Macedonia & 
stirred them to imitate.. I 
b.) 0U~n'Yith our '~~t)ns we_;Q&Ull:r,aed & 
have little interest in others. 
c.) Their lioot:aJ.i.ty wae· vo~ 
bountifully, zealously shown. (Greele~ 
quote). 
d.) .... ]'tiW,~ ... ltos:atm~"rttials 
~ help others. ' 
e.) W/fJ'MYe- soundingbraaa. 
f.) We can be mechanical about our giving • • I{-_~ . 
- g.) Macedonia ,was special. 
Phil. . Lord greatly, tI 
2. Became poor. 
a.) At a definite time - earth adv~nt. 
b.) ~~~s.\ 
c.) Came into poverty, beggar •. 
d.) Relinquished pre-existent state. 
e.) Contrasts 2X. 
(1), Eternityvs. incarnation~ . 
(I) His earth vs. affluence of Gontemporaries. 
f.) What He gave up should be an encourage:r,nent : 
to 
I 
. : 
(V. 10).. i 
2. W3Sl:tJeouu •. Jl(lled.~q~ so, but.volun,teer.ed. I 
3. M~rqy -.M_e.W'illi~J~$;r,.edg~ Gan I 
th_ may advise - not comn);~Jlld •. , , ' . . 1 
4. Bring to an eng your stated goal. M,ac.s,tarte, 
later & finished earlier I "' ~ I :~~:!=:'~Dg. I 
7. ~le OO'mef!l " ~. ~o~rib1,ltion ;1&t tWngto 
,.~er~ ... , .' . 
8. Caa I command you to .keep your promise? 
. Ra8ier, gete it~do what" you said you'd do. 
9. No certain.amount was promised (V.j2).· 
10. "Perform.the doi~.o:( it •. " .. 
\. 
I 
I 
! 
11.Nnte life's equalization: (V. ,18-45). 
a.)_ Life 'evJns up.,things. " 
b.) Give because tomorrow you may need the help 
someone does today. 
c. ) Charity no encouragement to laziness or 
luxury. 
d.) B~Ugious parasitism not of theN. T. -''What 
do the alumni give ?'.I . 
e.) Inequaliti$5' come from· birth, education, 
accident. What does thi:s call for at our handS 
12. Man can own 13l'operty - yet all I'have is what I 
need & use. ,Do- we see th.e needs of others? 
1. .• '.l', II" 2' "_.Ii~""""""~'.; " . . J... . '.  
r V.21 "Provide forhbnest things, oot 
~. Give glory to God & sight of men •. 
. 1 2. Later means :t1o su~_Ci()Btolerated. 
.... 'I' 3. Proper business procedures. 
4.~~r •. 
I a.)·C~en~ballot·ofu.p~""", 
b.) Fit men sent. : 
5. :Qa.u.L was ~. ~ manito 00' 'thQ. Utile things an<~ 
priCtical thi ... ··supremely well. . 
6. A. void, ( of. V. ,29) 'nautioal term - furling sail - I 
.. take precautions in view of danger. I pr6v~'.· 3. :4'lISoshalt thO.U find fa~?ur and .. good ~nder1 
7. Both man & God need to know consclence IS 
crear. I 
8. Refute lies before they are spoken. J I 
i 
\ 
\. 
.j 
9. Love cb.allenges us to prove it in face of 
competent witness. 
10. Messengers of the churcbss. 
a. )_ information only. 
b.) Did not change or modify any decisions. 
c.) Not legislative. 
5. 
d.) Didn't meet other messengers & organize a 
body. 
I e.) Didn't sit in judgement on rest of church - all 
~ from D. Lipscomb. 
I III. What Then is Taught? 
I A. Power of an Example. 
i B. Keep your word - in on it. 
I C. Avoid suspicion. 
l~ r..wLS~ ... ,t 
I 
"'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L-- . 
FLASHBACK 
H<:iLIl"-"'" the 
lowered over Then he 
could not see the '''.U'''~lVU 
-Southern Christian Advocate 
and "I care 25 cents 
How much do the rest of 
care?" 
1,1984 ______ _ 
Horace Greeley once received a let-
ter from a woman stating that her 
church was in distressing financial 
straits. The congregation had tried 
oyster suppers, grab-bags, box socials, 
everything. "Would Mr Greeley be 
kind as to suggest some new advice.to 
keep the struggling church from dis-
banding?" 
The editor replied: "Try 

Beauty the Hands by 

·' ~l~Nt:S~(S THdr 
Cor. 8:1-12 
.'twant to talk to you about giYlng .ey. 
A. I flOod company - Paul often did., . 
1. M~!> visits tc> Jerusalem Acts 9:26,; .,,1. 1';.18: 
a.) 2nd visit c Barnabas al,brot benevolentoff .. ing 
, from Antioch to relieve famine (Acts 11:27-30). 
b.) 3rd X - was urged to remember the poor ',uwhi ch 
. thing I WQS eager to do. II (Gal. 2:10) Rom. 15: 
25. 
c.) 5X brot alms. Acts 24:17 
2. This campaign took a lot of time. 
a.) Fund raise a major task of his. 
b.) Wrote letters, made tours. 
, c.) Appointed comm. to help him. 
d.) 2 chapters of 2 Cor. devoted to topic. 
B. There are others too! 
1. Jim Elliot, IIHe is no fool who gives whgt he 
cannot keep to ga in what he cannot lose. II 
2. John Wesley, "Make all you can, save all you 
can, give all you can. II 
3. Helen Steiner Rice. 
4. Wm. Ward Ayer. 
C. If you do not care to hear, now is the time to 
leave. 
1. Douglas, "1 day I'll come for nothing. II 
2. 2 Bro. - late - fainted. 
II. I'd like you to read c me 2 Cor. 8:1-12. 
A. Example of the Macedonia churches (V. 1-5). 
1. Berea I phi Ilipi, & Thess. were evidently the 
churches. 
, 
\ 
/ 
2. ereat example to Corinth. 
3. Nothing harsh - affection address as brethren. 
4. It was the grace of God that enabled the 
Macedonians to do what they did. 
a.) Weill see gifts by those who did not have 
adequate means. 
b.) Widow & mites vs. superfluity. 
2 -I 
5. Gave out of "severe trial" & "extreme poverty. II 
a.) Poverty hurt early church - lost jobs, family 
ties, inheritances, business collapsed. 
b.) Lit. IIRock bottom poverty" Extreme 
c.) Poland & Athens, Guatemala. 
6. Contrast c "overflowing joy" & IIrich generosity" 
(V. 2). 
a.) Shows organic unity of church. 
b.) Middle wall gone. 
co) Poverty did not hurt their giving nor persecution; 
(I Thess. 1:6, 2:14) their joy. ' , 
d.) Note he looks not at size of gift, but attitude. : 
7. Features of their Mac. gift 0 
a.) A ccording to their power. 
1.) What God asks of all. 
b.) Beyond their power:. 
1 .) Lit. contrary to nature. 
2.) Grace enters here - no, thot of the ir future 
security financially. ~T 
c .) Of their own accord. 
d.) Beseeching us c much entreaty. 
1 .) Held not -asked them - since he knew their 
poverty! 
~., 

\ 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
4. 
b. )No one ever richer ~ - none ever poorer. 
c.) It was for our -sakes -that He did it. fntensefy 
personal. 
d.) Shows his pre-existence. 
1 .) One sent. 
2.) One came into world. 
3.) One became flesh. 
5. So complete what you earlier started (V. 10-12). 
a.) A \I giving - free & spontaneous ideally. 
b.) I own nothing - it is all by the grace of God. 
c.) Fitting for us to complete what we start. 
d.} Something had allowed it to be sidetracked. 
e.) Not asked to give like the Macedonians but 
rather see when readiness is present it is 
acceptable in accordance with the measure of 
ability, not inability. , 
f.) Itls expedient we complete what we start. 
g .) Don It put hand to plow & look back. 
h.) Completion needs to match earlier intention. 
i.) Gave according to your means - IIGod assesses 
the value of a monetary gift not in terms of the 
actual amt. given but by compcring what .is 
! given with the total finondal resources of the 
I giver. No one is expected to give according to 
i . wbat he does not have. II Expositorls Bible Com 
i2J..w..fhvLa""6-KI, • • A ' 
i ?1bw,"riJdJw.Jv 1£J1e)tJJ.N .. r~' 
I ' 
i 
L ... 
\. 
When the. offeri~g plate was passed during 
church services,. small Douglas hesitantly op-
ened. a tight f!st and parted with his coin. 
lookmg up at hiS mother, he whispered "Some 
of these days I'm coming in here for nothing!" 
Bonnie Braun-Cincinnati, Ohio 
lit 
GIVING 
are the mpst generous 
Americ.ans? 'Those in the 
$100,000 a year class,-and up. 
That's what the latest study , 
shows. "Their gifts to churches 
and other philanthropies 
averaged $13,553 in 1970," says 
a spokesman for the American • 
Ass'n of Fund Raising counsel, ; 
~nc. "That's 7.25 percent of! their adjusted gross income.! 
e average for all Americans: 
was 2.9 percent."-JOHN COS- ' 
TELLO, Nation's Business, 9-
72. 
\. 
-
HIMSELF-NOT MONEY 
Have you ever stopPed to 
realize that Christ never ga:ve 
anyone momey? The rienes. of ~ 
the wUllld were His for ,{;be • 
taking, and His to give away, yet, 
when the poor and the hung~ 
came to Him, He didn'tgiiV,e 
them mon:ey, and Hemre}y 
gave them food; He gave them 
love and servi'Geandthe 
greatest gift 'O'f '-, Hirose ~. 
Contributed. lM . ~ 
!.)I U11f 
. j 
r-fA- . ~Jv1}u~ 
ON ONE OCCASIONJestrs--sat--bythe temple 
treasury watching people give their gifts. He 
had nothing to say about the lavish gifts of the 
wealthy, but of a poor widow's pitiful gift He 
exclaimed, "Verily I say unto you, that this 
poor widow hath cast more in, than all they 
which have cast into the treasury: for all they 
did cast in of their abundance; but she of her 
want did cast in all that she had, even all her 
living" (Mark 12: 41-44) . 
Jesus is always present when His people 
make their offerings. It is obvious from this ac-
count that He considers "giving" a very im-
portant part of the service. There may have 
been some beautiful music in those temple serv-
ices, but Jesus has left no word concerning His 
attitude toward it. We do have Christ's im-
portant word about the offering. 
Our use of money is often the acid test of our 
character. Money is not merely an objective 
thing. It is something vastly more than dollars 
and cents, bills and silver: our money is life 
crystallized, service transmuted into currency, 
talents and efforts made negotiable. Money used 
is life extended. Money is _-power-power for 
good or power for evil. The New Testament 
speaks about the use of money as being a Chris-
tian grace and a definite responsibility. Paul 
says: "Therefore, as ye abound in every thing, 
in faith, and utterance, and knowledge, and in 
all diligence, and in your love to us, see that ye 
abound in this grace also" (2 Corinthians 8: 7) . 
He is speaking about the grace of giving. 
The use of money by the American people is 
a revealing index to our character. We spend 
billions for liquor, billions for entertainment, 
billions for pleasure and billions for luxuries 
but statisticians inform us that we are giving les! 
and less to churches and charitable organiza· 
tions. America spends more for chewing gurr 
than she does for God. If the church could hav( 
one tenth of the amount spent for cigarettes ir 
America, she could put missionaries in eve!) 
nook and corner of this lost world of ours to tel 
the glad story of the love and mercy of God 
The evangelical church doesn't spend as mud 
for all of its labors for the Kingdom as th( 
liquor interests s en rtising. 
e use 0 our money is a revelation of heari 
attitudes-whether we put God first or last ir 
our affairs. The man who tithes-who receive! 
his salary and sets aside one-tenth for the King· 
dom of God - acknowledges God's existe11tc( 
and sovereignty. "Honor the Lord with thy SUb· 
stance, and with the firstfruits of _ all thine in· 
crease" (Proverbs 3: 9). Millions of our peopl( 
give "something" to the Kingdom of God okl) 
when they have "anything" left after they nav( 
indulged themselves and served the flesh. Man) 
people are saying today, "I cannot afford to se1 
anything aside for God. My family and obliga· 
tions take it all." Unless God is given first place: 
there will be nothing left for Him. 
I read of a little girl who planned to give he] 
father a pair of slippers for his birthday. "Where 
will you get the money?" she was asked. She 
opened her eyes like saucers and said, "Why, 
Father will give me the money." So it is witll 
our God. Some of you once honored God b) 
setting aside His tenth, but you no longer do it 
You must trust God and begin anew! 
Money is such a practical thing that it reveah 
12: 1 
her trusted 
God to of the 
of for a 
moment that let her I wouldn't be-
lieve in a God who would let a woman like that 
down. God will never allow Himself to be in 
debt to His children. 
The use of our 
to Christ. What is the 
is the 
am sure 
that 
generosity. 
needy children give you an overflowing 
and generous heart, and a desire to pass on to 
lives of others the blessings He has show-
ered upon you. 
William Ward Ayer 
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"Just for Y:.6u" - Helen Steiner Rice 
One- is a sparkling sapphire jewel, 
Its waters are clean and clear and cool. 
Along its shores the children play 
And trav." seek it on their way, 
And nature .. va 80 laviahl)' 
Her choicest gems to the Galilee ... 
But onto the south the Jordan flows 
Illto a sea where nothing lrows, 
No splash of iah, no singinJ bird, 
No cbIklren's lauahter 
is ever hcm<l. 
The air han. heavy all around 
And nature shuns this banen lround ... 
Both seas recdve the Jordan's flow. 
The water is just the same, we know, 
But one of·the seas, like liquid sun, 
Can warm the hearts of everyone, 
Whilefaltber SOUth another sea 
Is -.{land dark and miserly-
It takes drop the Jordan bfings 
AM' to .•• it fieteely clings ... 
\, 
never 
And in this laughing. living sea 
That takes and gives so generously 
We find the way to Life and Living 
Is not in Keepins. but in Giving! 
Yes, there are TW(t Palestinian Seas 
And mankind is fashioned after these! 
6 
e e 
ngs e ha ened. 
missionaries Jack and 
Kay €lau, came 
in door knocking durinG our Campaign 
different adult vistors attended during the 
preaching. Most of these were new contacts. 
to assist us 
st. OVer thirty 
eight nights of 
On.e youhg womun, Elisabeth Rheinhardt, was baptized 
last week. She is a thirty y,~ar old nurse who works as a 
floor supervisor in our largest hospital. She has studied 
with us for'several months but the Campaign helped her make 
a decision. 
Two oldHr ladies tlH:lt were OllCH active Christians here 
but had fallen away have returned to the fold. One of those 
was a result of the Campaign. 
Our liednesdax 
up to an all time high ave 
from §,::[e.;t'tlg,eo:f' fiYHprior to our arrivt:'l 
year agO. "The tlrd is truly blessing our ogHther. 
I ,.,roc pI' parinG to take 
load of en in Poland who 
because of the ending crisis ara s faring. I am en-
closing a copy a I' rt ,with tos, which appear 
in the bulletin of uur sponsori congregation. Since 
that report however, we have made a BC nd trip to Pol '" 
It 'vaS unbeliievable how drl\ tic th ituutiol1i had 
worsened .:I:n. oruly five we '1'her i certainly a criti 0.1 
shortage of everything. A sister, Hho is a Dentist, as if 
we could get her sume bitts for her drill. Clothing, 
particularly small childrens, is not available. Material 
to sew clothing is not available", Ylflrn to If ;t is not 
available. Gasoline is in short s y, car parts are 
not available and hund reds of cars sit under canvas covHrings 
waiting for parts. Medicines are in short s y. Matches 
are not available and the people have gas Ileat and cooking stoves 
without pilot lights. Even at the Hotels~designed for 
Hestern tourists, \ve l"ere tuld there wer(~ only two things on 
the menue and no soft drinks but mineral water. (Five weeks 
earlier we could get anything He wanted at the same hotels.) 
Due to this critical shortagH I aIrl making a special 
request of you. Ive plan to ret urn to Po land in early Octub ar" 
\;lith $55,000 we can fill and take ,rive truclcs loaded \'lith 
help our brethren survive the winter. 
_;~;::'';;?0'-;Hw'w:;;-,*~~,J;;'~;;,~~":w~,,,y~,,~,¥;';~~';';;,;;;:y,,~,~;~i~ a nd send itt 0 t 11 e 
rch of Christ, P.O. 228, , 
Little Rock, Ark. 
from starvation. 
You may save a brother or sister 
\ ..., 
DON'T FQRGET THE OTHER BROTHER 
2 COr. 8:16-'2D 
B. 
1. ~!~th. 
2. BI.f!~ .. ~tilat J.flI1~. 
3. .I'~ .• ~l ~Q~al 
1 
I 
6. 
B.~ 
A. 
1. 
2. 
1. Only to us. 
2. The Corinthi s w:mld have known 
him. - .AiJl ~ 
.'711111_'",. 
1. IW· in tha En 0' 
a) Connected with the proclamation 
of the gospel--what could be 
finer. 
Well travelled, well known. 
Great the church knew him 
univer~ally. ) _';'P'r~ee tlpPe<9&UtiO'H against 
f .. ;, ~um9P'S ame ':l'mprGp'riety with 
~" IlIorrey-.' • 
3, 
L 
4 • D'«;U~:~W~~~1'~f:~g:{~~~@;.:~::l.~~"t())"do 
t~e::Hft;~~:t~ItFl~S&1ii~::ip;~~~t;i;~al things 
e~ltf(_~l"1';·we'd~~;;:.:((;Bllf~lfy ) 
_"I111,,_.~,",tJ ptf;~~ 
a)NaJdi~.,lll t~Jlm. 
b) Furling.&ail .takingparcautions in 
5. 
• 3: 4 FirrJ k~" . t " . ~rfl~iI; :,''PI DfGetf;"" 
6. e 
a) Only time in NT for large contri-
bution. (Jensen) 
(i.,>' b) ~t __ &1i_$ the problem. 
M £:.? =~!:. r:enero'Us contribution--
7. A ciiurch tEat doesn't give doesn't 
3. 
4. 
live but don't let bu overshadow 
SPiritulaili'IIIIII __ ~~ 
'7 
its Ii blh 166M Ciidrch. 
I all' i ' OiI21llg a 
l' d t ttrz to 
7 
- Neglect .::#1 
c e against life, the worst of all crimes, is 
not to eel. And:there was never, perhaps, a civiliza= 
tion in which that crime, the crime of torpor, of lethar~ 
gy, of apathy, the snake-like sin of coldn-ess-at-the -
heart, was commoner than in our technical civilization. 
Archibald MacLeish 
GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS - Sweeting -
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power has 
lbH"HEUU.O ' and thus we are 
... The 
AND ILLU 
Landers, newspaper columnist: "EverytJt 
recognition, attention, praise and acceptance. 
e bristle at criticism and respond wannly to a com-
pliment. We steer clear of people who make us feel 
uncomfortable. We gravitate toward those who make us feel 
good about ourselves. Warmth, kindness and friendship are 
the most yearned-for commodities in the world. The person 
who can provide them will never be lonely." 
Michelmgclo was also a superb applied psychologist. 
At first, the was ignored and disdained by his own 
generation. But he had faith in his ability and decided 
to use some psychology on his critics. Knowing that 
they were fascinated by excavating in old ruins to dig 
up supposedly priceless works of art, he tinted one of 
his masterpieces and then had it buried where an ex-
cavating party would be sure to find it. The critics 
were enraptured., They pronounced it an antique of 
rare value. The Cardinal of San Giorgio was so im-
pressed that he paid a huge sum to add it to his art 
. collection. Then Michelangelo deftly let the cat Qut of 
tll€! bag. The art critics ... were so far out on a limb 
that they had to admit that he was an artristic genius. 
! , 
/ 
was 
Crane 
A famous admiral always en-
couraged his officers to act on 
their own initiative. One day he 
received a mess~ge from one of 
the captains in· his fleet: "Am 
lost in fog. Shall I proceed to 
destination or return to base?~'1.; A : 
Th d 'I I' d "Y "'"" .. % • e a mIra rep Ie: es,'~,' iiF 
Soon after, another messtfge 
arrived: "Do you mean, Yes, I 
should proceed to destination, 
or , Yes, I should return to base?" 
This time the reply was "No," 
Woodchuckles; Woodmen of the World 
Magazine 
Lane Olinghouse 
newspapers, the next 
condemning Beecher 
flowers. 
And when Morse was trying to get money from Cbn-
gress for a telegraph line~~orn Baltimore to Washington 
he had to endure the adveJese criticisms of the press 
for ele.v,en years. 
And when, in 1845, Ml'.~d.am ThornpsQn gotl.lpthe 
first bathtub in America, the newspapers said he was 
"going to· spoil the democratic simplicity of the republic." 
And wtten Cyrus Field was trying to lay the Atlantic 
cable as "a mad freak of stubborn ignorance." 
Robert G. Lee 
GREAT QUOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS - Sweeting 
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I 
' It,. .·~ODIS 'm11'LF 1'tA Y 
i 'J ).Cor.8:16-22 
'.Ever mindf i I c:if the needs of men, God sent 
I multi pJ,!,* folk!to do Hi s wi II. 
I A. Jg.¢qb . hod 1; sons. 
B. Jesus sent diiciples by two~ 
C • (Jesus chose 12. 
'i D. Missionaries went by teams. 
E M••• • • 'Ss'ongCles sometimes sent tTl?.. 
1. That's today's lesson - God's triple play. 
(YCMJ"II never get a hit until you get the bat off 
your shoulders). 
2. We see usage of 3 men. 
,II. .g."N." 
A. poor Jewish saints at Jerusalem need help badlY'1 
B. Richer Gentile Christians are taking up a I 
collection for them. I 
C. Paul writes to Corinth in particularabout it. I 
1. poor Macedonian churches gave generously I 
(8: 1-5). I 
2. Now want Cori nth I much ri cher I to gi ve I 
(8:6-15). /! 
,; 3. Now he tells the immediate necessary plan for 
Corinth. . 
1"·A~~a~ God" --
1. For all Good we need to thank GOd. 
a.) We need to keep heart open to praise. 
b.) Are we full of praise to God - all things that 
\ come are bY-. H. is grace. . ,/I J. j -, / ~'J W~ 11) tdfJ~ S~ ... (f?'r:u-/fUdP • J 
.... 
, W • H' L.. r 2. e must recOg n.:ze1m as sour,cEl. i 
V. 16 l1God put the same earnest care into the heart o~ 
ao) God moved Titus heart to SO dispose. . 
b .) Behi nd a II Q?od ~ents i !...Qod • 
co) Hpw does He put things in hearts? 
(1) Paul asked Titus to gO, thus he may thru another] 
V. 6 IIlnsomuch that we desired Titus, that as he had bi 
(2) H,e doesn't need to explain his method - he just: 
does it. . Qr.'j, •• * 
1 • ,III li" .bi. 
a .) Name means III honor. tJ 
b.) Comfort to Paul. 
2 Cor. 7:6 JlGod, that COm. those that are cast, comfq 
7: 13 ttFor the joy of Titus we were joyed : 
Gal. 2:3 IITItus - Greek •• uncircumcised ! 
co) 9X mentioned in2 Cor. - never in Acts. I I 
d.) Fgmous letter: set in order« ordain elders; I 
avoid unpro~itable discussi~n; assert authority., I 
e .) Paul asked hi m to go to Cor I nth. > 
V. 17 IIFor indeed he accepted the exhortati On I 
2. pbrtthk _ DlOfJ ~ see sog ~> I 
a .) S:-t.to encourage. :ut ~'ore r>atCd~I~ commi s~ 
hun It was already In hf.s heart to do It. I 
b.) .H.e . saw. th. e gift would blesS Jerusalem :i.:ts bU~. I 
perhaps more SO those that gave it. 
c.) ~st his Own spontaneous zeal. 1 step ahe 
Of~ .. 
d.) lI&ifi;St care II is w~ he had - he loved both 
cities • 
~I 
3. r 
e.) Zegl is continuoUs. i 
f.) You are not onlX one with a good idea - God 
works on several hearts. (Cip On goal) 
g.) TItus selected as almoner. . 
h.) Model behavior is not pressure but voluntary! 
3. Np ,2 T I' ...... 7' 
V. 18 "A nd we have sent c hi m the brother 
a .) Who was he ?/",'tI' ~ ~ 
1 .) Pu-e speCUlation as unnamed. rft.!jIlIlS':1f'1!'l), 
2.) Some said originally named but left off later 
becallse be di~rgced the caUse but no MMS 
Qui dence of such. 
3.) Was he luke? 
b • >. Wbm .,we,e m : c:zbmtt. this rod br()~er? 
1 .) tiis prai se is in the gospel throughout a 1 the 
churches. 
a.) Gospels not yet distributed - was he taking 
Luke's around to churches? 
b .) PJci_d becouse of hist="lodti ng • 
c.) Great to hove the praise of aU the chu-dt.es. 
do) Reputation in gospel cJemaftded - ~~Id 
Me.J:H.ht "AIf!MR' 1Onu-t me. 
eo) What can arms, art, science,;da for men 
compared-to what gospel can. 
f • ) Famous - praised of men. 
I g.)~·7'~ 
r 2.) A ndnot'thot onty but was also choserl'~6f the I 
I c~~.d;l_tG*1I8.etj~""wftb, ,+it!, •• 'Or gift. I 
f: a.) Not just Paul's appointment but also the.chtJrchJ 
L 1 
v. 22 !lAnd we 
a .) \.ll;,l,.t'I'@1l'ft 
b.) - tested busi ness abili • 
c.) Why anonymity of 2 envoys? Didn1t name 
immoral men. 
I Cor. 5:1 lilt is i'eported commtlnly 
2 • 2:5 JlBut if have 

No Initials, Please! - R.B. Stevens' 
parents couldn't decide on a name 
for him so they gave him the initials 
"R.B." When he joined the Army' 
~is. application form requested 
Pnnt your full name - no initials 
~Please." , Not having a full name Stevens 
" ' wrote R (only), B (only) Stevens." 
T~roughout his Army career, he 
rec~lved paychecks, instructions and 
notIces addressed to "Ronly Bonly 
Stevens." 
Another has said, 11 Men who die mentally in the ministr~ 
are not murdered ••• they commit suicide. n 
(Bishop Kennedy, "We Never Had It So Good") 
Harding Lectures 1980 
"Stewards of Our Minds" - By Jack P. Lewis - Page 150 
own 
mistake. 
andthe?ov'n?~a¥HHo.o.ftCJ'uy 
wrote Alfred's 
For the first time, 
saw himself as the world saw 
him~"the dynamite King," the 
great industrialist who had made 
an immense fortune from ex-
plosives. This, as far as the 
general public was concerned, 
was the entire purpose of his life. 
N one of his true intentions sur-
faced. 
his work to 
bamers that ""1',,,,,.,,,1-,,,,1"1 per~;onlS 
and ideas. He was 
merchant of and for 
alone he would be loemembered. 
Alfred read the with 
horror. He world 
must know the true and 
"'"."'''''''''' of Hfe!" 
to do this through 
his last will and testament. The 
final disposition of his fortune 
would show the world his life's 
ideals! And at that time came into 
being the most valued of prizes-
the Nobel Peace Prize. 
Mayall who know us know 
what we stand for. 
ADD A LI'ITLE SILVER 
A wealtby man visited a less for-
tunate friE}nd and began to brag 
abo]ithisriches. 
"Hold ·~t;" interrupted the 
friend. "I'dlikeyou toJook()utthe 
window and ten me what you 
see." 
"Well," said the rich one, 
staring, "I see people." 
, . Then the friend held out a ~irror .. "What do you see now?" he asked. 
\ 
"Myself, naturally,"said Mr. 
Wealthy. 
"Then, observe," said the other 
softly. "In the window there is 
glass, and in the mirror there is 
glass. But the glass in the mirror 
ha.s had a little silver added to it. 
No sooner is that little silver 
added than you cease to. see 
others and see only yourself." 
Funny Funny World 

\. 
PERPETUITY: THE CRY OF THE MOMENT 
2 Cor. 8: 23 
I. If I wanted a big word to convey my 
spiritual assignment, l'd use perpetuity, 
the cry of the moment. 
A. But if I wanted to be understood I'd 
use what Paul wrote to two young 
men: 
: Titus 1: 7 "For a bishop must hold fast the 
faith. That he may be able by 
sound doctrine to exhort and 
convince the gainsayer for there 
are ••. " 
2 Tim. 2: 2 "And the things that thou hast 
heard of me among many wit-
nesses, the same commit thou ••. " 
B. This is the unanimous theme of all 
leaders. 
C. Please note it was a task given 
young men! 
1. We old preachers are not a passing 
breed. but see ability and truth 
in youth. 
2. If every eldership and every 
preacher subscribed to these words! 
today there would be a church of 
Christ in old Philippi. Troas. 
Turkey. 
; 
" 
... 
3. It would not be Moslem but 
Christian. 
4. The only way this would not 
happen is: 
a) That there are no longer people 
there--my seven tenant houses 
are gone. 
b) Or else some eldership and 
preacher failed to do their duty. 
c) Otherwise the church would 
perpetuate itself. 
D. I want you to see this charge in the 
person of Titus. 
II. Extracts from work of Titus: 
A. He was an uncircumcized Gentile. 
B. Timothy was the son of a mixed 
marriage. 
1. He was circumcized to make him 
acceptable to Jewish people. 
2. He was Paul's son in the gospel. 
C. Titus was a Greek. 
1. Never circumcized - Gal. 2:3. 
2. Else you would preach necessity 
of: Hearing, faith, repentance, 
baptism, circumcision for males--
thus bear in body signs of the 
flesh. 
3. Circumcision today of the heart • 
III 
E 
F. 
B 
a word or two as 
Matthew 23: 35 -~ Abel 
8:23 
Messenger 
4:. Messenger of the glory of Christ. 
5. Bear in mind his companion-Paul. 
C. And in other references: 
1. Mine own son after the common 
faith. 
2. Mike Tune--Liz Curtis Higgs 
IV. In Paul's letter to Titus one finds great 
contrasts. 
A. One has to do with the condemnation 
of evil and in our world of: 
1. Sexual abuses: Home, same sex 
marriages and Wall Street Journal 
story of Alzheimer's wife and week'""' 
end mistress, hear what he rec'd. 
Titus 1: 13-16 
Titus 3:3 
Titus 3: 9-11 
B. Contrastingly the purity of the 
gospel. 
4. 
Titus 2: 1 "But speak thou the things which 
become sound doctrine." 
Titus 3: 4-8 "But after that the kindness and 
love of God our Saviour toward 
man appeared. It 
Titus 2: 11-14 "For the grace of God that 
bringeth salvation hath 
Titus 3: 14 
appeared to all men." 
"And let our's also learn to 
maintain good works for 
necessary uses, that they be 
not unfruitful." 
'\ 
i 
L 
.... 
fG IVING' S ~OT A TWO WA Y STREET 
" Cor. 9:6-7 
I. As in most things: 
A ~!2_'" to every question. 
B. ~t all 1 way. 
C •. So c giVing - 2 side to the issue: 
1. God's. 
2. Man's. 
3. Basi cs for it 2 Cor. 9. 
II. :Letts ''l6oktst at our side - Manis. 
A. ~a is the metter of pri de anfirepliltoti on • 
R~ad 2 Cor. 9: 1-5. .. . 
1. IIYe maybe readyll - V. 3. 
a .) Perfect tense. . 
b.) Doesn't mean preparation to toke offering, but 
that it ear Ii er be taken & r~ady, 'to hand to Pau I • 
on arri val. ,-
co) Should he come & find they haven't taken it, 
his boasting was vain. 
2~ BQr~ Loy ~ we 9i Ve 4 ways. 
o .).Q':!t~4 
_ b~}~lfsatisfaction. 
c.) Pratige. 
d.) lcwe's compuJsiQA. 
~el,:,a-=;::.1f •. ~~ .. ~, " Jj .' ~,;t''''~~-I.,~.f ~,l ~~'d{ ~ 
V. 7 "Every man according as'he 
1. Give by own choice, notcoercive. 
2. Earlier said you would since YOy knew what it 
was goi ng for - Keep word. 
, 3. Give as your heart prompts - McGarVey • 
\ 
\. 
4. Church the bri de - ,what about husband who 
spends all on self -'1iothing for bride. 
5. ~tt Ccrd 1I1i.:,;: 
6. \110/ by Cord #2 & 21(2;; 
C. 3rdly, give Cheerfully. ' 
1 • A II are happy to move to hilarious. En joy it. 
2. Mai n moti ve not what others thi nk - not just 
safeguordi ng good nome. . " 
3. God's folk are happy folk in every phose of the' 
work. ~ 4.~Hmr~"y, 2. r 
5. Miser is miserable. 
6. W/draw from covetous I Cor. 5:11. 
7. Talk to elders about your gUts. 
D .,~ta.."t Gi;yLnI-::we s~e ~at it does. 
1. V~~. .les the went gf t~.saints. II 
0.) .IIift, en. ,Stwy 113'O'! 
b.) ~gffts #4'. , 
c.) ·GAG .... . 114\/2., 
2. .., ...... GocI. " 
Ps. 1 "He hath dispersed, he'Jiath given to the 
poor; his righteousness endureth forever; 
his horn sholl be exalted with honour. II 
0.) Coffman calls this the epitaph of the 
~=t~~n"~ a....8~~ified (Y.;;,-
a .) Ki ng Mi das drown c ass' ears. 
b.)..Mark Twain '5. ' , 
c.) Cord on Pride 116. 
, 
\. 
.., . if. ~--<.,,~ .~. 14) • 
1 III. Let's now lQolc:: at God's side. 
A., He established law of sowing & reaping. 
V. 6 "He which soweth sparingly 
1 .~. s. Lewis 1170' 
2.~ltiple Card liS.· 
3. Proverb IIi. 
Be4~~ciency & ebtlfty to •• y good v.t>rk 
(Read V. s-11 ) . 
Ps. 50:10-12 Read. 
I Chron. 29:14 "But who am I, & what is my people, 
that we should be able to offer so willingly after 
this sort? for all things come of thee - and of thinei 
own have we given thee. II 
1 ..... eft 'HJ~ I <;. _;fE. ; uwe'.-..·fJIv. 
4J V. 15 IIThanks be unto God for hi s 
.,..~ ~S"'~l"'" 
Or. J. H. Jowett has said, l1Minlstry that costs n~thing 111 
accomplishes nothing. II Paul takes great care to show that it was 
not in circumstances of prosperity that the saints in Macedonia 
gave their liberal offering. Some severe test of affliction had come 
on these local churches (Acts 16:20; 17:5,13; Phil. 1:28; 
I Thess. 1 :6; 2: 14, 3:3-9); and they had been reduced to what is 
described as "deep poverty" or, more literally, lldown-to-the-
bottom POWll'ty. 11 But in all their affliction and poverty there was 
joy and liberality. This is true sacrifice, and they had learned it 
from their matchless Savior, IIwho for the joy that was set before 
him endured the cross, despising the shame u (Heb. 12:2). 
liThe Grace of Gi1yirng II - By Stephen Olford - Page 43 
I loy by ••• os God hoth prospered. 
.i(1)/y' 
Before we decide on our regular giving it is well to point out 
that the collection for whi ch Paul was asking was something over 
and above the normal giving of the church at Corinth. Of the six 
or more words that are used in the New Testament to describe our 
monetary gifts to God, the apostle uses a special term in our text 
whi ch means lIan extra collection. 11 The Greek word loqia 
denotes that which was opposite to a tax; in other words, it was 
an extra piece of giving. 
liThe Grace of Giving" - By Stephen Olford - Page 37 
A lovely story is told of the sointfy Frances Ridley Hovergol, 
who wrote the lines we so often sing without due seriousness and 
commitment: '?t+ 
Take my silver and my gold, r I 
Not a mite would I withhold. 
On record is the fact that this hymn was autobiographi cal. 
Frances Ridley Havergal did what she sang. In her writings is 
this personal testimony: "'Take my silver and my gold l now mean 
shipping off an my ornaments--including a jewel cabinet which 
is really fit for a countess--to the Church Missionary Society •••• 
I don It think I need tell you I never packed a box with such 
pleasure. II This was giving with hilarity! 
J1'The GrQce of Giving II - By Stephen Olford - Page 76 

frnportant was that these women prized their gifts 'fro in the kIng 
more highly than their former possessions. The reason, of course, 
is clear. The decorati ons were proj)f that they hod sacrifi ced for 
their king. Indeed, it is a matter of history that it become 
unfashionable for women to wear jewelry. So the Order of the 
Iron Cross was established. Members of this order wore no 
ornamemts 1 save a cross of iron for a II to see. 
liThe Grace of G i 'vi ng II - By Stephen Olford - pp. 18-19 
This brings up the whole questfoo of whether or not we ""'1-
should leave our giving until we have departed this life. S<1met 
one has said that those who defer their gifts to their deathbeds 
virtually soy to God: IIWe wi" now give You something tlitct we 
can keep no longer. 11 Happy, therefore, is the man who is his 
own executor, giving in life, not waiting until death. Think of 
the uncounted millions of dollars in the hands ,of ,Christian men 
and women that are withheld from Christian service until death 
releases these vast reSOurces. A study of the New Testament 
raises questions about the wis,dom and rightness of this kind of 
stewardship. Jhcrt knot to say that we are to be irresponsible 
for our doily expenseiS-;Tor .the Scripture says,"Oweno man 
anything II (Rom. J3:8)~..., ,Nor does it mean that we'are, not to lay 
up for our dependents'. for the Word of God declares, II If any 
j 
\. 
provide not for his own, and specially for those of his own house, r 
he hath denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel" 
(l Tim. 5:8). Having token these matters into consideration, we 
should remember that God's timetable requires our resourees now, 
not only after death. 
liThe Grace of Giving" - By Stephen alford - Page 52 
How well you and I know this! Perhaps this explains why i 
ri ch people are seldom genuinely happy or secure. ilj(i 
11Millionaires who laugh,11 confessed Andrew Carnegie, liar I 
rare. II Sir Ernest Cassel, a multimillionaire who spent vast i1
1 
fortunes for the benefit of mankind, the friend of kings and I 
emperors, said to one of his visi~s: l1you may have all the I 
money in the world, and yet be a lonely and sorrowing man. The 
light has gone out of my life. I live in this beautiful house, 
which I have furnished with all the luxury and wonder of art; but, 
believe me, I no longer value my millions. II 
liThe Grace of Giving ll - By Stephen alford - Page 99 
1, 
It is said that when the British government sought to reward 
General Gordon for his brilliant service in China, he declined all 
money and titles but accepted a gold medal inscribed with th,e~ 
record of his thirty-three engagements. This became his mosr":. U 
prized possession. But after his death the medal could not be I 
found. Eventually it was learned that he had sent it to Manchester 
during a severe famine, directing that it should be melted down:, 
and used to buy food for the poor. In his diary under the date of its 
sending were these words: liThe last earthly thing I had in this 
world that I valued I have given to the Lord Jesus Christ." 
liThe Grace of Giving II - By Stephen Olford - pp. 45-46 
For tf there- be first a willing mind, it is accepted. M,r 
Thi s matter of intent cannot be overemphasi zed. Mark ".Y j) 
Twain quipped that when some men discharge an obligation, you 
can hear the report i. mi les around. 
"The Grace of Giving II - By Stephen Olford - Page 54 
\. 

He multiplies the seed thot is sown. Giving is not self-k ' 
impoverishment but self-enrichment. The Lord Jesus affirml'tl?at 
giving is an assurance of gaining: l1Give, and it shall be given 
unto you; good measure, pressed down, and shaken together I 
and running over, shall men give into your bosom. For with the 
same measure that ye mete withal it shall be measured to you 
againll (Luke 6:38). This, of course, must not be our motive 
for giving lest as someone has said, IWe vitiate the whole 
ethical value of the act. But our Lord offers this assurance, 
that giving is never a one-way street: it is the door to plenty. II 
liThe Grace of Giving II - By Stephen Olford - Page 78 
So we would say in the words of another: II If you want to 
be rich, give; if you want to be poor I grasp! If you want ~ 
abundance, scatter; if you want to be needy, hoard! II ;rr, 
liThe Groce of Gi ving II - By Stephen Olford - Page 79 
Dr. A. W. Tozer addressed this concept of the heavenly al D r 
treasures when he wrote: 7+'/ 
It is one of the glories of the Christian religion that faith and 
love can transmute lower values into higher ones. Earthly 
possessions can be turned into heavenly treasures_~ 
It is like this: A twenty-dollar bill, useless in itself, can be 
transmuted into mi Ik and eggs and fruit to feed hungry chi lelren. 
Physical and mental powers, valuable in themselves, can b~ 
transmuted into still higher values, such as a home and an 
education for a growing family. Human speech, a very gift of 
God to mankind, can become consolation for the bereaved or 
hope for the disconsolate, and it can rise higher and break into 
prayer and praise of the MAtst High God. 
As base a thing as money often is, it yet can be transmuted 
into everlasting tre.asure. It can be converted into [pod for the 
! 
\ 
;" ...., 
hungry and clothing for the poor; it can keep a missionary! 
actively winning lost men to the light of the gospel and thus 
transmute itself into heavenly values. 
Any temporal pGssession can be turned into everlasting 
wealth. Whatever is given to Christ is immediately touched 
with immortality. Hosanna fo God in the highestL 
(The A lliance Witness, October 8, 1958) 
liThe Grace of Giving II - By Stephen alford - page 100 
! 
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THE LOVE TEST 
2 Cor. 9:6-8 
I. I want to give you the "love test." 
A. Nothing to do with Valentine. 
B. No test on whether you know you are 
in love with a date or not. 
C. Nothing to do with your marriage. 
D. No test on your patriotism. 
E. Rather it's your relationship with God. 
II. Is not everyone here of the. desire t9 
please God? Then what does God love?--
how could I please him if I did not embrace 
his love? 
A. God declares the things he loves. 
B. What would you put on your list? 
1. I Kings 10: 9 "The Lord loved Israel" 
2. II Chron. 2: 11 "The Lord loved his people" 
3. In l 3: 16 "God so loved the world" 
4. In. 15: 9 "The. Father loved me' (Jesus). 
5. I J n. 4: 11 "God so loved us:n 
6. Isa. 61:8 "The Lord 10vesTudgement" 
7. Hosea 14: 4 I love the backslfdiIlg 
8. Micah 6: 8 ".what doth the Lord require" 
9. Ps. 70: 4 Love thy salvation 
10. James 2: 5 Heirs of King 
11. I In. 5: 3 Keep commandments 
12. II Cor. 9: 7 Cheerful giver 
C. Now that we know some things God loves 
and cheerful giver is among them..,.-can 
we do less than be one? Let's study 
that passage--II Cor. 9: 6-8. 
III. Things We Learn 
A. A lesson in sowing & reaping. 
v-6 "But this I say, he which" 
L 
4. 
6. 
more 
to 
B. Nature of the Gift. 
v-7 "Every man according as he" 
1. Every man--we all can do something--
and must--I see a lot of $1. 00 bills 
in plate--no one exempted. 
2. Purpose--Deliberate, Design. 
a) We are free to decide in faith the 
amount of our gift. 
b) We know they should be bountiful--
lit. "with blessings." 
c) Bountiful sets the amount. 
d) Does God require less of us than 
of the Jews & Moses? 
3. Heart 
a) Pass from amount to motive. 
b) Freedom must be insisted on--not 
ljkegiving to United Way so Co. 
18 lUU%. 
4, 
b) Some can exort out you 
with parting you later regret. 
c) Yet some so stingy it's like 
parting with life's blood. 
d) A grudging giver is an offense 
to God. 
5. Cheerful 0:: hilarious. 
a) Emotion accompanies our gift. 
b) One of joy--not sense of 
compulsion or reluctance. 
c) We enjoy giving--sweeps away all 
restraint. 
d) We make folks happier--so don't 
speed up the collection. 
e) Loves = blessed. 
f) God loves this giver and what 
God thinks is most important. 
IV. 
i 
4. 
God's Reaction Further Seen 
A. God is Able 
1. Think of the seasons. 
2. Look at His care. 
B. Abound--2X 
1. God at all times abundantly cares 
for our needs--so we should 
Ips. 112:9 
freely give. 
2. God will ever generously supply 
our sources. 
3. You will be no loser by giving. 
4. Are we content with bare 
necessities? 
5. God gave us what we have so 
that we can give more. 
"C . All Sufficiency 
1. Means contentment. 
I Tim. 6:6 
2. We possess all we need. 
3. Contentment which arises from 
the full s;upply of all needs given 
us by God. 
4. Like a full tank of gas. 
D. Abound Again 
1. Seed cast into the ground not lost 
2. Can we lose in doing what pleases 
God? 
3. He can make our charities 
rebound to our advantage. 
4. Gifts do not impoverish but' 
enrich. 
5. Like the little child that thinks 
Daddy can fix everything. 
6. We are impressed with our own 
feebleness. 
7. Trust God--"I have set the Lord 
always before me" (David) 
E. Promise--To Every Good Work 
5. 
1. Service--inexhaustible. 
~Ps. 112:9 
I 
I 2. Scatter--liberal in every direction. 
3. Seed supplied--thus ability and 
opportunity to help others. 
4. We give not of our own products but 
what God provides. 
1 Chron. 29: 14 "Of thine own have we given thee' 
5. God can give you such abundance you 
ii will not feel the loss of generous 
contributions to his service. 
6. Spiritual blessings are assured--
temporal ones are promised. 
7. Liberality with God extends through 
every stage of life. 
8. He will make all favors abound. 
9. Count all the aIls. 
10. His grace like oceans at full tide. 
Beltline church, Decatur, AL - 2/7/99 


2. Not coerci ve . 
II Cor. 1:24 "Not that we have dominion over your fal 
phil. 14 "But w/o thy mind would I do nothing; that t~ 
3. Not emotionally motivated~ 
4. Not reluctantly: not from grief lit. 
5. Not c grumbling on question. 
Rom. 12:8 "He that giveth let him do it c 
D. Itls cheerful. 
1. Jews had 2 chests for alms in temple. 
a.) One what the law requires. 
b.) Other of free will (Clark). 
2. 1I0ne may give c his hand & pull it back chis 
looks. II , 
3. Lord sees His own character in the cheerful giver ~ 
III. "Bf' will I be able?" is answered. God gives youl 
. A. Arfl grace. I! 
1. See sovereignty of God 1st of all. 
a.) Resources of God are put at disposa I of the 
Christian. 
b.) Nothing is beyond God's power. 
c.) Your sufficiency will let you abound to every 
good work because God supplies the wherewith 
d.) It is God w 0 enab es you to keep on. 
2. Grace. 
a.} God gives every blessing. 
b.) Makes it abound. . 
'Eph.' 3~20 liAble to do exceeding abundantly above 01 
c.) He's the 1st giver. 
c 2 Cor. 9: 15 "Thanks be unto Godfor his unspeakable 
d.) A \I I have comes from him. 
.j -1 
Marilyn Monroe, firm all empty inside. 11. : 
Hemingway,"J live in a vacuum that is as lonely as al 
radio tube when the batteries are dead & there is no . 
current to plug it in. 11 
B. A II Sufficiency. 
1. Our giving is God's grace thru His earthly agents 
and we aren't giving to run out! 
2. We'.11 excel. 
3. God replenishes those who give -but don't tempt 
Him! ' 
4. Paul taught the Corinthians they'd always be 
able to give. 
5. This grants contentment. 
6. He meets a II our needs. 
7. GQd has no limits - He replen ishes but not for 
selfish use but so you'll have sufficient for every 
good,work. 
8. Enuf for self & brothers. 
9. Contentment comes when others have a share in 
it. 
phil. 4:11 "I have learned in whatsoever state I am t 
19 "But-my Godshall supply all your need ac 
10. Man of charity loses nothing by his contributions 
11. Blessings rightly used bring larger ones. 
12. There is a future in everything ... in every $ L 
13. It's God who orders the future. 
Ps. 11 0:3 IIThy people offer themselves willing in th 
day of thy power. II 
14. cnp on Business. 
C. All Things. 
lis are 





l~': MttT TODAY'S NEE'OS L 
. . 2 COr. 9:9-11 
B. 
C.! esof 
life and dpesnlt really love me unless I 
get them. .1 ttr(fS)' ' ......... '".!.'r.:i!l1i. 
D. _j •. __ rl\F....,lyM9~1J .. ~~al Fami Iy 
E. ;~li.~.nf~~~;i·~~ct store 
for the future. T 1 (f) .' . 
II. How di d you do on the test? Graded 20 poi nts 
per question--plecsecheek yourself. We'll 
now study it to see the accuracy of our 
evaluation. . . 
III. n I goL "tition. . . 
A .ftl"i liiil ilia, ',:; *,e prayer jive said 
qblC ''')'Ielf. 
B. It asks for One dey supply of necessities. 
C. It ~ my dependency on God. 
11;1, 61 ;. 
A. i glJSJ IS aUd: 7 . 
1 .Ii .. Jld •• I_n'.Wi .... " • 
2. We sing lithe world has nothing left to 
give". . 
. ~, :if; 
\ 
\ 
2. IIU8c11 Q~d:ilOur II exdudesevery calling 
~J.""~"JCN,jn1l.$f€'~$ to 
many. 
4. Th0fWPSOfl~fttso'''''Wf!!F c~!1~'t'~oX 
and'fc:ffeea8vCfnfdg'e of'ourf€tfBwrnan. 
ft:.. ... tI1fs l~· oneo~ the 
words of N. T. 
1 • From epi ousi os 
ep-ee-oo-see-os 
2. For long time not found in Greek 
Ii terature except Matt. 6 & luke 13. 
'~"'~ . 
3 • 
. 3. Fi nally found it on a fragment that 
was a leidy's shopping list. 
B.WW~·"ft~' 
1. Sanders - dEfity fI!feenIilareedfcw the 
wmirrg day (might pray at night). 
2. Lloyd-Jones - gi~ ..., wftet is 
n~y, or "giW'wthis cIey ourbr ... 
for tomorrow". Li mi tsi tto day. 
3. Ow .claU,y 'MIAts •• ~ • ., . God. 
4. N.fs·f~h¥d' 
see clipping.-
5. God's concerned our 
6. Our needs have their rightful place. 
7. N~ .'f'hyd.qJ, '~felt., spffftual, 
t.dy, .uf, spi ri t • C.,. !Ift 5' 5!11 '" 
1. It is all ,the t to God. 
2. Jes!Js fs bread of· fe.· 
John 6:48-51 "I ~m the ,bread of life ••• lixireklid" 
3. III did! 9tigiidl gygg is My everYbody 
lila. eao". 
4. As Steven points out.it starts with the 
body -- do notdepreciate it, 
1 Cor. 6: 19 IfKno~ ye not that your body" 
5. Proper to ask for the material needs of life 
6. 'II § ( rr· 'rl ] ory; 
7121 SST" • ! nds • 
4. 
7. E" -,',~~ .:u~~t~,"" '.'not ,~,"" , r 
r . 8.'r IS not Itter thus as we work to 
sustoinlife it's not painful but pleasant. 
9. Ps. said "not s,een the righteous forsaken II 
1, superfluities. 
0) We do not give God informationvwhen 
we pray -- He already knows. 
b) Then why pray? 
c) Prayer keeps us in touch - "reach out 
and touch somebody" spirit. 
d) Earth I y father wou nded by chi I d who 
is content to enjoy the gift but never 
seeks his.company again until h-e 
exhausts his supply and needs more. 
e) Prayer .is presenting our . eel checks 
. and God honors them. 
2. w..~i~~t56a. 
Acts 17:28 "For in Him we Ii,ve and move" 
0) ... ·~< .... rf,~M"~ 
08F)e~""'·"'~n. 
b) ..... 17V_JI_L'~.jIllO_._ 
(1) No sparrow falls 
(2) Hairs ore numbered 
(3)He's interested in every port and 
portion of me. 
c) I'm utterly dependent On Him. 
d) ....... ~'t hfmselfabove 
~~euity of food. 
e) ~~~;ft;'U! otcmee--
~ments. 
our bodi es - Matt. 25 
a) 1st~@nfuryfotk paid one day at a 
ti me and at end of each day. 
Remember Matt. 20: 1-5 & Lev. 19: 13 i 
b) We are so ffiCtgite. 
c) 
4. 0 esn t wont us rest ess. 
0) Covetousness is idOlatry. 
Anxieties is indecision. 
b) Moderation and contentment his order. 
~~';;.:8"9 (Read) (convenient: my allowance) 
c) When we come to die the only thing 
we possess is what we gave away. 
Matt. 6:34 "Toke no thought for the morrow" 
1 1i m. 6:8 "But godli ness with contentment II 
5. Finally - am lone: 
0) Content 
b) Industri ous 
c) Trusting 
d) Loving God and man 
\ 
\ 

God only is the Maker 
Of all things near and far: 
He points the wayside flowers, 
He lights the evening star; 
The winds and waves obey Him; 
By Him the birds are fed; 
Much more to us the chi Idren I 
He gives our ~d. 
=---
11m a lover of pastry. 
....... 
Annie Cherry 
Shortly after the end of World War II, a woman wrote the 'Y 
following letter to TIME: 
III am an American housewife. J have lost a son in this 
war, and I am not going to tighten the belts of my other 
child-en to feed Europe. I find my friends, clubwomen, etc" 
feel the same.way. I, like housands of others, donated in the 
1920·5 to feed starving E • I was a traitor to my son. Now 
I say, let them stand on~elr own feet and work out the problem 
they have brought upon ~lves.1I 
.... {~ .. E. T. Thompson 
(The Sermon on the Mount, pg. 87) 
_____ "7 -':;- , 

Henry Norris Ryssell. a Prjpceton astroJJWlltlr. gave a lectur.e .in WhiC~~ 
e taIkeCiof the Milky Way and its millions of stars. When ~e fm~hed his . 
h a troubled woman asked. "Dr. Russell. if our world IS so littl~ and :~:~:~~erse so great. Can we really believe that God pays .~ny attentt;:d~o 
h b ·?" The noted astronomer answered. Th~tL.~. uman emgs. . " .. 
Madame on how big a God you believe m.. . ~ 'y~ bel' ;. bijeRQus6;to 6iiirereac hre'rll>h'1 to MaR m the Is U.s GgQ  111 tIll. 
rlrit!!ele of ebr:i~as? 
..... -........ . 
'. --~ ..• ','·,··O~-e~i~~. Jackson ,spen~ Su?days' ,fl.! J~trlh~)~~~ ~~IY reported thi~5 j , . '.' 'f~~ t~ n,s \flll,e. E~~h w~k he tned, a dl~er~nt d~no, mmatlon:first Pr~Sb,Y.,. " . 
. , - ~; then Baptist, next'~ethodlst, aU df~. I.e seemed to ~.,,<'"' 
" . ,., "' , -O' .• "\I$;,C 
the iftm~n was interesting and short. Ji¢ __ -.W much kit, •• ' .; 
att'-ce pleased Rachel a' *0 her wee; .... j 
\ religious vein. :A 41 ~ -
\(, I';;;;-t that the god of baac "" J, " 'oteet you, and give you . .: ~ lt~lth in my absence, in him alone we oug t to trust, he alone can preserve, '. ',:' 
T and''S:uide us through this troublesome world. and I am sure he wifJ>llear (, i": j your p~ayers: We are told that the prayers of th: righte?us prevai,leth ~~Uh' - :' ,~~ ~ and I add mmej'or your health and preservation untlll we agam meet.~!l '0 ;,.;; ", ~-~~~-~~~---~'----~~~_..\.._-------~~~, >- ~i¥i:irn 
-
'~ 
...... , 
'~"'~. 
When the "experts" 
speak ... 
The next time you're tempted to 
take the advice of a so-called 
expert, put that advice in pers-
pective. Remember what some 
experts have said in the past: 
• I think there's a world 
market for about five computers. 
-Thomas J. Watson, IBM 
chairman, in 1943. 
• With over 50 foreign cars 
already on sale here, the Japa-
nese auto industry isn't likely to 
carve out a big slice of the US 
market for itself. -Business 
Week in 1958. 
• TV won't be able to hold on to 
any market it captures after the 
first six months. People will soon 
get tired of staring at a plywood 
box every night. -Daryl F. 
Zanuck, head of 20th Century-
Fox, in 1946. 
• By 1980 all power (electric, 
atomic, solar) is likely to be virtu-
ally costless. -Henry Luce, 
founder and publisher of Time, 
Life and Fortune, in 1956. 
• 1930 will be a splendid 
employment year. -US Depart-
ment of Labor, in 1929. 
• I don't need bodyguards. -
James Hoffa, president of the 
Teamsters Union, in 1975. 
• My imagination refuses to 
see any sort of submarine doing 
anything but suffocating its crew 
and foundering at sea. -H.G. 
Wells, British writer and histo-
rian, in 1902. 
• Airplanes are interesting 
toys, but of no military value. -
France's Marshal Foch in 1911. 
-The Experts Speak - the 
Definitive Compendium on 
Authoritative Misinformation 
by Christopher Cerl and 
Victor Navasky, Pantheon 
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"3. 1 
ao) Giving & gratitude: proper cause & effect. I 
b.} People moved to say 1tThank , Lord. it 3. __ 
a ~) Needs are 
b:) Want = not what they desired but what they 
needed. 
4. __ " 
a. sa we wo' not see the righteous 
forsaken or his seed begging bread. 
b.) He makes a pledge to the giver that he l '" have· 
tempera I abundance. 
c.) WJ'''t iPfe!.p t je Q ',ubi,,' GBPtribution to i 
~ urc. . , . 
Mk. l~IfAnd Jesus answered and said, Verily, I ~ 
Prov. 11:24-25 scattereth, and yet in<:r) 
d. " I 
5. I 
I 
e.) 
do it, sino during 
f .) "bOrG;., 'I' g.on-Chri.l.tians. 
g.) Reputation is en1\ancZi & magMfied. 'rJ(,jra4t',1Ik;. 
h .) Strengthen will vs. weaken conscience. 
i.) 
_-"1"'-" ... 114/1~ t" " '~~~~~~~~~~~t~·.t1~f"'. 
\ 
\. 
Patient: I've been misbehaving 
and niy conscience is bothering 
me." 
Psychiatrist: "And you want \/./ 
me to help strengthen your will A 
power, right?" 
Not really, Doc. I was sort of 
hopi~helpmeweaken 
m~ 
9 
The relatives of an eccentric mil-
lionaire were gathered in the 
office of the family lawyer aathe 
will of the late magnate was 
being read. Each leaned forwa~d 
as his name was called and hIS .. X' 
bequest announced. 
Finally only Stephen, the 
spendthrift nephew, was left. He 
twitched nervously when the 
lawyer called his name. 
"To my nephew, Stephen 
Brown," the .... attorney read, 
"whom I promised to remember: 
Hi there, Stephen!" 
J 
15, 1981_~ ___ Page4.99 
SPENDING-~vt. 
The Tax Foundation, IQ,c.says 
this year, for the first time, 
combined federal, state and local 
government spending will top 
one trillion dollars. The total 
spending works out to an average ~ 
of $4,768 for each man, woman J 
and child in the country, the 
research group reports.-Chang-
ing Times, 10-81. 
ROBERT J. POTTER, Sr. VP at 
International Har r Co: "Al-
though our clvil:izatio as V 
existed for abou , years, 90 "-
percent of the technology we 
enjoy today has been devel?ped 
in the last 30 years, essentIally 
since the end of World War II. 
Perhaps it's because 90 percent of 
all the scientists and engineers 
~who have ever lived are alive 
today, creating and developing 
more and more technology every 
day." . ll-Q 
15,1981 ____ _ 
httrl~~ 
It Is Hard To Believe 
The Asso.ciated Press, in an article written fro.m Raleigh, 
N.C. repo.rted that a small Co.ngressio.nal Club led by Senato.r 
Jesse A. Helms repo.rted that it raised $2.4 millio.n in the ftrst 
six mo.nths o.f 1981. That's believable! 
Organizatio.ns raising po.litical funds are required ho.wever, 
to. repo.rt the names o.f any perso.ns who. give mo.re than $200 o.n 
any o.ne electio.n. The repo.rt fro.m this Co.ngressio.nal Club 
affirmed that o.f its $2.4 millio.n a to.tal o.f $2.02 millio.n came 
fro.m gifts o.f less than $200. This means that o.f the $2.4 
millio.n raised appro.ximately 98.5 percent o.f it came fro.m gifts 
belo.w $200. This is amazing! It is hard to. believe. 
Tt...! _ _ .L._ .. ~ __ !tt __ --'-~ __ .L_ ,---11 "_" _,____ _ 
'\ 
HUNGER 
There are' fo.ur billio.n people in 
the world to.day. One billio.n have 
per capita incomes o.f o.ver$5,000 
per year, and by and large are the 
well feda;nd~he well off. Three 
billio.n live in what has become 
known as the Third W o.rld. Their 
per capita income. is generally 
under $500. They are the poor and 
the . fiUflgty. In the wo.rld one 
billionpeo.ple· go. to.. 1;led l1.ungry 
each'night and 85 percent of tl~.e 
children oorn the. rest of. thIS 
cerifury will grow uP. in poor 
co.untries. In Africa, .a co.ntinent 
richly endowed with 95 perc~nt of 
the world's diamonds, 87 percent 1 
Qi-.'..the' . and 65 p •. dJs.f.' .,.~~.~ .. ~ ...~~~~~ 
.u: •• nn ..... p. .. 
year and-(~ ~ .u~ 
such as Upper Volta, Mali, Ch~d, .. 
So.malia, Ethiopia, per capIta 
income is less than $150 per year. 
We kno.w fun well the relati()fl-
ship between po.verty ·and 
hunger.~JOSEPlI C.KENNE-
DY, Dir; of Internat'l Develo.p-
ment, Africare; Inc. 
11 like a mighty army 
Moves the Church of God; 
Brothers, we are treading 
Where the saints have trod; 
We are not divided, 
A II one body we, 
One in hope and doctrine 
One in charity. " 
ItWhat More c,n. God Say? II - By Ray C. Stedman 
Page 238-
-I~rd about an epitaph in.an old cemetery in Girard, 
-PerJn8;ylvania, which reads: 
, -
In me:mory of 
Elknlbalmon 
Aged 1M y~rs 
Who was fatally burned 
March 21, 1870 
by theex.plo~!on of a lamp 
fill ed witb4)l·-E.Qanforth's 
~~e:r?PJli.- '.' 
I am tired ofnonexpIQ~.ive fluids exploding; of fail-proof 
blUlks that fail; of sure-fire programs that fall flat. 
\. 
.. 
\ 
--.- '; -,_., 
The Miracle of Easter, compiled and edited by Floyd 
Tnatcoor, p. 4:1. 

THERE'S ~ GIFT BEYOND WORDS! ~ 't Cor ... ,9:12~ ,(;JIU;'3 
I. Perhaps ~~~ 'i~~ 'l'tttlie y~r eq~';~ 
this are itmii\ds filled with the recollection , 
of Gifts Ch.c". ,,~~.-s; ~!!tS '" CIDsct- · 
A. In love we've saluted each otHer .f"'"iitltc 
B. In friendship we've sought to remember 
the unfortunate. 
1. Bill Collins was Santa at Clover Bottom.: 
2. Lady beat on him, "Don't like my doll--
here now, i~~ supposed .to be a Merry 
Christmasl""AI$ is t"7-~' 1k Pllt-
H. Since our minds are attune, let e speak" 
on Gifts, in two forms. '-', i ~ i 
A. God loves our gifts to the poor. i 
2 Cor. 9:12-15 - Read & select facts. i 
1. The rendering of this service supplies I' 
wants of saints. 
(a) The Corn. Christian would not let the I 
Jer. Chr. suffer. . I 
(b) Word service is a "religious" word - aj 
work undertaken voluntarily. I 
2. It causes thanksgiving to God. i 
(a) One of our slowest lessons learitedis .1 
gratitude. 
(b) We need to thank God for brethren. 
(c) I see Meals on Wheels, Clover Bottom 
86 fruit baskets, kids' toys, clothing 
room, Lakeshore, calls for Orphans, 
Children I s Home rug. 
3. Further, God is glorified. 
:L I i 
(a) You gave because gospel demanded it.' 
(b) Your giving proved you believed the 
gospel & it had effect in your life. 
It's proof! 
(c) It touched them to be remembered - & . 
the ripplets spread to all men. 
(d) Gospel made a demand & you respond( 
(e) People judge your God by way you givd 
(f) God made it possible (v. 10). 
(1) Man sows - but God grants harvest: 
(2) He will multiply their seed if they • 
sow bountifully. 
(3) V. 11 "You'll be enriched in everYI 
way" because of your gifts. i 
(4) Can't outgive God - it's like sowin~ 
seed. I 
(5) NT practical - it tells the reward ! 
I 
motive. 
(6) Goodness has a purpose - God 
blesses those who are His. 
4. 4th, they are motivated to pray. 
(a) Not only do they pray for them,they 
long for them. 
(b) Because we give we win prayers & 
love of others. 
(c) It restores faith in our fellow ·man. 
B. 2ndly, God gave you an unspeakable gitt.1 
2 Cor. 9:15 "Thanks be unto God for HiiJ 1. He gives us the supreme gift in Jesus. 
---------- ~_~ __ ~ ___ ~ ______________ "_ ... "O_. __ ~ ___ ·_'" ____ " ______ •• ~ 
2. Nothing compares with him. 
(a) Clip on gifts granted. 
3. He speaks often of the gift. 
In. 3: 16 If For God so loved the 
3. 
Rom. 6:23 liThe gift of God is eternal 
In. 10:27 -28 "My sheep hear 
Eph. 2:8-9 "For by grace are 
Rom. 8:32 "He that spareth 
Acts 17:25 "He giveth to all life, breath, 
4. What's my response? 
Ps. 116: 12 "What shall I render unto 
5. Have you obeyed Him? 
~Cr,,",J., Il-:J..7-1c 
" \, 
Santa 
"Yes, I "the little 
replied. "But I opened the 
closet door the other day, and 
I've 
Church 
what are 
brother 
year?" 
Keith: "i 
gave him the 
year 
Christmas: The time when 
kids and money both sprout 
\.. 
The Most Valuable Gift 
At this time of year our thoughts 
turn to the subject of gifts. How do 
we measure their value? 
Recent news has been carrying the 
story of the Cartier Diamond valued 
at way over a million dollars which 
has been purchased by a movie actor 
for his wife. But before it can be pre-
sented, it is to be on display at the 
Fifth Avenue Jeweler's in New YorK. 
It is 69.42 carat, a pearlsl1aped dia-
mond. A common comment: "Some 
gift!" 
At the recent martiage of Aga 
Khan IV, leader of the world's Ismaili 
oslems, the Ori~ntal ceremony in-
tjluded. . hot only· garlimd's of flowers 
atour:j.d the necK~ but iliso a shower of 
l!>EA:PtLS . at their feet! What a dis-
S~me me;have ~ been· kn-;~J3~t6) 1 
give millions of dollars in cash, or in t 
stocks and bonds. Others haf'e given J 
immense pieces of real estate. Some 
have given master piepes of ~rt worth 
many thousands of dollars. SureJy 
such great gift/; are wo:rthy of deep 
ap .eciation. But should the value of 
gifts be measured in dol1ars? . 
At this season of the year we are J 
reminded of· a gift that excels :;lll I 
",+1-
..". 

Co 
2. 
we , 
his 
shows what 
- -~~.lf;lnltsilent 
hEer.... on him.(Si~eon) 3 .'~,\!~lt~~~nl~f)~t<no worker 
w~htjtosee his work destroyed. 
selfish action 
he'<s.eaJ1'lier comdemnedin men. 
2. Tbeytvebeen listening to false 
apcostles , .... dubbed·stlper· .... ·apo"S1:1es, 
it's time· they listenl':!t:l to a real one. 
a) One sees the blend between 
~~orJty & ~al 
rn. 
b) 'eetua1:one . isstmtiml':!ntal. 
e)l.~;:~~S'}1f~~.}~7) 
I1I.~~ ~i~~·yOU see 
monster?" 
2. Or do you see an in;,~e:~~e11~;iif~,~~i~p.t 
born of great strength shown ' 
toward them. 
3. After'all,.G.odcaUs himself a 
jeafeus God--he brooks no rival. 
a) He intensely loves his own & 
wants this returned. 
I Kings 19~~0~~A~I~~~~ s~~thT~;l'lt~fg... 
4. If God so properly usels"'\his 
intense affection, so can Paul. 
Exo. 20: 5·rtltf "-0,' 'f'kt &d' ill( e d:' ~I 
:L 
• 24 
3, converted these to 
4, he 
. 3: 29 He 
5. 
not 
6. Betrothal took place 
& sometime there was a 
between the two. 
a) ~'~l:l:Q~l:j;s;· the· ,pl'esenl>l~fe . 
b) M~nl't~~~i:sentr.~pce int!) Eternal 
Ii~a¥en at judgement. 
7. ~aul~S 'Ji'Qile .··sub$e·:rvant but vital. 
8. See Hosea 2:19-20 
<iBi"'1"~~"'~ . 1. Note thmgs smgular--l '.!one virgm", 
2. tYJ1lJ;t.;~~$]i~·:$fid, of course, is Christ. 
3".rf:o t11e Lord we ~rofess loyalty. 
:Hos. 3: 3 ,~ ~H trOt be ~ ?~I)'tIti¥ ~ ?H 
4. His will to dominate us. 
Ps. 45:10-11 
5 .. .. ~E~:ir_~·:ir'$taHe~~I:ttsive. 
6. G.g~i:stian·.owes loyalty· t.o Christ 
a.h.oye ~llelse. 
b) 
L 
Isa. 
:In. 3: 29 "He that hath the bride" 
Eph. 5: 32 "This a a great mystery" 
Rev. 19: 7" "~etlls.b€) .~lad" 
1. E:Vrerymem,~erpartakes of this 
fiOnor. 
2. :&¥erytf:i::i.JiI:~f·'3'u.l;~~Sl!,(i);9'ne for them 
W~1i) that they might solely belong 
hrist. 
s a 
H~kne'wthe serpent beguiled Eve. 
a) Serpent suggested he had wisdom 
superior to God. 
5. 
b) Fooled her--we could be 
dangers. 
c) 
(2) G. _______ •• act 
fC 3 tion. 
~ (3) Let there be a 2nd Eve for 
I cor~5.~5· .. the new Adam. ~ If -~·~·ht •• .. __ **;y:. .....rtN:I. 
~~ Foe :O=fIS1i.ffi11li=Ci=t=. ==~£:o~:'!J'l'I' ~s; 
4. i&ia'~··"'·"·\~ •.• 
;: a) It,! 7 'J J; P?Ft Fmind 
witll8lillse doctrine. 
b) Get N '1 ruiU r 1 57· I 
c) l\'iII d ' , f J 7 I ot 
-- 2 5 I d' . 1 S 2£ i ;; mil I 
~·=~=~~!r~~::q. 
contrary to truth. I 
b) n 3 J 12 S 631 £ He I 
1 3 di]6] 2£ J1WiUh:l'¥,our l 
co" ny? 'Ill. ~.,,!I I IMk. c) Corrupt by d' 1_ 'l&.w"... I 4: 19 I 
. d) UIIi:1I ~ipj? Qub-l trJ}!,ifZs,tii7i"". 
-----------------__ . ___________ __________ ~ ___________ .. _~ ___ J 
lL 
AR.THUR. GoDPR.EY claims that, when I 
~-n he was a boy, his father had an ingen. ( " ious system for teaching him to save. 
It involved three boxes. One was a yel-i low box for pennies. When Arthur had saved five pennies, his father would 
,give him a nickel, which he would put 
;{into a blue box. When he'd saved five 
. nickels, his father would give him a 
quarter, which he would put into a 
red box. 
Arthur says he was 12 befoie he dis-
covered that the red box was the gas 
meter. 
- Wit and Humo" quoted ill The l.i"k 
.---
A TouRIST overtf1Jokaif;_II, ~~ 
The teacher looked at the bY 
coldly: "I'm told you went to the b~"" 
game yesterday instead, of coming to 
school." 
" "That isn't true," the boy answered, 
and I've got a fish to prove it." ~I>( 
• ning beside,~\, d • ~ 
~offered hiW~p:i~e •. " I.~\ tp be ill, a big hurry,~ tIletowist, "Some kind ofertiergeJtcy?~~ ."", ;' , 
"No," theodt~of.!.:brelMliYd'Ung man 
said, "I always ,do this when I want a 
• - /.i\' ride. It works every time." ~ 
careful that we 
do Vie develop il 
.•. We attend worship Just once a week, more out of fe·ar of hell than anything 
else . 
... Preachers 
B ble for 
Vie expect them to interpret the 
·and spread the gosPel for us when 
we all shou1 
••• We accept 
ourselves • 
rather stud.ying the Rible foy< 
. • • Wee 1 evate preachers 
of the Lord. 
become re1 i 
the 
ana the endearing term "brother" and the 
tItles. 
to train our ch i 1 dren rather than tak i 
them and bring them up in the nurture 
the t 
c 
H .We 1 each congregat ion and attempt to force OUT 
7: 
the BIb] 
.~ .. ~· •• We 
system . 
to be the house of 
as_a proper name. 
t h rough a Person a] 
• • • We convertpeop Ie to who 
to tbechurtK(A~tS:2:4~7) .. .. . . . .... ..... . ... 
There i$nothfngmQre beautiful thanuridenominat i onal Christian HY, 
more,]og~jcal; tqatl.the Restoration·Movementandnot~ing.mQre certain· 
fact that hUinan .beings have an overwhe 1mi og propensity to denomi nate 
rel.iqi QlUsly " lfthe.·chuTch to. be trul uncler1ominational,.we must 
evi:llwa'liepurselves tom;a,ke certain th.at. we are not developing 
concepts of .. Christianity. Denominational concepts, if they 
leild to denominationaliSm. 
--Gordan Smith, Rainbow Drive, Gadsden, AL 35901 (205/547-3731) 

THREt I MP£1t4 .. ' ~.JVt .. , ··.··SOF A MINIS'mV 
2 ~r~ 11:1-4 
f. Importance of this' sJn.day. . 
A. We begin 28 years •. 
B. We do it with the most generous granting of a 
staff W. E. has 8~ known. 
1. 2 men' ho Id dOctorates - Dee & Mi ke. 
2.4 men·hold Masters - larry, Jerry, (Greg & 
Chuck almost). 
ao) Greg almost there. 
b .) Jerry desi res doctorate. 
c.) Chuck has it in sight. 
3. I'm the only uneducated in the lot! 
, " 
4. Ou- works are to cover every age, every educatid 
, facet; hopefu\l y, needs of every home. I 
5. I miss the Apprentice program - we awhit elders' I 
action On application. I 
II. Welve all str.engths & weaknesses & better than any I 
of the staff I know West End's charity & elders' I 
pati ence. I 
I A. But what is the thrOst of the teaching - this J 'kn0vi 
I
I B. =~;::~~:2:::n~~hl,ci~:~ell you the I 
1. He's a pOor father - husband. 
I a.) Daesn1t love his wife •. b.) Doesn't support his children. .' 
I c.) Provides no strong spiritual ,leadership for the 
I family. . I I 
I 2. Opposite is'true - a good husband, then -- I L ___ . __ . ____ ~_ .. ___________ __..J 
~. r 
a.) Does love his wife. i 
b.) Does provide for his children. 
c.) Does grant strong spiritUoI leadership. 
3. Explain counter-clockwise to digital kid. 
III. So it was with Paul & his Corinthian battle. 1111 
see what he despaired of as bei ng what should be -
and via contrast learn what was i dec. 
2 Cor. 11: 1-4 (Read) 
A. Paul pleas his humanness. 
B. V. 2 states his love for that church. 
C. Faces the reality of corruption. 
1. Serpent. 
2. Subti lty. 
3. Simplicity. 
, as Cornell article. 
b.) Newsweek arti cI e. 
, c'.) Stondard editorial. 
, D. Then verse -4 - he fears: 
1 .) Preachi ng another Jesus. 
" 2.) Recei vi ng another spi ri t. 
3. A ccepti ng another gospe I. 
E. We are committed to: 
1.) Preaching the true Jesus. 
2.) Receiving the Holy Spirit. 
3.) Preaching the' ancient gospel. 
,IV. Why is this sO important? 
I A. Preachi ng the 'true Jesus. l ~: ~~~~f~e~I~~; ;1':s7~. _ 
, 
, 
'. 
3. Rose • (Sangster) 
4. Reigns. 
Matt. 16: 15 1Who do you say that I am? 
B. Preaching another JesUS? 
1 • A teacher? 
" 2. Moralist? 
3. Philosopher? 
4. Reformer? Vaughan Article 
5. We cannot preach our Own version. 
3. 
6. Some, says Barclay, did & thot they were super 
apostles. 
7. We must not alter his true work & nature. 
(McGavran) 
C. Preach hi m as Sa vi Or - Son of God. 
1. Strip him of his glory & he can't ansa qt. of life 
D. Receive another Spirit? 
1 • A different Jesus creates a different spirit -
(Interpreter's) 
2. Freedom vs. shackles. 
3. Coffman says we don't know what they preached 
specifically but pointed to unsound, immoral, 
deni ed essenti a I tr uths. 
4. But if you received the Holy Spirit there is fruit. 
Gal. 5:22 "But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, p 
I In. 4:1 uBeloved, believe not every spirit, but try 
2 TIm. 1:7 nFor God hath not'given Us the spirit of" 
fear; but of power, love, sound mind. II 
Rom. 14: 17 IIFor the K. of God is not meat and dri nk 
butrt., peace, joy in the Holy Ghost. 
'; 
\, 
4. 
Rom. S: 15 'ny e have rec. thE!l,.:s. ~f adopt. , 
1. Jackson Card. "',' 
E. Accepted another gospet-'? 
1. Is it advi ce, or 
2. Is it good news 
3. Is it blood bought redemption - or slum cleorance . 
4. Is there sin & salvation'? 
'II 5. Calhoun card. 
[ ... -'It EM.!.. ,oc'6-" 
, 
\. 
16 million Americans suffer 
from deafness or debilitating 
hearing disorders. Sadly, one 
million of them are children. 
The Deafness Research 
Foundation is the only 
national voluntary health 
organization with a single 
goal-the financial support of 
research into all forms of 
hearing diseases. 
The Foundation is unique, in 
that every tax-deductible 
dollar you give goes directly 
into research. That's 
because our overhead 
expenses are paid for by our 
medical and professional 
membership. 
Won't you please help us 
help those with hearing 
problems? ~ 
For more information, or to 
send your tax-deductible 
contribution, write: 
The Deafness 
Research 
Foundation 
82 
55 East 34th Street 
New York, New York 10016 
RELIGION 
Pick-and-Choose Christianity 
-J esus insisted that his kingdom was not of 
this world and bade his disciples to act 
accordingly. Until very recently, most 
U.S. Christians assumed that by joining a 
church they could at least distance them-
selves from the corrosive influences of secu-
lar society. Now comes compelling evi-
dence that churches are no longer secure 
sanctuaries-if they ever were-against 
moral confusion, theological ambiguity, so-
cial conflict and family disintegration. 
The source is a unique three-year study of 
Minnesota Christians, "Faith and Fer-
ment,"* published this month under the 
auspices of the Institute for Ecumenical and 
Cultural Research in Collegeville, Minn. 
Although limited to a single state, the re-
search is of such depth and breadth that it 
thing, you are taught the basics. From those., 
b!lSlCS, you sort out what you waq~fJr piCK it ~ 
!!lWrt as you see fit " 
Wl!at many have left behind is a perya.... 
sive sense of sin..Although 98 percent said 
they believe in personal sin, only 57 percent 
accepted the traditional notion that all peo-
ple are sinful and f lone-third allowed 
that they "make many mistakes ut are not 
sinful" themselves. Said one typical re-
spondent: "The day I die, I should only have 
to look up at my Maker and say, 'Take me.' 
Not 'Forgive me'." In short, Minnesota 
Christians tend to attrjbute sin to others. 
The pick-aud-choose approach also af-
fects attitudes toward prayer. Less than one 
in 10 cited worship as the primary reason 
they attend church, and the returns also 
Lutherans praying in Minneapolis: Free-form communication with a responsive God 
raises serious questions about how all U.S. 
Christians interpret and practice their faith. 
"This report," says theologian Richard J. 
Mouw, one of a half-dozen experts invited 
to appraise the results, "gives us all reasons 
to be disturbed." 
If Minnesotans are any measure, Ameri-
caQChristians have lost their sense Ofgroiip . 
i~ Instead, says church historian 
Martin E. Marty in his analysis of the data, 
they have developed a "'pick-and-choose:' 
Christianity" \n which individuals take 
w t e want from church tradition and 
t t e1r own spiritu-
aLgoals. Two-thirds of the 1,017 respon-
de!!,ts saw noliarm III re]ectlllg some oftlieir 
church's doctrines; as one woman put It, "I' 
feel that in religious training, as in any other 
·352 pages_ Augsburg Publishing House and The Liturgi-
cal Press. $14.95. 
showed a strong preference for free-form 
over formal communication with God. A 
harried respondent acknowledged, "I do a 
lot of what do you want to call jt~ 
ies: '0 God, Jet IlS get theu.:." For most, the 
God they pray to is a God who responds. 
Eighty-six percent of Minnesota Christians 
insisted that God intervenes in their lives 
and directs them in their vocations. 
Adultery: Minnesota's large Lutheran 
and Roman Catholic populations have tra-
ditionally been conservative in sexual mo-
rality. But the survey shows that they, like 
other U.S. Christians. have adjustea:::their 
moral standards .• Only 15 percent consid~ 
divorce "always wrong or sinful." More 
than three-QUarters-including 40 percent 
of Roman Catholics-approve of contra-
~Qn. Os aBortiQIl., ouly Catholics show a 
m!l.iority (65 percent) against it under any 
NEWSWEEK/SEPTEMBER 19. 1983 
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Shape up, America. 
Get going and get rd! 
Coach George Allen, Chairman, 
President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports 
"That means all of you. Oh, I know some of you 
are jogging and watching your weight. But 
most of you have rio regular program ofphysi-
cal activity. And that's what it takes to get fit 
, and stay fit; to feel better; keep healthy; and 
live longer. . 
I don't care how old you are. You're never 
too old or too young to start. I want you to get 
out and work out. All of you. Run. Walk. Swim. 
Jog. Bicycle. Tennis. I'm tired of excuses. 
I want action;' . 
For information: Write Fitness 
Washington, DC 20201 
President's Council 
on Physical Fitness 
and Sports. 
Remember. Fitness is for everyone. For life! 
circumstances, although 85 percent of all 
respondents reject abortion on demand. -
More than a tbn·a {sl@rat@ premarital s@,x: 
under special cirCnmstances, but aQl:lltef) is 
condemned by a margin Of six to OD@. These 
figures may be conservative by contempora-
ry secular standards but Marty insists that 
they represent a major revolution: " .. ...:...l.!.L-
two~or three decades in the Minnesotas of 
America, there has been mor~ ~~ 
change than m the previous two mm;n;;;er 
Christian history. " 
In an essay summarizing the data, Bene-
dictine Sister Joan D. Chittister, a sociolo-
gist, points to other recent shifts. She notes a 
majority 0 osed to using war to defend 
vit mte tates mteres s over n 
that less than a third sa the e Bi 
clear ralit of w r i hirty 
percent believe that Christians have an ob. 
ligation to enhance the economic r~~ 
of the Omted States, while an almoSt eQUai 
number-27 percent-believe that Chris-
tians are re uired to sim lif their life-· 
styles m t IS era 0 gross economic imbal-
ance between nch and po<Jt. 
SalvadOD: The survey yields intriguing 
differences between denominations. Catho-
lics-onc'e known for law-and-ordei~ 
~J!iidiscili:~~:c:~;~~~~g;~~;~;~ai!:f~! :" 
more likely than any Protestants to vote 
their churcbls values. Baptists are much 
more certain than other Christians in thj! 
. HSUrvev of their own salvation, and members 
':'oft'he United Church of Christ ire tho mOlt 
a ttoex erience God asa distant de" 0 
p e 10 their dail work. 
But the real differences among Minneso-
ta Christians lie not between denominations 
but within them. Marty sees two "clusters": 
mainline Protestants and liberal Catholics 
versus conservatives with diverse affili-
ations and agendas. A seC't'lnd major fault 
line separates the clergy from the laity: 
Christians in the pulpit are far more likely 
than those in the pews to read the Bible 
critically, to want the church-them-
selves?-to take the lead in social action and 
to acknowledge their own sinfulness. 
Reactions by experts indicate that the 
survey itself may prove to be divisive. Marty 
stresses the ability of Minnesota Christians 
to live with ambiguity and devise painful 
adjustments between faith and life, while 
Chittister wonders how long churches can 
tolerate such inconsistencies. Dr. Robert 
Bilheimer, the Presbyterian minister who 
directs the institute, believes the survey con-
firms a dangerous loss of identity, not only 
by denominations but by American Chris-
tianity itself. What Minnesota church folk 
make of it will become evident in a series of 
ecumenical gatherings over the next 18 
months. But if what they have revealed 
about themselves has national resonance, 
one thing seems clear: church is now less a 
place where Christians worship God than 
an arena where they wrestle with him-and 
with each other. 
KENNETH L. WOODWARD 
NEWSWEEK/SEPTEMBER 19, 1983 
was in the 
so-called "sexual 
the '60s. As editor 
he wrote 
books on the 
attitude toward sex 
ge:ne:l~lUJly approved it, helped 
it along. sorry now. He says 
the glorification of recreational 
sex had Americans keeping score 
on what would have remained 
unique and sacred. Now he has 
written book called The 
End of Sex. he says it was a 
mistake to separate sex from love 
and marriage. 
He says all that freedom led to 
trivialization, that the powerful 
act of love became just something 
mechanical, casual, obligatory 
as a goodnight kiss. And he sees 
that the' of the 
hedonists: "If it do 
it ... " also resulted in the emacia-
tion a whole generation with 
sex-related disease. 
Hindsight is better. 
What are we doing now for 
which we will have to apologize 
20 years from now? When we look 
\..ua.i;JUU will we remember that-
in of law-we 
allowed a continuing avalanche 
of illegal immigration resulting 
in higher taxes, fewer jobs, more 
crime and new-to-us diseases? 
Hopefully, more civilized by 
then, we will reflect with shame 
on the hypocrisy of waging war 
on "human" suffering while con-
tributing to the unspeakable 
agony of animals. We will 
remember that in our proper pre-
occupation with remedying 
white-black discrimination we 
allowed black-white discrimina-
tion. 
For civilization at its swiftest is 
two steps forward, one step back. 
Hindsight is clearer. 
But will we be able to look 
back-if we have talked 
oUHelves out of nuclear 
keeping and left ourselves 
lessly outnumbered? In the from-
here-on future the nation that 
endures may be the one that can 
learn from its mistakes-before 
making them. 
______ May 1, 1983 ______ Page 197 
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a crossroads." 
He said a "new secular mind· 
set" in American society seeks 
"social escape from all the ethical 
demands of civilized existence" 
and holds that the only rule of 
action is "private decision and 
personal creativity." 
"In earlier generations, Amer-
icans judged themselves 
Judeo-Christian 
Henry said, "but now a growing 
vanguard of society regards 
those standards as a threat to 
self-fulfillment. ./ I , 
Today's nal'cissisnc philo-
sophy consideis biblIcal impera-
tives a barrier to self-realization 
and the church an ' 
free and creative 
said. "Human existence is 
erately and routinely collapsed 
into a me-first philosophy ... in all 
dimensions of life. Compound 
this with sexual fulfillment and 
total bliss and one caters com-
pletely to the of 
self-satisfaction. " 
Henry said such evangelical 
even 
norms. It pe 
ultimately real status 
jeopardizes the ansc~!ncl8fl,t 
nature of personal and 
values." 
U<:=\:i'<>LHJllS that human diatrnitly 
geltlUlme human 
survive on the 
naturalistic 
the world," 
perceived as an 
of nature, a mam 
. his sex life 
ries of stimulating 
ootwllfm biologically 
events with no 
sidered nrtllll1:V 
a virtue. but 
what these moral rebels 
He said, "The fact that human 
liberty is increasingly 
from supernatural accountabil-
ity may well become our national 
undoing." 
W. Cornell 
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to 30 
as a role model 
line were Richard 
Robert Redford and 
Not one person was named who was not either an 
entertainer or sports figure! No doctor, no 
minister, no statesman, no author, not even an 
astronaunt in these days of the Challenger space 
program was on the list. 
These kids have grown up in the greatest age of 
technological advance the world has ever known, 
yet their list does not include one person who has 
made a substantial contribution to the world. 
Parents, there is a message here for us. We need 
to ensure that our kids have role models who are 
examples of more than just competition, fame, 
wealth and success. We must balance the picture 
for our kids with examples of concern, of caring 
and of compassion. Heroes and heroines must be 
more than people who have made it big. . .they 
need to be folks who have done big things." 
Above all else our children need examples of 
people who have the mind of Christ and are 
following in His footsteps. 
"Train up a child in the way he should even 
when he is old he will not depart from it. 
Proverbs 22:6 
.i 
I<WAS THERIi TOO 
doesn'tmatter~rnotmuch.If you are sorry, let us forget 
id"-B\lt· cancer is .still cancer; even·' when you have for-
gotten: it, and no amount of forgetting hinders it in its 
deadly course. We cannot, as sinners, even recognize sin 
by ourselves, and a sin 'not fugy recognized is a sin of 
which one cannot repent. To, suppose that the sin of the 
world could be met, {xposed, and defeated, on the analogy 
of a human fatlfer forgiving the delinquencies of his way-
ward son, is to misconceive the greatness ,of the problem 
....a.Aa~·· rtrt'l completely in the quest for a~re. ~ ... 
«~ couldn't Godjind a way to deal with sin without 
the' Cross?'" people ask. "After all, God can do anything . 
. Surely almightiness could have devised a method of bypass-
/ 
ing Calvary." . 
Itrnightbesufficient ,_t();:rcply ,by ,saying that God 
coulJn;t-fiJida:::wa:y:,~hut .. it,.wol.ll.d. Pe"better to point out 
,that Ggd cannot. do atlythitlg~A great deal of muddled 
thinking li,es-behind'ihe'u8e"of that repeated phrase. God 
canno~"CoI].tradict his qwn rat.igngI!!y.~~d make a ,square 
citde":Qf~n·igedlnfan:4or·~;one-sided sheet'or-paper. He.,' 
c~nnot deny .his':b';;iina'ture-a~~fbe=vljidlcdve,oE evil,or 
unkind. Nor can he ever tolerate sin. Between the hol1" 
God and sin there can never be compromise, or indulgen~, 
or neutral~ty.lts deaaly nature does not allow even th~· 
Divinet«~ay,"It does not matter." The central eVil"'ofsin 
must be.met and overcome. /\. -/' , " . 
. ' _Siniiw~ys,·tak~sits price and soin~ne must pay it.Y~t.·, 
,'even . t~e paying of the price is not\ enough. Thefif~L: 
principle of the thing had to be broken.,: It had to be trie~: 
.in its innermost nature and the life taken out of it. ,'" 
The consequence of sm. is death-not just the punish:'; 
mem. of it, the consequence of it. Death is in it. It carries:; 
95 ' 
e 
·1 belteve thot the low of pordon for on alter. 
sinner is that he must believe on the Lord Jesus Christ: 
with all his heart; that he must truly repent of all past 
I sins; that he mqst confess with his mouth his faith in 
the Lord Jesus 'Christ; that by the authority of Jesus 
Christ he must be baptized into the name of the 
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit; that 
when he has done these things, then, and not before, 
he has the promise that his sins are pardoned or that 
he is saved. I believe that such a person, as a 
Christian, must add to his faith virtue, and to virtue 
knowledge, and to knowledge temperance, and to 
temperance patience, to patience godliness, to 
godliness brotherly kindness, and to brotherly kind-
ness love, and'that should he do so, there will be 
ministered unto him an abundant entrance into the 
eternal kingdom of our Lord~and Savior Jesus Christ. 
I believe that such a Christian receives the gift of Ii 
the Holy Spirit, and that if any man have not the. i 
spirit of Christ, he is none of His, an~ that possessing l 
that spirit, he should bear its fruit, which is love, I 
joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, I 
faith, meekness and temperance, and that against on1 
whose life is filled with these things God',s law have 
no accusation to bring. I believe that such a person I 
should reflect in his daily life and character the I 
teachings of Christ as made known to us in the 
beatitudes. I believe that all true science and 
1 sound philosophy and Christian faith are in perfect 
L!arn»f)Y' each o~e perfectly proper in its oWen sphere 


II. 
IV. 
II 
B. 
but 
the Spirit engendered, 
Those that come Preach Another Jesus. 
1. They are "super apostles" who bring 
you the new and better religion. 
2. They are self-appointed and sadly 
always get a hearing. 
3. Tragically they bring Another Jesus. 
a) Sentimental Jesus who makes no 
demands. 
b) Legalist Jesus who rules with 
no grace. 
c) Make your own Jesus--it's go 
to the salad bar idea--pick & 
choose. (Duduit) 
4. Note they do not use "Christ"--
evidently they accept Him as the 
Messiah, the Son of God. 
6. 
B. Another 
L Some doubted 
2. Some have a 
3. 
4. see no 
gain. 
C. Another gospel. 
L warped the news. 
They changed its power. 
3. The word also is sufficient. 
Isa. 55 
2, 
D. We see 3 essentialities: Jesus, Spirit, 
Gospel 
1. What have you heard? 
2. They "beautifully bore" a 
perverted message. 
3. Folk today still listen to anything 
from Bakker to Rev. Ansley! 
V. Strange Corinth would hear Intruders 
rather than their Father in the Faith, who: 
A. Is not one whit behind chiefest 
Apostle. 
1. All Apostolic doctrine is important. 
2. Of the 12, I know 5. 
3. 
3. Though this has nothing to do with 
Peter, James & John because he's 
saying your "chiefs" have nothing 
over me, we do recognize tho there 
is equality (Peter stood up with the 
eleven), there varies personality 
traits that makes us know some men 
better than others. 
B. Rude in Speek yet not in Knowledge. 
1. Surely Paul not ignorant--one of 
best educations of day. 
2. He is not low rating training 
but as Ellicott says, does lambast 
the aristocracy of scholarship attitude 
a) PhD--piled high & dry VS 
PhD--perception, honor, doctrine 
( b)"How can a man who is c:utting & 
stitching all day be a doctor of 
the law?" Attitude. 
3. Criticized for lacking the polished 
Greek rhetoric. 
a) Untrained, private individual 
as distinct from the expert. 
b) Tyndale "unskilled in speaking" 
and Burton Coffman blows a fuse 
over it--read his commentary. 
c) Tyndale--he's an apostle not an 
orator??? 
d) He's a common man--you under-
stood him--he was not William 
Buckley--26,000 words known 
only to Dictionary & Buckley. 
c. 
It was 
mattered most. 
He led them to know 
than the " 
In all other 
4. 

SlJPPOSE I WAS A MINISTER OF SATAN? 
II . Cor • 11: 12-15 
I. Seems like I've been in a pulpit some-
where in the church all my life. 
A. Preached funerals of neighbors and 
kinfolk when in teens. 
B. I won oratorical contests in H ~ s. 
quoting Matthew 28. 
C. Though today, I'm nobody's 
preacher, I hope I still serve the 
Lord. 
II. Paul did not have an east time at Corinth < 
A. May I read II Corinthians 11:12-15? 
B. I heard Don Readhimer do a worthy 
sermon on this. 
C. What was Paul's concern? 
1. First, though accepting needed 
support from other churches, he 
took none from Corinth. Accepted 
help after he left Lhem. 
2. He cut off the opportunity for 
false apostle to trap him. 
3. He allowed no individual or group 
to buy him. 
4. In the assemby were false apostles. 
a) They took the title. 
b) They preached errors. 
c) "Deceitful workers." 
d) Transformed themselves into 
apostles of Christ. 
\ 
i1 1 
2. 
5. No marvel--Satan even presented 
himself as an angel of light. 
a) Never wants you to see who he 
is. 
b) Only herein New Testament is 
he an angel of light. 
c) Thus didn't look like an 
adversary even as liquor 
sparkles and looks inviting--
never tshows you what it does 
to you. 
D. Not alone is the Devil--he has his 
ministers -- Read V-15. 
1. Know they abound. 
2. Also know they have a wretched 
end. 
III. But what if I became one of his 
preachers? -- Just what would I preach 
(and it may sound a little like today). 
A. I'd take my text from religious 
success stories. 
1. Anything for a crowd. 
2. Entertainment with music, shows, 
performances. 
3. Nothing spoken over 10 minutes. 
B. I'd attack authority. 
1. Bible is 2,000 years old--what 
does it know about Ipods, cell 
phones, new planets? 
, 
" 
~" 
F. 
beguile you about human 
hunger and sex--flesh is good. 
1. Alcohol: 
Try anew brand. 
Enlarges intellectual culture. 
Why waste what's poured out. 
Others drink. 
Jesus made water into wine. 
Churlish to refuse drink. 
I'll sleep better, get through my 
job. 
2. Sex: 
Indulgence made to want it. 
Natural appetite. 
Expression of romantic life. 
these 
Job :6-12 
Job 2:1-7 
H. Origin 
Whence come 
Save 
A. Created only good 
B. Good can go bad 
1. Fell 
Ezek. 28:11-19 
2. Is that a king described? 
3. Fell upon man thus the reason this 
earth in such a mess--see Gen.1: 1. 
Isa. 14: 12-14 Lucifer 
Neh. 9:6 God 
4. Not aU knowing 
Matt. 24: 36 Knows no man 
5. Created 
D. 
L 
born. 
3 Satan cannot be to God. 
l 
\ , 
- ) 
WE NEED MORE BASKET CASES 
2 Cor. 11 :32 -33 Acts 9: 23-25 
., 
i 
I. "If"L/_14't:~,~. 
b~:·."iI!!!II .. "' __ 
A. Who has not said 
B. Physically Paul was 0 
·l~ .. ::J'.· .. n lte '.' 
and JtiiA!lm~ 
almost ant •• ~al at the end of 
reciting all his sufferings. 
1. Difference between elocution and 
electrocution as a boy got it con-
fused: "Tl;le ilRtlS by which ~any 
innoc.ent reo/Ie are put to death"--
maybe. s~. . 
2. But W~~ i~':;l\Wi~~~,,~¥e it 
is '. . : . . these? 
~==:':t~k~nown to Paul. W~J ' 3 0 day and night with 
desire to kill him. 
4. n° ° p b took him by •• 
5. Over the wallo P m 
B. S.=rlil!3 'd~AI1l.~ee"iTtl7 /{)/J. fp"f't'tMS 
1. . _.. - W O 
ti: g ° to apprehenc; hi~. 
2. } .' was King. . 
3. 
4. 
race--deputy gov. for a particular 
racial section "of ;.the popula,tion. 
"iF ed. 
. .. ~-..... --. ..~----" 
c. 
2. 
Rememher--,be sa.ys "as a feoLre6eive 
me,:-'-l 'tnayboasttn1!S'elf a mtle" --v. 15 
"I glory also" -- v.l!l). 
1. Kent says the critics were saying 
hi_ •• _.~.""~_ 
an apostolic action, therefore he's 
false. 
2. H· n b., 
D. ._§:iff pi 1'·.1 .... '1#1$ '12 
1. M~ybe vivid as it was his ... 
Sl I g .. [ l'ist as an imprint 
left above others. 
2. 
3. ~:!~ .' man who 
with letters of authority goes 
over the wall in a fish basket--made 
of wicker. 
4. ~ 
5. to 
6. 
3. 
E. D! •• ':A1.I\"~~S? 
1.· eftson wrot~, "I've been b~ted 
i i 
bag of clOth for the sake of 
" 2. 
3. ~:::::::::::::::;==7:·~7ch II 3 7 'n "grand 
Not very 
4. dRly 
! 
,I hands. of the Lord. 
'nts? 
5. 
? 
ever in the 
bHarding Grad. School Chapel - 4/22/93 Paragon Mills (BC) - 6/27793 
est Nashville Heights (BC) - 8/8/93 
,
IJefferson Ave., Cookeville,TN (BC) - 9/19/93 
c.hoc.hoh, KY - 10/10/93 (BC) 
Radcliff, KY (BC) - 10/24/93 
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TROUBLE & HOW TO HANDLE IT 
2 Cor. 12: 7-9 
I. ~~ f1:"'sta word that plagues trS all. 
A.I 3 g'-even the astronauts have a 
d t 31_ space--I' e " IIOllljt 
tMe off. 
B. iIIl IV disease that touches many--
cholesterol on every mind. 
C. n n IE [!!;e, mid aiR crisis, 1Jl •• _. 
it. 
D ..... _I!lIIIIi_IIl 
II. ~_ W'e WeRt*' ,a~ .. , 
ir""M'ay f\ftm"yoif' 'hdwoneman did. 
III. In Pa.ul's PalnfulLetter to Corinth, lie: 
A. ' 
B·qll; J,,', h nUr W Illhce 
ber mrs bg¢t I served by i l1ty of 
WChrist and for their en I Pion, not 
I d Ton. 
C."i r I I' B dIP I" tIIU-8M 
HeaM (I] UI if m i.'.~-2). 
IV. «' *" •. _ ..... _j~
A. e. 
1. He did not want superhuman 
exaltation. 
2. He knew who he was in all weak-
nesses. 
3. Mi8b* IUd e & ,£ide tliUt 000&16 be 
hi. rdn, even if he tried to resist 
the acclaim. 
4. Daqp7 "11 IlIE mas lltiItlt of 111ill 
rimfJ ltlglt1S Uu. lItsS should 
bQsauee Of ph zdsjons. 
B. 
2. I 
1. file on 
a) Did he think of it as a .. 
b) Nothing must hinder the work, 
so workmen must be kept in line. 
2. Thalli a 
a)~ 
b) Something po,mted. 
c) In O. T. anythmg that fJ:l.l.§!rated : 
or created problems. , 
d) May imply excruciating suffering-' 
like one driven into the flesh. 
e) A .l2alisape--used to impale 
victims. 
3. Note it came after the vision . 
4. It was humiliatipg. • 
{~: ~:.:a~.~~~~=~~ clods; 
g""~III!l1'r~~.":~ "",.ff . / 
7. It reoccurred freguently. 
8. What was It? lVIen guess: 
ERilepsy (disease to spit at as they 
said), malaria, o..,phthalmia, sp.ee.ch 
il!!pediment, physically diffgrent, 
earaQ.he, hEUl.dache, persecutwn, 
faU,llre to convert Jews. impulsive I 
to temptation, all types of ajJme..nts--!' 
,never told! 
9. In the flesh I 
a) Physical I 
b) l\1.e.ttl$!1 
c) Spiritual 
d) Thing seen--not just in the mind 
but in the hQdy. 
have 
is prayer to Jesus. 
Hokyrios Jesus. 
Kyrios is God. 
Acts 1:24 prayer to Jesus. 
a) No!_~~!_ Heb£,~Jl&'E~ f~ 
ceaselessness. 
b) P~rii~2r~m is of great 
value. 
3.-_R~ 
a) Prayers are ney'~~nhggJled 
or,Jlllheard. 
b) Dela,Xed answer tests our 
~ ~~,>-~~ 
earnestness. 
c) We must wai~~dep~dency 
d) We ~_mJ.{L~,Grulls 
answer after our pattern. 
e) He .JJoes not~al~!!~lL~ut bealing 
in response to p~~_ 
-----
3. 
weak-
complete. 
Answer came many years ago--
still in effect. 
c) he 
c.2~I.cept--q\~,~~g'~!1l;t & 
lo~sofs0nfs finger in oil field--
p'rtiu.d .··0f"lfii53 . 
d) God's answer without end. 
e) Cl(;)ck weigllts~ep c;lock ticking" 
2. BM. _1IIib:tilll~.£dtii:dies. 
D .~tt&we:f'~t\EiJf:d,t@'iPl:"istRests UponM~. 
1. Divine power available in time of 
human need. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
• TN - 2/61 
• TN - 13/94 
"What a when 
beside me and heard a 
rustanc:e, and I heard nothing or 
someone heard a shepherd singing, 
again I heard nothing; such incidents 
brought me almost to despair, I almost 
reached the point of putting an end to 
my life -- only art it was that held me 
back, ab, it seemed impossible to leave 
;j the world until I had brought forth aU 
that I felt called upon to produce, and 
so I endure this wretched existence ... " 
Much has been made of the composer's 
dedication of the ensuing symphony to 
Napoleon, and of his withdrawal of the 
dedication after becoming disillusioned 
with the self-proclaimed emperor. But 
the real hero ofthe "heroic" symphony 
may be Beethoven himself, with a 
B- triumph of spirit that resulted in one of 
the greatest artistic breakthroughs in 
history. 
The thirrt s:vrnnbntlv rwice R" 

II. 
B. 
PrO'blem 
0'1' 
1. 
b) 
;2. warnings, 
3, He is l2!l.!i~u~t--but they must nO't 
remain impenitent. 
4:. Paul will act. 
B. He does hot go without facts. 
Deut. 19: 15 (pf 
..,.."'.~-~ ~~±S:-y;rlfr 
Nu. 35:30'CO{lt~ 
Deut. 17: 6 l>llf:;1!1t? 
1. Mistak~_ for anyone, even an apostle 
tOAElQj!l~~.m~t1Eli~~~IthQiil~Mari.ng·-~ 
t~~rodden!!.a--.-C-D@Hoff) 
2. He calls for a pl:qrarity of witnesses. 
3. H~~WQ!:t!(L1!Qt J~~~~ __ lJl~1t.eI'S._inl~Lhis 
hands alone but woul~Lmak£L_cel!tain 
st:ricrpi-'·oprrety~was-maintained. (Kent) 
pI' 
Evil does not 
We need to know the 
rem~mbe: the~ h·~~~:~~tT!~!~~~~~-;~.~~.: 
3 ChrIst hIS exa.mple .. ' .#q{ "t;'i:J·~:)lJtl'Pllf4"'ft1:vf 
. ,yr IJ"j:J1!' Ii" 
a) Crucified in weakne's's. 
(1) Does not mean he was 
to help himself--rather He 
deliberately humiliated himself 
to become a hurn!!!! being. 
Weakness of rlQ!l::::Waliation. 
Weakness of p~~~siy_~~ce. 
Weakness of humble serJdc.e. 
Not physcial 'or moral,' rather 
eI)ess. 
1\ ft· 
improve. 
7. Question: 
a) Are you 
b) Can I prove myself 
c) Is Christ in me? 
d) Am I doing his 
e) Am I a reprobate? 
(1) M~~ag~dl~~JlI2::ved Q"I!~Jrial. 
(2) Stillborn Christians. TLiiiiren) 
(3) Implies if they are genuine, 
Paul is too bec.ause he is 
their father in the gospel--
tllj!§;;,,~Q!l~L"fQ4.~llJ:2r~J?~£re~s . 
_---~~"~·"::."C~c (4) Does not want them to be 
found wrong just to prove he 
is right, thus see Paul is in 
Christ. 
4. ( ,p. Had .. an~ Agenda for Their Spirituality. Y:L 1. P!:!lyed for them--wanted them to 
--=( improve. 
2. D£.J!R evil. 
~ a) Abstain from all evil. 
b) Conduct self in honorabJe, manner 
befitting follower of Christ. 
c) But don't do it just for me--rather 
for Jesus. 7.3. Do that .wbich iSQ()n 
v-7 "Th~a~1?ifiCes ~. :toP S~9(' !/Pl ~~ f 
A· th" . ('tl/)..~ t 
. 1m was e1 S 1r1 n 
=- ? irres ective 0 what it might imply 
. f~l. a~b~~tk2tF:tIi'()~tb 
2. Paul was submiUmg to anything if 
a it advanced the truth. 3. It was truth not his reputation he 
most wanted--even in them. 
4. T u hts f rsonal emin as-*" ! 
far from his mind. I ~ I 
5. Know the winner--trut . \-\af'~~~ 
a) It will eventually wi . ~~.:i~-(e'\ 
b) It will run its way. wp,uY 
6. Accept weakne,ss for yo bei 
,-. strong--y~perwction. 
====...... a) Kent says only NT usage. 
b) 'He says its c~mpletion. 
c) Hughes says 1 denotes a correct 
I articulation of limbs and joints, 
I a resulting of the broken an~ 
I 
dislocated. Thus restoratIon of 
-====::::=:7~> narmony & effectual functions. 
L~ 
3. 
4. 
before you can build. 
b) He finds no pleasure in wielding 
a club. 
Main St., Manchester, TN - 4/4/93 
Mrs. Julia Willmore (R) 
Smyrna, TN (Leadership Workshop) - 5/7/93 
Ohio Valley Lectureship,Parkersburg,WV -4/6/94 

boss drives his the leader CU<JlCntltl 
The boss fear. The leader 
The says ,the 
The boss fixes the 
break-down. 
The boss says leader says "let's 
fixes the 
PAGE 20 CHRISTIAN CLIPPINGS' 
a ___ ... ".. .. _ 
string. it on a table say: Pull it 
". and ifll follow 'wherever you wish. Push it and l""'- it will go nowhere at all. Ifs just that way 
when it comes to leading people. 
Leadership isn't something that comes 
automatically just because you have people 
working for you. Leadership depends on 
followers. If people don't follow a manager's 
lead voluntaruy-if they always have to be 
forced-that person is not a good leader. 
What do you think the "job" of leadership 
really is? Is it to tell those who work for you 
exactly what you want done ... and to stay 
on top of them until they do it? If thaf show 
you see your job, you don't have the viewpoint 
it takes to lead successfully. Leadership 
depends on the ability to make people want 
to follow-voluntarily. 
A judge the gar~ 
ment, questioned Juan at length, 
then gave his verdict Juan was 
declared guilty of wearing a cape 
through which water would not pass. 
Juan was obviously interfering with 
the Will of God, who sent the rain to 
drench "the just and the unjust." 
(Matt. 5:45). Such evil interference 
was witchcraft punishable by death. 
Illustration Digest 
.er's Digest" 311\ 

THE FINAL WISH '1 
II Cor. l:t: 11- : 
I. When you come to the very last of anything ! 
it keenly touches you. 
A. This was Paul' $ last letter to Corinth. 
1. One perhaps' lost. 
2. He plans to come see them but the 
type reception he'll have is question-
able. . 
B. He's closing his harshest letter unless 
it be Galatians & it was to several not 
one church. 
1. He drew a bead on this church like 
no other. , 
2. He even questions the reaction the 
letter will bring. 
3. 8inglehandedly he's taken on the 
( whole church, their super apostles 
and their insults about his authority 
4. Yet at end he's poised and calm. 
5. He will show he is ever for 
edification not destruction. 
6. He'd be happy if they were strong 
and he weak. 
7. The sun sets in a sky the storm has 
purified--see now the holy stillness. 
(P. C. ) 
C. There comes a Finally. 
1. He's said all that needs be said. 
2. McGavey calls it a great close, 
saying there have been flashings 
of lightening now comes showers of 
b}5(ssings 
J. IMp M 'tJiblt ~i?tf~.Jl-1 
3. 
4. 
II. Now 
A. 
L Most all 
could they 
them. 
of Rejoice a bit. 
a) God wants us happy. 
b) He wants us to respond to 
apostolic injunctions. 
c) He wants things to go well with 
us. 
d) Wants us to go on prosperously. 
( Clark) 
e) Rejoice--an imperative. 
f) Reoccurring theme--rejoice in 
ministry. 
B. Be Perfect. 
1. This is continuous growth in grace 
that will lead to perfection. (Lauren) 
2. He further says no verbal wand of 
holiness passes over them--nor any 
negative perfection. ~ 
d~ vj'f1e;qUtife -1 2 'V 
3. 
3. Mend the nets, mend the faults, go 
on in progress & perfection. 
4. Make the definite decision to grow 
in the Lord. 
5. One said this was the readjustment 
of your disordered elements. 
Make up what is lacking. 
Correct the evil he's pointed out--he 
believes they'll do it. 
Be steadily perfected--keep encourag-
ing each other. (Interpreters) 
Compact--be in joint again. 
10. Go onward--don't stand still. 
11. Christian is ever on his way to God 
in perfection. 
~~tI'1.~ 12. Aim for perfection--mend, repair, 
p','ff/ « fix, cross the line from plans to 
performance. (Duduit) 
C. Be of Good Comfort 
1. Not from sorrow but encouragement 
in above attainment. 
2. Lit. stimulate one another. 
3. Heart--interest in another's progress. 
4. Stimulate not stiffle. (Lauren) 
5. Receive admoni~on. <.I D ~ rj,-J~t-
6. Take advice. If T~/t Z'C .; 
7. Don't < lose heart over past matters--
it will work out. 
D. Be of One Mind 
1. Unison of unbroken communion. 
2. Corinth divided over personal 
preferences. 
3. Realunity--not artifiCial uniformity. 
(Hughes) 
at church. 
10. Closer we 
harder. 
11. A 
12. 
13. 
process. 
E. "Live In Peace 
to Jesus. 
easy to have--chorus 
to each other the 
Il. Let outward life show the unity. 
72. Tolerate or love brethren--which? . 
. 3. Christian life not passive but active. 
HI. The Promise--The God of Love & Peace 
be with you. 
A. Be blest of God 
1. True blessings have more than 
earthly friendship--we need God. 
2. Be conscious of divine relationship. 
3. Everything of value is in the Lord. 
B. God of Love 
1. Used only here. 
C. God of Peace 
Rom. 15:33 
iPhil. 4: 9 
I Thess. 5: 23 
5. 
1. Peace--continuous &; uninterrupted. 
2. Be at war only with Satan &; Sin. 
Chanlotte Ave. - 10/4/89 
Quinee Rd., Memp~, Tn - 10/18/89 

.I 
/ 
• 13.:11" .' th!9f~, i~;.fll),tIt,,~" 
,ytW ,~,.,t..., ••. 
(t}.Are we iterested in .e~~h h? 
~. (l) uero~ion 'is as rea as soil erosion. II 
.(.g)~Do I stimulgte or stif;!I? 
(~) Am I a~grce foryr2'.i~12r~etfJ.;on? 
(.) Am I being steodlfy tMffect;()? 
(j) Do, I fill VP what is lack;PS? 
Eph. 4:H~ IIHaving the understanding darkened;~i' ,1, 
(k) Our goal:... on to perfection, no standing 
still, nChristian is one who is ever on His 
way, to God" (Barclay) dnd he knows God 
will inspect him. ' 
(I) z) 1Jl<~ 
2. h'\Ob~ ( • 
(b) Its,.~ ~~~~~ 
( . "',---- . 
(c) listen to advh:e given. it takes Q big man 
. ,to acctept hard adyice. J)cin~ 'no dh""'t i~ ~ ~ ... !)9 .. \' •• (1) . Banow .. sky .artic.le .• ~. '-t.tirc,. '&OM1e,. j '~~ ~ 'the IA ~ (2L$&lic;*IJtill i.lhrs. ~-~ef~'!-tljf-,) T rt II ' 'C d~'WI ~I"IC:-W ¢W .,. ~<t 
.' U. e u Ian or. . a" n:.~l. ofb~vJ' . ~(c) G' of al co ..• _~ tlWtl 
II Cor. 1:3 "Blessed be God, even tHeF:f,er' • 
n Cor • .7:t3 IIWe Yferecomforted in your comfort; ye 
I Ihess. dna 
.• . says . it)!' .~~ 
Rom. 15:6 "That ye may with one mind&:'r~; ., 
Phil. 2:2 "Fulfill ye my joy, that ye he II,. 
Phil. 3t~16 "Let us walk by th<; same rule 
. ef"'w. l-q/,.J ~e S~t'"1f'y,' , 
i 
\ 
\ 
\ 
MICKEY MANTLE on his 
{
' baseball career: "During my 18 
years, I came to bat almost 
10,000 times. I struck out about 
1,700 t~mes and walked maybe 
li800 tIm~s. You figure a ball-
payer WIll average about 500 
. oats a season. That means I ) played seyen years in the major 
league Wlth,.9ut ~ven hitting a 
fL~a~# " 
When w • .the lost tt.1'M yeu $pent an h4Wf alene wtth G.eI?-l( 
a fri'end (lsked yeu t. iein him in (!.Ifl;"r ef prElyer er _i.'~. . 
what wwld be yCIWt fii:l'ist reacti." '1 De yeu me.n it wh~n ~ ·sf~· 
ttSw'" H~, ef Proyer 111 ' 
]he r-suth ef • .,estfennclire$iJiv.n te 75 eYG,.enre.1 
C .... f$tf. in~rCEIf.d thctth'ese taellev'Elfs spent ~ 13>mimj •• 
• yin .~. l'hfsherdly indie'Ql'es EI e.n;umingleve·"'" cPli#r 
. ·.n .. , It k· HO It· . . 0 •.• ' prl'Vlr •• :r see .. lng "IS reee In eemmvn.n. 
UEni_y the (:hrlstian Life" -By Den Meinprlze -Page ']fl'., 
, 
\, 



III. 
B. 
L 
2. 
over us -we 
brethren--strive for equality. 
2. Tolerate--or Love, which is it for 
me for the church? 
C. Farewell 
1. Really "Rejoice II • 
2. Not goodbye but rejoices that things 
go well. 
3. Go on prosperQusly. 
D. Be Perfect N(){;t'iie 
1. Perfect union. 
2. Readjust your disordered' elements. 
(P. C.) 
3. Same as mending nets. 
4. For edification not destruction. 
5. Make up what is lacking. 
6. Correct the evils pointed out. 
7. Keep en couraging each other. 
f' 8. Be in joint ::J':*~:" 2 • 
I 9. Press on to ~i'fOOIl;()n--t$my 
deficiencies to be _de~d. 
10. ~~E~:esst~ !!e~;jm:~;;,;J-PtI};huJ 
11. God "sets" us u a ·skillful surg;6n. 
12. Properly jointed t arlicul~te. 
E. Good comfort I _L d b r 
1. Be counselled. - M7 /,()!J(i I'lI.-n C;;,~) IJ 
2. Listen to me. ., 
3. Receive admonition. I 
4. Take advice. 
5. Takes a big man to listen to advice 
of others. 
F. Be of One Mind 
1. Think the s 
,,2. Supress all &; partianship. 
! 3. Cultivate uni 
4. Harmony not 
5. A united 
for a divided 
G. Live In Peace 
1. Divisions do in Jesus. 
2. Peace a condition of pro~perity. 
3. Continuous &; uninterrupted. 
4. Be at war with only Satan & Sin. 
H. God of Love & Peace Be Yours. 
1. Have God's blessings above all else. 
2. Above earthly friendship we need 
God. 
3. Be conscious of divine relationship. 
Exo. 33: 15 
OH Ville.fj Lec.tu!l£..6 (~ VinncuL) 4/7/94 l Ce.M!z.al, TUM.a1.o0.6a., AL (Noon) - 4/13/94 
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Some even argue that modern 
has taken on the 
U.S.NEWS & WOliLD REPORT. APlilL 4. 1994 U.S. News poll of 1.000 registered voters with an oversample of 45 Af: 
Lake of Mel1man·Lazarus~Lake and Ed Goeas of the Tarrance Group M 
minus 3.1 percent. Percentages may not add up to 100 because som! 

